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Abstract

THE CHRISTIAN RIGHT AND FEDERAL STEM CELL RESEARCH POLICY: A
QUALITATIVE STUDY OF INFLUENCE AND ADVOCACY STRATEGIES IN
CONGRESS (2001-2009)
By: Todd L. Gathje, Ph.D.
A dissertation submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy at Virginia Commonwealth University.
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2009
Director: Dr. William C. Bosher
Distinguished Professor, Public Policy and Education
Former Dean, School of Education
Executive Director, Commonwealth Educational Policy Institute
L. Douglas Wilder School of Government and Public Affairs

The Christian Right has been a major contributor to the policy process since the
1980s, helping shape the national agenda by illuminating a number of social issues and
influencing elections with strong grassroots campaigns. For political scientists,
Christian Right organizations provide a rich source of information for studying interest
group activity, electioneering, and general political theory. In particular, their efforts to
lobby various policy issues such as prayer in school, education, abortion, and traditional
marriage, has caused them to become a distinct coalition of advocacy groups, and the
focus of much research by many scholars. However, as we advance into the twenty-
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first century, new biotechnology-related issues have emerged that challenge Christian
Right organizations and their values. The purpose of this dissertation was to investigate
the involvement of the Christian Right between 2001 and the beginning of 2009 in
legislative debates regarding stem cell research policy, and attempt to distinguish its
effective and non-effective lobbying strategies, and the general perception of its
influence.
This study addressed three research questions. First, to what extent do Christian
Right organizations participate in the legislative process regarding stem cell research?
Second, what is the perceived influence of its lobbying activities on federal stem cell
research legislation? Third, in what ways does the Christian Right engage in lobbying
legislators on stem cell research legislation?
Within these broad research questions, the following subsequent study
objectives were pursued: 1) learn about the reasons for the Christian Right’s influence
or lack of influence; 2) understand the goals of its advocacy efforts; 3) learn about its
use of outside and inside lobbying strategies; 4) better understand the approach used by
Christian Right organizations in lobbying legislators who were undecided about a
particular stem cell research legislation; 5) learn about the kind of rhetoric it used; and
6) find out what, if any, forms of coalition building it engaged in as part of its advocacy
efforts. In addition, this study examined why legislators voted against the majority of
their political party when it came to stem cell research legislation.
The epistemological approach for this study was qualitative. Data consisted of
verbal responses to semi-structured questions during telephone interviews with
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representatives from Christian Right organizations, advocacy groups that support the
expansion of stem cell research policy, former legislators, and current staff members.
In addition to the in-depth interviews, data was also obtained through organizational
and government documents.
Finally, this dissertation analyzed the Christian Right and its participation in the
development of stem cell research legislation through the lens of the advocacy coalition
framework. In doing so, the study captures of the essence of the stem cell debate and
the role of the Christian Right within it, and offers a new theoretical framework for
examining the Christian Right.

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The profile of the religious experience in America is uniquely pluralistic,
consisting of people from a variety of backgrounds and social arrangements. It is
comprised of a “bewildering diversity of denominations, theologies, and organizational
styles, which, while dramatically manifest today, has its roots both in early colonial
patterns and later frontier experience” (Hertzke, 1988, p. 20). One of the unique
manifestations of religion in America has been the development of religious lobbies
(Adams, 1970; Ebersole, 1951; Hertzke, 1988; Hofrenning, 1995). In his seminal work
titled In Washington but not of It, James Hofrenning (1995) likens religious lobbyists to
Biblical prophets because of their ability as an outsider to illuminate issues and
challenge elite government officials. Hofrenning recalls how ancient prophets, who
professed to communicate directly with God, expressed various criticisms about the
governments of their time. In similar fashion, some modern-day religious lobbies are
like prophets, whereby they work to highlight various societal conditions that conflict
with Judeo-Christian values. Religious lobbies doubtlessly exercise their right to
petition the government and work to champion issues that are important to them.
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The more publicized types of religious lobbies in recent decades have been those
organizations that form the Christian Right. This political coalition, which is comprised
mostly of fundamentalist and evangelical activists and organizations, has become a
major contributor to the policy process since the 1980s (Moen, 1989, 1992, 1994;
Hofrenning, 1995; Guth, 1996; Berry & Wilcox, 2007; Wilcox, 1992, 2000; Green,
Rozell & Wilcox; 2001). Over the past two decades the political organizations that
constitute the Christian Right have helped shape the national agenda by raising concerns
on a number of social issues and influencing elections with strong grassroots campaigns
(Moen, 1989, 1992; Wilcox, 1992, 2000). For political scientists, the Christian Right
provides a rich source of information for studying interest group activity,
electioneering, and general political theory. In particular, its efforts to advocate various
policy issues such as prayer in school, education, abortion, and traditional marriage,
have been the focus of a considerable amount of scholarship (Moen, 1989, 1992, 1994;
Hofrenning, 1995; Guth, 1996; Berry & Wilcox, 2007; Wilcox, 1992, 2000; Green,
Rozell & Wilcox; 2001).
As we advance into the twenty-first century, complex biotechnology issues, such
as embryonic stem cell research, have emerged which challenge Christian Right
organizations and their values. This dissertation aims to investigate the involvement of
the Christian Right in the stem cell research debate, with the intended purpose of
distinguishing effective and non-effective lobbying strategies and the general perception
of its influence. Moreover, this dissertation attempts to describe its efforts to influence
the stem cell research policy debate in Congress between 2001 and 2009.
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This introductory chapter presents the reader with some general background
information regarding the Christian Right. It presents a brief description of how this
coalition was started and outlines its transformation into a pragmatic political coalition
with respect to its rhetoric and lobbying strategies. The chapter also introduces the
emerging twenty-first century policy issue—stem cell research—that challenges the
Christian Right, which will serve as the policy focus for the dissertation. In addition,
this chapter establishes the conceptual framework and research plan for this study. The
intent of the following pages is to provide a foretaste of the direction and content of the
chapters to come.
The Christian Right
The modern Christian Right emerged as part of a religious conservative
movement in response to the cultural changes taking place during the 1960s and 1970s.
As the profile of this religious conservative movement transpired, it captured the
attention of prominent secular political activists. Such political activists as Richard
Viguerie, Howard Phillips, Paul Weyrich, and Terry Dolan, are credited with realizing
the potential in the activism of religious conservatives and helping mobilize them into a
single political coalition – the Christian Right (Guth, 1996; Wilcox, 1992). Early
leaders recognized that the conservative Christian community already possessed the
resources such as television shows, schools, publications, and meeting places, necessary
to mobilize a large portion of the public for political purposes. Their efforts, along with
other early founders, helped turn a predominantly religious movement into a legitimate
political advocacy coalition (Guth, 1996).
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The early leaders and experienced political activists, such as those mentioned
above, helped form official advocacy organizations in order to become active in the
policy process and mobilize its followers. By the early 1980s several organizations
formed, consisting mostly of Protestant evangelical and fundamentalist political
organizations, to establish a prominent advocacy coalition. The early organizations
included the Moral Majority and the Religious Roundtable (Hofrenning, 1995; Berry &
Wilcox, 2007; Wilcox, 1992, 2000; Green, Rozell & Wilcox; 2001). Today the
Christian Right is represented by prominent organizations like Concerned Women for
America, The Christian Coalition of America, The Ethics and Religious Liberty
Commission of the Southern Baptist Convention, the Family Research Council, and
Focus on the Family. These groups are the heart and soul of the Christian Right
coalition.
The primary issues that the Christian Right has focused on over the years
include abortion, family values, traditional marriage, and tuition tax credits for parents
who chose to send their children to private or parochial schools. These issues are what
Matthew Moen (1989, 1994) considers to be the Christian Right’s “top tier” agenda
items. Beginning in the 1990s, new leaders, such as Ralph Reed, who served as
President of the Christian Coalition from 1989-1997, helped to redirect the focus of the
Christian Right to include other topics such as the economy and taxes (Reed, 1993,
1996). The organizations became vocal opponents of various government spending
programs, and supported lowering taxes. Some groups even contributed to the
formation of the Council for National Policy to establish positions on foreign affairs,
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free trade, the size and role of government, and general tax policy that reflected their
conservative values (Lindsay, 2007). These positions on economic and tax related
topics became an important step towards becoming recognized as a political coalition
that advocates for a broad range of issues (Moen, 1989, 1992; Wilcox, 2000; Rozell,
2003; Jelen, 2005). However, despite these transitions, the Christian Right has
primarily been focused on cultural issues such as traditional marriage, family values,
and the sanctity of life (Rozell, 2003).
The Stem Cell Research Debate
Among the challenges of the twenty-first century is the growing number of
highly complex and technical issues related to biotechnology. Some bioethicists go so
far as to refer to the twenty-first century as the “Biotech Century” (AUL Report, 2008;
Fukuyama, 2005). By way of explanation, Francis Fukuyama (2002) describes
biotechnology as the use of living organisms in scientific research to help find new
therapies and modifications that improve human life. The hope among scientists is that
by applying biotechnological practices they will learn how to manipulate human cell
structures in order to find cures for, or eliminate, diseases and birth defects; and to
ultimately perfect the human body (Fukuyama, 2002; AUL Report, 2008).
Although there has been a considerable amount of research involving DNA and
genetics, it is stem cell research that has captured the attention of scientists, as well as
the public. Stem cells are considered the “utility and repair units of the body” (Nisbet,
et al., 2003), and are the key conduits for the maintenance of bodily organs and tissues
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(Marzilli, 2007; Fischbach & Fischbach, 2004; Bryant & Schwartz, 2008; Peters, 2003;
Herold, 2006; Holm, 2002).
A considerable amount of research since the 1960s has involved predominantly
adult stem cells taken from specific types of tissues, in particular bone marrow and
umbilical cord blood. In 1998, however, scientists learned about the potential of using
stem cells derived from human embryos. This development has caused some in the
scientific community to attribute therapeutic possibilities to these types of cells,
including treatments of damaged tissues caused by injuries, and life-threatening
diseases such as cancer, diabetes, Alzheimer’s, and Parkinson’s. There is even
speculation that through this research, scientists will learn to grow new organs to be
used for transplantation (Nisbet et al., 2003; Holm, 2002). However, along with these
profound scientific and biotechnological possibilities, the isolation of human embryonic
stem cells has complicated the national debate. As some within the scientific
community work to create new therapeutic treatments, the polity is faced with certain
policy considerations about the actual health of the patient, the respect for human life,
the dignity of human beings, and the role of government (AUL Report, 2008; Nisbet et
al., 2003; Fukuyama, 2004; George & Tollefsen, 2008; Peters, 2003; Cole-Turner,
2001; Goldstein, 2008; Golub, 2008; Holm, 2002; PEW Report, 2002).
Stem cell research will serve as the policy focus for this study. Not only does
this issue represent the challenges of the twenty-first century, it is also an issue that
challenges the core beliefs of conservative religious groups. With research involving
human embryos to obtain stem cells, the Christian Right and other pro-life
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organizations assert that this devalues the human race, and is an assault on the sanctity
of life. The intricacies of this topic present challenges for all interested parties who are
engaged in advocacy and are trying to inform the public and lawmakers. In examining
stem cell research policy, it is particularly useful to understand how organizations
engage in the debate. Given the history of conservative religious group involvement in
politics, it is necessary to examine how it has impacted the debate over embryonic stem
cell research.
Purpose of the Study
In light of this emerging twenty-first century policy issue, the aim of this study
is to better understand the influence and lobbying strategies of Christian Right
organizations. Using stem cell research as a proxy for biotechnology issues, this study
will seek to learn about the perceived influence of the Christian Right on stem cell
research legislation, and the specific activities or tactics it used to advocate its positions.
In addition, the study examines the advocacy strategies and messaging of organizations
that support embryonic stem cell research for the purpose of comparing and contrasting
with the Christian Right. The stem cell research debate is an ideal legislative focus, not
only because it is an emerging issue, but also because there is a lack of research related
to the role that various groups have had in the debate. This is also an ideal policy focus
because it illustrates the challenges the Christian Right confronts in defending its moral
traditions and values against a complex technological issue.
There are three overarching research questions about Christian Right
organizations that will be investigated. First, to what extent do Christian Right
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organizations participate in the legislative process regarding stem cell research?
Second, what is the perceived influence of their lobbying activities on federal stem cell
research legislation? Third, in what ways does the Christian Right engage in lobbying
legislators on stem cell research legislation? By answering these three research
questions, we can learn about the involvement of the Christian Right in the stem cell
research policy process, the strategic advocacy approaches it used to influence
legislators, and the extent to which it impacted the policy outcome.
The problem with regards to this policy debate is that little is known, outside of
anecdotes, about the role that Christian Right groups play. For instance, it is clear that
the scientific community actively participates in Congressional hearings promoting, or
objecting to, embryonic stem cell research (AUL Report, 2004; Marzilli, 2006). It is
also apparent that non-religious groups have entered into the debate, advocating for or
against public funding, and either more relaxed or tighter regulatory restrictions
(Marzilli, 2006). Recognizing that the Christian Right has become immersed in
mainstream politics, and a strong advocate of pro-life policies, it is necessary to better
understand its involvement in this policy debate. Given that little attention has been
devoted to studying the Christian Right within the context of the stem cell research
debate, it is unclear to what extent it participates. For those Christian Right
organizations that do participate, there is no scholarly work to date that describes what
sort of influence it has had on lawmakers, in particular those legislators who did not
follow in lock-step with their political party. Moreover, provided it does participate,
and there is some indication as to the influence it has on policy outcomes, little is
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known about the advocacy strategies employed and their effectiveness. These
unknowns about the modern Christian Right and the stem cell policy debate
demonstrate the need for further inquiry.
The Conceptual Framework
Religious lobbies have been automatically examined using group theory, or
social movement theory, based on its interest group activity (Moen, 1989, 1992; Wald,
2003; Berry & Wilcox, 2007). Although, in this case, the study of Christian Right fits
these models because of the various pressure groups that it is comprised of, it does little
to accurately portray its coalition attributes and position within policy process.
Therefore, this study will step outside the traditions of past scholarship, and examine
the Christian Right through a new lens – the advocacy coalition framework.
According to Sabatier (1988), “[o]ne of the principal goals of the [Advocacy
Coalition Framework] has been to integrate traditional concerns with political resources
and values/interests, on the one hand, with the role of knowledge and policy analysis,
on the other” (p. 368). Sabatier (1988) also posits that there are three major premises
within this framework: 1) that understanding the process of policy change requires a
time span of decade or more; 2) that policy change takes place within “policy
subsystems,” the interaction of actors from public and private organizations; 3) policy
subsystems consists of representatives from various levels of government; and 4) public
policies are comprised of belief systems, which are value priorities or policy
preferences. These premises provide direction and context for this dissertation.
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The emphasis of the Advocacy Coalition Framework is on the efforts of
advocacy coalitions to influence public policy so that it reflects their shared beliefs and
values. In addition, this framework accounts for, by establishing a time parameter,
those external changes that occur, such as socioeconomic conditions or a change in the
legislature. These attributes, therefore, make this framework a useful tool for the study
of the Christian Right’s involvement in the stem cell research policy process.
Methodology
The epistemological approach for this study was qualitative. Data consisted
of verbal responses to semi-structured questions during telephone interviews with
representatives from Christian Right organizations, organizations that support
embryonic stem cell research, congressional staffers, and former legislators, as well
as organizational documents. The objective of this research was to gain insight
into the perceived influence of these organizations and the lobbying strategies that
it used, by seeking in-depth interpretations and observations from people who have
first-hand knowledge of such information (Marshall & Rossman, 2006; Denzin &
Lincoln, 2000; Denzin, 1994; Maxwell, 2005). This research methodology was
meant to reach beyond the colloquial assumptions created by existing empirical
data, and to illuminate new and unique information that creates a new canvas for
future research.
The qualitative methodology used for this study runs contrary to the
positivist modes of research that are typically used for studying religious political
activism and public policy (Hertzke, 1988). There are two reasons for deviating
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from this traditional mode of research. One is that there is a lack of existing data
on religious advocacy groups. Given this lack of data, researchers have had to look
to qualitative modes of research for new information. Qualitative research is not
uncommon to the study of religious political activism and public policy, nor has it
failed to make important contributions. Generally, the rewards of qualitative work
in these fields are often overlooked, as well as underappreciated (Marshall &
Rossman, 2006). The other reason, following a review of the literature on religious
political activism, and more specifically the Christian Right, is that there have been
major scholarly contributions involving qualitative research. The works by Allen
Hertzke (1988), Daniel Hofrenning (1995) and Matthew Moen (1989, 1992) have
made significant contributions to the scholarship on religion and politics, and the
Christian Right.
Allen Hertzke’s 1988 work, Representing God in Washington, is recognized
as a major contribution to the study of religious group participation in politics. The
focus of his work is the participation of Jewish and Christian groups in legislative
policy-making. His research primarily targets what he considers the
“Congressional milieu,” and the modes of participation among a variety of
religious lobbies. Hertzke conducted a qualitative study, in which he interviewed
over thirty representatives of religious organizations and church lobbies, and
congressional staff members, and reviewed a collection of organizational
documents pertaining to their advocacy activities. As a result of his study, Hertzke
learns the extent to which religious political activist groups participated in policy-
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making, such as inside and outside lobbying, and general perceptions of their
effectiveness. Daniel Hofrenning, in his book In Washington but not of It (1995),
also relies on qualitative methods in studying characteristics of the religious lobby.
After interviewing a number of religious political organizations and government
officials, Hofrenning compiles some basic theories about their involvement in
politics and advocacy activities. Collectively, the research design and
methodology that Hertzke and Hofrenning uses, as well as the general themes of
their work, provides a model for this study.
The contributions to the study of religion and politics made by Hertzke and
Hofrenning also provided an introduction to the emergence and activism of the
Christian Right in national politics. However, while their works assess some of the
initial evangelical and fundamentalist groups, they do not specifically focus their
research solely on the Christian Right. For this reason, Mathew Moen’s 1989 and
1992 scholarly contributions are important. Moen’s works examine the
participation of the Christian Right in mainstream politics during the 1980s and
early 1990s, and analyzed the level of influence the organization had on the policy
process in Congress. Moen also used a qualitative methodology, and interviewed
numerous representatives of organizations and staffers, or legislators of a number
of legislative offices. The intent of his work was to learn about Christian Right’s
legislative advocacy on some of its initial agenda items, including education,
prayer in school and abortion. The research performed by Moen (1989, 1992),
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therefore, serves as another research model for the study presented in this
dissertation.
The research design for this study was modeled after the research designs
employed in the studies mentioned above. However, unlike these previous studies
which examined several public policies, this study focuses on a single policy issue—
stem cell research. The use of this single issue as the policy focus represents the
emerging complex biotechnology issues of the twenty-first century. This study also
deviated from previous scholarly work by applying the Advocacy Coalition Framework,
as advanced by Paul Sabatier (1988), rather than the traditional pluralist model and
social movement theory. Based on these new parameters, this study contributes a new
body of knowledge on the Christian Right.
Organization of the Chapters
There are five chapters to follow this introductory chapter. Chapter two
provides a review of the Christian Right and introduces stem cell research as its newest
policy focus. Based on the research and writings of various authorities on the subject,
chapter two establishes the history of the Christian Right and the prominent
organizations, its agenda and the political strategies it employed. The purpose of this
chapter, aside from providing a general background of organizations and advocacy
strategies, is to establish the Christian Right as the advocacy coalition that is being
examined in this study. In addition, this chapter introduces stem cell research as a new
agenda issue that has become a concern for Christian Right organizations. It provides a
brief overview of what stem cells are and the contours of the debate.
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Chapter three outlines the theoretical lens, or conceptual framework. This
chapter describes the common theoretical frameworks (social movement theory and
group theory) that are typically used for studying the Christian Right’s participation in
the policy process and their limitations for this study, and posit an alternative lens in the
Advocacy Coalition Framework. In this chapter, the main concepts of the framework
are outlined, including the policy subsystem, advocacy coalitions, core beliefs or values,
and a time frame. The policy subsystem for this study is federal policy related to stem
cell research. Discussed in this section are three main issues associated with this policy
debate: the ethics of embryonic stem cell research, including the sanctity of life; the
subsequent debate between the merits of adult and embryonic stem cell research; and
the appropriateness of federal funding for stem cell research. The time frame for this
study is 2001 through 2009. To demonstrate this time frame, legislative and
administrative actions over the course of these eight years are provided. In particular,
salient legislation that has been proposed or enacted over the past eight years will be
presented. Addressing these important legislative and executive actions provides a
point of reference for the researcher and the potential participants in the study. Finally,
this chapter discusses the various advocacy coalitions that comprise this debate, which
includes the Christian Right coalition.
Chapter four describes in further detail the methodology relied upon for the
study. It has been introduced in this chapter that this study relied on a qualitative
methodology to achieve its intended research goals. This chapter, therefore, further
outlines the principles of qualitative research, and describes the application of grounded
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theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The other components of this chapter include a
discussion of the research design, sampling methods, data collection, and data analysis.
Based on the topic of this study and the type of information being sought, this
methodology reflects the best approach to achieve in-depth knowledge and to
investigate the goals of the research.
The final two chapters, chapter five and chapter six, discuss the results of the
qualitative inquiry. Chapter five presents the findings from the study which emerged
from the interviews and organizational documents. The researcher used inductive
reasoning to explain the data and create descriptive categories. Finally, in chapter six
the researcher used the findings presented in chapter 5 to construct theoretical
assumptions about the influence of the Christian Right, the lobbying strategies it
employed, and the voting behavior among those legislators that voted against the
majority of their political party.
Summary
This study provided additional knowledge about the Christian Right’s political
activism in the twenty-first century with respect to biotechnology issues, in particular
on the issue concerning stem cell research. Knowing more about how these groups
operate provides practitioners, political researchers and general observers, a better
understanding of what the Christian Right is doing to advocate its agenda. For those
who study the policy process, the research conducted in this dissertation provides
valuable insight into the perceptions about the influence that these groups have had on
this policy debate. Moreover, this study contributes to previous research and
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commentary by constructing new storylines about the Christian Right and its effort to
continue voicing the values and beliefs it considers are right for American society.

CHAPTER 2
THE CHRISTIAN RIGHT AND THE NEW LIFE CHALLENGE

The Christian Right emerged as an organized advocacy coalition between 1977
and 1979 (Moen, 1989, 1992, 1994; Guth, 1996; Berry & Wilcox, 2007; Wilcox, 1992,
1994, 2000; Green, Rozell & Wilcox; 2001; Rozell, 2003; Wald, 2003). The groups
within this new advocacy coalition have blended their religious beliefs with their
political philosophy, and have been led by charismatic preachers and religious figures
that used their elite stature to spread their message. Whereas early conservative
Christian movements focused on modernity and communism, the modern Christian
Right has redirected its attention to the problem of “secular humanism” (Wilcox, 1992;
Hofrenning, 1995). Unlike the fundamentalist groups of the 1950s, the modern
Christian Right has broadened its agenda to include a variety of economic and social
issues, and has abandoned its apolitical preference by strengthening its association with
the Republican Party (Wilcox, 1992, 1994, 2000). The Christian Right has indeed
become an important and active political advocacy coalition in mainstream politics.
What is the Christian Right?
For over two decades there have been scholarly conversations and debates about
who, or what, the Christian Right is. Most scholars agree that the Christian Right is
represented by prominent personalities such as the late Reverend Jerry Falwell,
17
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Reverend Pat Robertson, and Dr. James Dobson, as well as organizations like
Concerned Women for America, The Christian Coalition of America, The Ethics and
Religious Liberty Commission of the Southern Baptist Convention, the Family
Research Council and Focus on the Family. There are those who dislike the descriptor
“Christian Right,” and prefer other phrases like the “Religious Right” or “people of
faith” that refer to a broader coalition (Wilcox, 2001). Despite the efforts to appeal to
other Christian denominations and orthodox Jews, the coalition remains comprised of
white conservative Protestant and evangelical traditions (Green, 1995). In addition to
its membership, the Christian Right is also determined by its ideology and party
affiliation. These two characteristics – membership and party affiliation – are central to
understanding the Christian Right.
The Membership
Conservative evangelicals
While not all conservative evangelicals self-identify as either fundamentalist or
Pentecostal, they tend to be the primary constituency of the Christian Right. Both the
fundamentalist and Pentecostal movements occurred in the early twentieth century, but
existed independent of each other (Hertzke, 1988; Wilcox, 1992; Guth, 1996; Wald,
2003). Each group has consistently resisted teaching evolution in the church, referred
to as “theological modernism” (Wilcox, 2000), and separated from society by creating
new denominations, schools, television programs, radio programs, and universities
(Hertzke, 1988; Kellstedt, 1989; Guth, 1996). However, in the past the differences in
theology and worship style have prevented the two groups from collaborating with each
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other under the umbrella of the Christian Right. It was not until the 1990s that
fundamentalist and Pentecostal groups began putting aside their theological differences
to forge a united coalition to address certain social issues (Wilcox, 2000).
The Pentecostal, or charismatic, wing of conservative evangelicalism is typically
symbolized by Reverend Pat Robertson (Wilcox, 1992, 1994, 2000; Rozell, 2003), and
is credited as having strong conservative stances on policy issues and everyday
lifestyles (Beyerlein & Chaves, 2003; Kellstedt, 1989). In a study on political behavior
by Kraig Beyerlein and Mark Chaves (2003), it was found that members of Pentecostal
congregations are politically active, and are more likely than other Protestant
denominations to discuss politics and distribute voter guides. The study also found that
they also tend to hold more conservative views about the culture than any other
religious denomination. The most well known fundamentalist group, as well as the
nation’s largest Protestant denomination, is the 14-million-member Southern Baptist
Convention (SBC). The advocacy arm of the SBC is the Ethics and Religious Liberty
Commission, headed by Richard Land. According to James Guth, “[t]he SBC boasts
four of the five largest U.S. seminaries, a big religious publishing house, and an
enormous denominational bureaucracy” (1996, p. 125). The SBC represents the heart
and soul of conservative evangelicalism, and the most reliable constituency of the
Christian Right.
The “neo-evangelical” (Marsden, 1991; Smith, 1998) branch of evangelicalism
began in 1942, when J. Elwin Wright and Harold Ockenga created the National
Association of Evangelicals. While they maintain some of the same opinions about the
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depravity of society and the infiltration of secularism, neo-evangelicals are typically not
viewed as part of the fundamentalist movement (Marsden, 1991). They are a difficult
group to categorize since they fall between moderate Protestants and fundamentalists,
both politically and theologically. Neo-evangelicals believe that fundamentalists have
avoided scriptural teachings that emphasize improving our communities. They also
object to the mainline Protestant acceptance of teachings on modernism, and eschewing
the Christian tenants of personal morality and repentance. In essence, neoevangelicalism is a unique balance of conservative fundamentalism and moderate
Protestantism (Marsden, 1991; Smith, 1998).
Conservative Catholics
The early Christian Right organizations did not make any concerted efforts to
attract Catholic membership. As Christian Right organizations have expanded,
however, they realized the similarities that they have with conservative Catholics
regarding various social issues. Some conservative Catholics supported early antievolution efforts in schools, and have consistently objected to the practice of abortion
(Wilcox, 2000). Conservative Catholics have also advocated, in some instances, for
traditional marriage. In his pivotal work on the dynamics of religion in party politics,
Geoffrey Layman (2001) argues that conservative Catholics have been, and continue to
be, willing to form coalitions with the Christian Right, due in large part to their
positions on abortion, private or parochial schooling, and family values. Layman also
finds that conservative Catholics’ reluctance to commit fully to the Christian Right is
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still caused by differences in opinion over the death penalty and social welfare
programs (Bendyna, Green, Rozell & Wilcox, 2001; Layman, 2001).
Research by Mary E. Bendyna, et al. (2001) indicates that Catholics are
becoming more supportive of the Christian Right than are mainline Protestants, a
surprising trend given that mainline Protestants have more in common theologically
with conservative evangelicals. Their research also shows that while Catholics have
traditionally sided with the Democratic Party, there are signs that conservative Catholics
are in small numbers switching their support to the Republican Party, the party
preference of the Christian Right. The factors attributing to this trend is the Republican
Party’s positions on school vouchers, abortion, and traditional families (Bendyna,
Green, Rozell & Wilcox, 2001, 58; Layman, 2001; Wilcox, 2000), all issues advocated
by the Christian Right. Recognizing that only a small number of Catholics is needed to
increase their strength and influence, the Christian Right continues to seek their support
(Wilcox, 2000).
Black Evangelicals
Generally, African Americans report high frequencies of religious practices such
as attending church, Bible reading, and praying (Wilcox, 2000; Layman, 2001). Yet,
inasmuch as black evangelicals share commonalities with white evangelicals, there
remain significant theological differences that prevent the two groups from
collaborating. For example, a current theme in black churches, albeit not all, is
“liberation theology”—a belief system that stresses equality and social compassion
above the traditional conservative Protestant teachings of individuality and personal
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responsibility. According to Clyde Wilcox, “[m]ost black churches interpret the Bible
as a book of liberation, equality, and social compassion,” and thus are likely to “oppose
all forms of discrimination and to favor social programs that help the poor” (2000, p.
54).
Aside from these theological differences, Wilcox (2000) observes that two other
major barriers ten to prevent black evangelicals from joining the Christian Right. The
first barrier is that African Americans consistently side with the Democratic Party,
whereas the Christian Right generally favors the Republican Party. The second major
barrier is the different economic philosophies that black evangelicals and Christian
Right organizations value. When Christian Right leaders discuss issues like traditional
marriage and school prayer, they gain a great deal of support from the African
American community. Yet, when it advocates for low taxes and ending welfare and
affirmative action policies, it quickly loses the support of black evangelicals.
Economically, African Americans are in favor of a progressive tax system and creating
more social programs (Wilcox, 2000).
What makes black evangelicals attractive to the Christian Right is their ability to
become politically active. Beyerlein and Chaves (2003) find that black evangelicals are
more likely to participate in activities such as registering voters and distributing voter
guides than white evangelicals, mainline Protestants, and Catholics. Beyerlein and
Chaves also find that black evangelicals will go further in their political activism by
inviting candidates to speak at their churches. Their data reveals that the likelihood of
black evangelicals having a candidate come speak greatly outweighs the likelihood of
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white congregations having someone come speak (Beyerlein & Chaves, 2003). This
activism demonstrates why, even though they can hold theological and economic
differences, they remain a coveted target constituency of the Christian Right.
Mainline Protestants
The Christian Right, however, is not associated with most mainline Protestant
traditions. The religious institutions that are part of the mainline Protestant
constituency include Methodists, Presbyterians, Episcopalians, Congregationalists,
Lutherans, Northern Baptists, and the National Council of Churches (Fowler & Hertzke,
1995). Another prominent group is a Quaker organization called the Friends
Committee on National Legislation. This organization, which was founded in 1943 to
protest war and promote world peace, is considered the first registered religious lobby
group (Adams, 1970). It is the Methodist Church that has been the most prominent
religious lobby on Capitol Hill of all the church denominations, including conservative
evangelicals. The Methodist lobby is currently stationed in the United Methodist
Building, an office building which also includes other powerful mainline Protestant
lobbies (Hertzke, 1988).
Historically, conservative evangelicals, fundamentalists, and mainline
Protestants have shared interest in several issues. Between 1925 and 1965 both held
nearly the same positions on various social issues, including prayer and Bible reading in
schools and promoting family values (Wilcox, 2000). In fact, during the early twentieth
century, it was the Methodist Church that spearheaded the campaign to bring about
Prohibition. The Christian Right also finds support from mainline Protestants in their
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efforts to advocate for regulating abortion. Based on their common history and certain
shared values, the Christian Right continues to make overtures to mainline Protestants.
In contrast to conservative evangelical groups, mainline Protestants have
traditionally held more relaxed views on teaching evolution in schools, and have been
more accommodating to a “social gospel” teaching, which stresses Christian teachings
on saving society and addressing injustices through collective efforts above personal
redemption. On public policy issues, mainline Protestants have also deviated from the
Christian Right agenda by supporting social welfare programs and holding a more
relaxed position on homosexuality (Hertzke, 1988; Fowler & Hertzke, 1995; Hart,
2001). Due to these conflicting political and theological characteristics, Christian Right
groups have had difficulty attracting the membership of mainline Protestant groups.
Political Affiliation
The Christian Right is also defined by its political ideology and affiliation.
Since the 1970s the Christian Right has transitioned from being apolitical to staunch
Republican loyalists (Layman 2001; Green, Rozell & Wilcox, 2001). The Christian
Right was an independent political outsider prior to the 1970s and 1980s. According to
Layman, “the changes in the religious composition of the two parties’ mass coalitions
have occurred as a systematic response to the growing party differences on cultural
issues such as abortion, homosexual rights, and school prayer” (2001, p. 237). It was
between 1988 and 1996 that the Christian Right witnessed a significant transformation
in the Republican Party platform, which included several religious and moral issues.
Those changes include support for equal access to school resources for religious
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students, and a stronger stance against abortion. The Republican Party has also adopted
a strong traditional family position that includes, as the primary issue, defining marriage
as a union between one man and one woman (Lindsay, 2007; Layman, 2001; Moen,
1992).
The Christian Right became firmly a part of the Republican Party by 1992 when
the party platform was written. According to Layman (2001), it was written “like a
Christian Right position paper,” consisting of references to religious and moral values.
Over the years, the Republican Party’s primary constituency groups have consistently
included the Christian Right, comprised of pro-family and anti-abortion groups.
Michael Lindsay (2007) argues that the Republican Party has exercised what he calls
convening power—the “ability to bring disparate actors together for dialogue and
perhaps joint action.” As Republican legislators became increasingly more sympathetic
to the pro-life cause, the Christian Right became a more prominent actor in the party.
Berry and Wilcox (2007) argue that this resulted in part because pro-life advocacy
groups and the Christian Right worked hard to select pro-life nominees to replace the
“old guard” Republican legislators that retired.
Under the Presidency of George W. Bush, Christian conservatives became an
even more vital component of the Republican Party. Moreover, President Bush has
been successful in appealing to all kinds of evangelicals, as well as mainline Protestants
(Lindsay, 2007). These groups have become part of the “inner circle” of politics, and
are able to exert tremendous influence over policies. As such, Christian conservatives
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have become engrained in the Republican Party, making their social conservative and
pro-life values the core of the party platform (Lindsay, 2007; Layman, 2001).
The Christian Right Defined
Based on this overview, the Christian Right can be clearly defined as a political
advocacy group with a membership consisting predominantly of evangelical and
fundamentalist Protestants, as well as conservative Catholics when the sanctity of life
and family values are being considered. It is a coalition that has been unable to attract
black evangelicals and mainline Protestants for either political or theological reasons,
despite its commitment to pursuing such religious groups. The Christian Right is also a
coalition of groups and religious leaders who support a conservative ideology and are
politically affiliated, or aligned, with the Republican Party. While some may disagree
with the phrase “Christian Right,” it remains an accurate and appropriate descriptor as it
captures the theological and political characteristics of the coalition. For these reasons,
and in an effort to conform to previous scholarship (Moen, 1989, 1992; Wilcox, 2001),
the author adopts the “Christian Right” phrase.
Expansion, Transition, and Institutionalization
The Christian Right has undergone a maturation process since it was officially
conceived (Moen, 1992). Matthew Moen (1994) outlined three periods—the
expansionist period, the transition period, and the institutionalization period—to
describe the trajectory of the Christian Right. Moen’s assessment is valuable to the
study of the Christian Right as it illustrates the evolution of the Christian Right into a
formidable advocacy coalition. This section thus applies Moen’s three observations to
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outline what he deems as the “transformation of the Christian Right” (Moen, 1992).
Discussion of these different periods provides the necessary background on its
institutionalization, and its general progression towards becoming a permanent player in
mainstream politics.
Expansionist Period
The expansionist period of Christian Right activism, according to Moen (1992,
1994), lasted from 1977 to 1989 and involved the initial formation of political
organizations and the initiation of their participation in national politics (Moen, 1989,
1992, 1994; Wilcox, 1992, 1994, 2000; Utter & Storey, 2001). During this period, the
Moral Majority and the Religious Roundtable were the preeminent organizations. The
Moral Majority was founded in 1977, as the product of a vision by Paul Weyrich, a
prominent agent of conservatism. The organization was headed by Rev. Jerry Falwell
from Lynchburg, Virginia, and consisted mostly of Independent Baptist followers. The
objective of the Moral Majority was to rally the American people around traditional
family values, to combat secularism, and influence public policy. It remained on the
national scene for several years, but eventually failed to acquire the necessary funding
to remain an effective lobby. The Moral Majority folded into the Liberty Alliance
Foundation, ending its official operation by 1989 (Moen, 1989, 1992, 1994; Wilcox,
1992, 1994, 2000; Utter & Storey, 2001; Hofrenning, 1995; Rozell, 2003). In 2004 it
reemerged and was renamed the Moral Majority Coalition. Although its advocacy
strategies are only a fraction of what they used to be, it still maintains the same pro-life
and family value mission statements.
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The Religious Roundtable was formed for those evangelicals who were
uncomfortable with the religious fundamentalism of the Moral Majority, although their
agendas included nearly identical issues—ending abortion, promoting family values,
and stopping homosexual rights. The Religious Roundtable was created in 1979 by
Texas evangelist James Robinson and a prominent secular conservative politico,
Edward A. McAteer. What is unique about this early Christian Right organization is it
was the first attempt to unite religious groups and political conservatives to form one
voice. It became recognized for its briefing meetings in which well-known religious
and conservative leaders would speak to a congregation of members. The most wellknown speech was given in 1980 during the National Affairs Briefing at the Reunion
Arena in Dallas, Texas, by then presidential candidate Ronald Reagan. Although it did
not exist for very long, it did play a central role in mobilizing evangelicals to help elect
Ronald Reagan to the White House in 1980 and 1984 (Moen, 1989; Wilcox, 2000;
Guth, 1996; Utter & Storey, 2001).
During this initial period other prominent organizations like Concerned Women
for America and Focus on the Family emerged. The organization Concerned Women
for America (CWA) was begun in 1979 by Beverly LaHaye, wife of evangelist and
author Tim LaHaye. It was one of the first major Christian Right groups to emerge, and
has endured decades of challenges. Wilcox has even described the CWA as the
“grandmother of [the] contemporary Christian Right” (2000, p.65). The organization
was formed to provide an alternative to the National Organization of Women (NOW)
by promoting a staunch antifeminist and traditional family agenda. The CWA excelled
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in grassroots outreach, as evidenced by its early beginning as a neighborhood church
group, and has become successful in contacting elected officials (Wilcox, 2000).
Throughout its history, the CWA expanded into forty-nine precincts called Prayer
Action Chapters, and started a monthly report called Family Voice. In 1985, it
solidified its place among mainstream political lobbies when it moved to Washington,
D.C. and established a national office with a lobbying staff and a legal team (Hertzke,
1988; Moen, 1989, 1992; Guth et al., 1996; Wilcox, 2000; Utter & Storey, 2001).
Focus on the Family was founded in 1977 by Dr. James Dobson as an
organization with the intent of promoting family values. After starting out as a small
radio program on a few stations, it has grown into a national program with 4,000
stations with a daily audience of five million people and a public policy research center.
The Focus on the Family has become heavily involved in educating the public on
important family-related issues by discussing family and spiritual topics on the radio
program, and by producing research reports and position statements. A primary source
of the organization’s written outreach effort has been its magazine called Citizen.
Today, Focus on the Family is located in Colorado Springs, CO, with a membership
that numbers in the several hundred thousands, a large staff, and a number of satellite
organizations across the country, including a D.C. office (Moen, 1992; Wilcox, 2000;
Guth, 1996; Utter & Storey, 2001; Gilgoff, 2007).
The Christian Right activism during this first period primarily targeted
Congress. Paul Weyrich, one of the early architects of this political coalition, stated in
1980 that “[i]f you want to change America, you have to change the Congress” (Moen,
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1992, p. 89). Some of the early legislative success came during the 97th Congress
(1981-1983), with the most notable achievement being the passage of the Equal Access
Act. This legislation ensured that student-organized religious groups were allowed
access to the same school resources that nonreligious school organizations used. In
addition to the passage of this legislation, the Christian Right and its agenda, sparked
hearings and conversations on important issues, including affirmative action quotas,
national health care, and child daycare bills (Moen, 1989). Roger Cobb and Charles
Elder (1972) argue that getting an issue on the institutional agenda is a significant
accomplishment given the fact that the agenda is typically filled with items from prior
years. Political scientist John Kingdon (2002), in his well known work, Agendas,
Alternatives, and Public Policies, similarly stated that getting issues on the agenda is
difficult for any interested party, and that it takes many years of persistent advocacy.
The Christian Right during this period, however, defied these traditional political
precedents by advancing issues onto the agenda with remarkable promptness (Moen,
1989).
Their efforts during the 97th Congress was good enough to achieve passage of
only a few bills, causing politicians to be less fearful of their lobbying activities and
influence (Moen, 1992, 1994). Moen (1992) suggests that the conclusion of the 98th
Congress (1983-1985) represented the peak of the coalition’s activism and influence.
Their unwillingness to consider compromises, and a tendency to take hard-line stances
on moral issues, prevented them from championing more legislation (Rozell, 2003).
Early organizations also demonstrated how unprepared and amateurish their political
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coalition was, which ultimately made them less feared among lawmakers (Wilcox,
2000; Moen, 1994). Moreover, the Christian Right during this time also became
complacent. As Moen (1992) points out, the Christian Right naively believed that
having their issues added to the agenda and mentioned in the State of the Union
Address by the President would eventually translate into legislative success. Cobb and
Elder (1972) found through their research that legislation that received serious attention
but does not get passed can quickly fall off the institutional agenda. This is what
appears to have happened to the Christian Right’s agenda during the 97th and 98th
Congress (Moen, 1992).
Transition Period
Following these early efforts, the Christian Right remained quiet on the national
scene for the later part of the 1980s until Rev. Pat Robertson, founder of the 700 Club,
ran for president in 1988. The impact of Robertson’s bid for the presidency produced a
large following, and initiated a new phase of Christian Right activism. According to
Moen (1994), leaders of Christian Right organizations “examined their mistakes,
assessed the existing political situation, commissioned polls to outline appropriate
strategy, and then restructured the movement in major ways” (p. 351). As a result, the
coalition broadened its constituency base and expanded with the institutionalization of
numerous organizations.
During this period, the organizations learned that in order to fund a sophisticated
lobbying operation, they needed to end their total reliance on direct mail and emphasize
other means for raising funds such as the use of membership dues (Reed, 1994, 1996).
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They also realized that in order to appeal to non-religious conservatives, they had to
moderate their rhetoric and broaden their agenda to include issues that were not
completely centered on family values (Hertzke, 1988; Moen, 1992, 1994; Rozell, 2003;
Reed, 1994; Wilcox, 1994, 2000; Utter & Storey, 2001). Collectively, changes such as
these among various organizations constituted what Moen and other scholars consider a
transformational period for the Christian Right.
Institutionalization Period
The third period of Christian Right activism, which Moen (1994) calls the
institutionalization period, is characterized by the number of organizations that began to
form (Moen, 1994). Organizations like the American Family Association, Traditional
Values Coalition, Christian Coalition of America, Family Research Council, and the
Ethics & Religious Liberty Commission became vocal contributors to the Christian
Right cause (Wilcox, 2000). It was during the 1990s that organizations implemented
massive grassroots campaigns to reach out to various Protestant denominations and
conservative Catholics. This period of Christian Right activism is credited with having
more of an ecumenical spirit (Moen, 1992; Smith, 1998) than previous Christian Right
groups who tended to focus strictly on white evangelicals.
The prominent organization that emerged during this period, and continues
today to be the flag-bearer of the Christian Right, was the Christian Coalition of
America. The first director of the Christian Coalition was Ralph Reed, a pragmatic
political activist who had spent much of his early career in academia and working on
political campaigns (Reed, 1996; Rozell, 2003). The Christian Coalition, while
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remaining active in national politics, also began to focus its attention on state
legislatures and elections. It established local chapters in numerous states that were run
by professional political activists (Moen, 1994; Wilcox, 2000; Rozell, 2003). They
became widely recognized for their electioneering activities, including distributing voter
information cards that compared political candidates to churches and synagogues across
the country (Moen, 1994; Wilcox, 2000; Reed, 1996). The Christian Coalition also
began to support, and promote the use of, “stealth candidates.” These were candidates
that concealed their Christian Right association in an effort to appeal to a broader
coalition of conservative voters (Reed, 1996; Wilcox, 2000). Collectively, all of these
efforts represented signs of the Christian Right not only becoming more sophisticated,
but also becoming more pragmatic (Wilcox, 2000; Rozell, 2003).
Another prominent organization that emerged during the 1990s was the Family
Research Council (FRC), initially the research arm of Focus on the Family. The FRC,
which formally became an independent organization in 1992, hired Gary Bauer, a
former advisor to President Reagan, to be its first director (Wilcox, 2000; Utter &
Storey, 2001; Berry & Wilcox, 2007; Gilgoff, 2007). After Bauer left the organization
to form his own consulting firm, the FRC has been directed by a host of other rising
political activists who have also left to form their own policy advocacy organizations.
As Dan Gilgoff (2007) observes, the FRC has been the major producer of pro-family
leaders. Since 2003, the FRC’s director has been Tony Perkins, a former law
enforcement official and member of the Louisiana State Representatives.
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The FRC, similar to the Christian Coalition, has appointed people from outside
the religious ranks to oversee its operations, an indication of the organization’s intent to
participate in mainstream politics and break free from the mold of earlier organizations
(Wilcox, 2000). The FRC also signaled a new approach within the Christian Right to
influence public policy by emphasizing scholarly research (Berry & Wilcox, 2007). For
these reasons, scholars, such as Jeffrey M. Berry and Clyde Wilcox (2007), consider the
FRC as a research-based interest group, comprised of well-educated personnel that have
a strong grasp of different public policy issues.
Based on the creation of organizations like the Christian Coalition and the FRC,
the outcome of the transition period of the Christian Right is defined by the
development of sophisticated and highly engaging religious advocacy groups. These
groups were capable of participating in public discourse and influencing the public
policy process. Moreover, they complimented the work of the existing Christian Right
organizations. It is the developments during this period that make the Christian Right a
relevant and important source for continuous study.
Summarizing the History of the Christian Right
This discussion on the history of the Christian Right illustrates that various
organizations have transitioned from a collection of fundamentalist lobbies that relied
on direct mail and maintained a strictly moral agenda, into a coalition of sophisticated
organizations that are capable of operating in the mainstream political environment.
Although Christian Right organizations have targeted a number of social issues in the
past, they have learned over time that in order to strengthen their legitimacy as a
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political interest group, they needed to pursue nonsocial issues (Moen, 1994). In the
early 1980s, with the birth of the modern Christian Right, the focus was on lobbying
Congress to implement policies that reflected a strict Judeo-Christian world view. After
several years of amateurish political strategies and a tendency to be uncompromising,
the Christian Right reassessed their advocacy approaches and instituted strong
grassroots efforts during the 1990s to mobilize its followers (Moen, 1994). As a
coalition of political advocacy groups, it is apparent that the Christian Right is capable
of adapting to the political arena, while still maintaining its followers and expressing its
basic principles.
Advocacy Strategies
Congress became the primary target of the Christian Right as a result of
Sunshine reforms in the 1970s, which allowed the public more access to government
documents and hearings, and organizational changes to Congress, such as increased
staff size and decentralization of power through the creation of subcommittees (Cobb &
Elder, 1972; Fiorina, 1989; Ripley & Franklin, 1991; Hertzke, 1989; Moen, 1989,
1992). Hertzke (1988) asserts that “[t]he congressional system, with its norms, rituals,
parliamentary intricacies, and multiple points of access, must be mastered if a religious
group wishes to achieve some success” (p. 3). In addition, focusing at the federal level
was preferred over lobbying state legislatures as one win in Congress meant fifty
separate wins. Congress was chosen over the executive branch and the judiciary early
on, as the bureaucracy did not provide it the publicity it desired and could only be
influenced marginally, while the judiciary is generally slow to act and requires
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substantial financing. Over time the Christian Right also became active in state
legislatures and in all three branches of government.
Another reason why the Christian Right has targeted Congress is due to
decentralizing committee powers through the creation of subcommittees. During the
1970s Congress began creating more subcommittees to handle case loads and allow
lawmakers to concentrate on a particular policy domain (Fiorina, 1989). This made
elected officials of these subcommittees very influential as they could control what bills
would be considered by the full committee, and eventually by the full Congress. Such
decentralization, therefore, has given lobbyists another avenue to approach members of
Congress with their preferences or concerns, and potentially influence policy.
The central challenge when lobbying the legislature is access to elected officials.
Hertzke (1988) suggests that the religious values and world views of elected officials
are an important factor in determining whether a religious group will gain access.
Naturally, if an elected official feels that building a relationship with a particular
religious group will have a negative affect, particularly in the area of electoral votes,
then such relationships will be avoided. However, if the relationship has a positive
affect and attracts more votes, then the relationship is justified. Hertzke (1988) and
Oldmixon (2002) each find that elected officials do hold religious values, which means
that access and influence will depend on how sympathetic an elected official is to the
values espoused by a particular religious group. Thus, gaining access to lawmakers
requires religious groups to adopt tactful methods of advocacy, and to use discernment
with respect to knowing which lawmakers would be receptive to their appeals.
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For two decades competing cultural issues have increasingly made their way to
Congress for consideration. One reason for this is the that federalism has been
redefined over the years, primarily by the courts, to allow the federal government to
become more involved in policy issues traditionally reserved for the states. The other
reason is that non-technical issues can be easily forced onto the institutional agenda
since they do not require a considerable amount of technical analysis (Oldmixon, 2002).
These factors have also made the legislature a logical setting for the Christian Right to
focus its advocacy activities and influence public policy.
The Christian Right has also targeted the executive office to influence public
policy. This is done, primarily, by lobbying White House liaisons. Liaisons are staffers
appointed by the President whose task is to work with specific interest groups to hear
their concerns and resolve conflicts. It has now become a common practice to appoint
liaisons to handle evangelical groups and members of the Christian Right. Focusing on
one representative from the President’s office can be more appealing than lobbying 535
ideologies and religious beliefs that are represented in Congress. The White House
represents a unified ideology, therefore, making lobbying a more simplified procedure
(Sager, 2007; Hertzke, 1989). By taking their issues to the White House, the Christian
Right can gain greater publicity and a better chance of making it onto the national
agenda.
The legislature and executive office, therefore, offer two forums for Christian
Right organizations to advocate for certain public policies. Both branches offer
Christian Right organizations a way to affect policy on a broad scale, and address
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important cultural issues. Lobbying each branch requires political sophistication and
expertise, two characteristics that the Christian Right has in years past struggled to
maintain. Although Christian Right organizations make concerted efforts to appeal to
White House liaisons, the commentary presented above is only meant to provide
necessary background. The focus of this dissertation, however, will be the Christian
Right’s legislative lobbying efforts.
Outside and Inside Lobbying
The lobbying game that is used to influence government officials is divided into
two types—outside and inside lobbying (Hertzke, 1988; Hofrenning, 1995; Browne,
1998; Rosenthal, 2001; Graziano, 2001; Anderson, 2003; Birkland, 2005). The
Christian Right has made use of these two forms of lobbying to spread its political
message. For much of the early Christian Right activism, leaders and activists
advocated public policy without much of a strategic purpose. As a loose network of
evangelical organizations, consisting of various churches and people of faith, the early
Christian Right organizations relied on direct mail and grassroots efforts to generate
support and advance their causes. As the organizations became more entrenched in
public discourse, they learned that in order to be effective they must think strategically
and understand how the advocacy game is played (Hertzke, 1988; Hofrenning, 1995;
Rozell, 2003).
The Christian Right is generally recognized for its “outside lobbying” tactics.
Outside lobbying involves cultivating grassroots and encouraging its constituency to
become politically active. Strategically, the outside approach attempts to transform
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public opinion, and encourage the organizations’ constituents to pressure elected
officials for action. The Christian Right’s initial outside tactics made a fairly significant
impact on members of Congress. Overtime, with the advent of new media outlets, such
as the internet and email, as well as stronger membership organization, the outside
game in general has become much more effective (Browne, 1998; Anderson, 2003;
Birkland, 2005). One of the Christian Right’s more effective outside advocacy
activities has involved conducting voter registration drives. The Christian Coalition is
well known for this tactic, in which it carries-out a highly organized campaign to
register voters and distribute candidate information cards to religious institutions around
the country (Moen, 1992, 1994; Fowler & Hertzke, 1995). Interest groups who are able
to whip-up a strong grassroots constituency are able to effectively bring pressure upon
members of Congress or state legislators (Fowler & Hertzke, 1995). Accordingly, the
Christian Right has learned to use television, radio, and churches as the primary sources
for mobilizing its constituents and exerting outside pressure on legislators.
In addition to the creation of new media sources, legislators themselves make
outside lobbying effective. The notable congressional characteristic that causes outside
lobbying to be more effective is the fact that politicians are concerned about reelection.
Politicians are acutely aware that reelection hinges on their ability to please the voters,
which makes them more amenable to outside influence (Fiorina, 1989; Hertzke, 1988).
While outside lobbying is centered on grassroots efforts to affect policy, the
“inside lobbying” approach is centered on direct interactions with lawmakers. Inside
lobbying involves persuading legislators to propose amendments to bills, change
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legislative language, and propose killer amendments to fracture coalitions and reveal
hidden problems (Hertzke, 1988). Hertzke, writes that religious lobbies engage in
inside lobbying by “drafting bill language, offering amendments, forging coalitions
behind the scenes, negotiating with opponents over compromise provisions, and
providing useful facts and arguments to members during legislative debates” (1988, p.
78). He further describes the process as the “micro process,” or “sausage making,” in
which lobbyists and elected officials are “slugging it out line by line.” Inside lobbying
is also considered an “old boy network” within the beltway, in which favors are traded
between interest groups and legislators. Access to the legislator is necessary in order
for inside lobbying to work because it is a direct way to share information and influence
policy (Hertzke, 1988).
The Christian Right has not been as successful with inside lobbying. What has
generally impeded its inside tactics is their inability to master the details of drafting
legislation and agreeing to compromises. The Christian Right, in many instances, has
simply lacked the technical skills and training to master the legislative process
(Hofrenning, 1995; Hertzke, 1988). It has also lacked the necessary staff to conduct
effective campaigns that influence lawmakers and impact the legislative process. In the
case that it does have sufficient staff, it simply lacked the time to pursue every piece of
legislation that impacts their agenda. When it does lobby several pieces of legislation, it
takes the chance of spreading itself too thin and causing it to be less influential.
Furthermore, since the process is predicated on negotiation and compromise, it conflicts
with their desire to promote Judeo-Christian principles (Hofrenning, 1995; Hertzke,
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1988). As such, inside tactics do not always accommodate the positions of some
Christian Right organizations.
While these characteristics capture the shortcomings of the early Christian
Right’s inside lobbying efforts, in recent years it has attempted to make some
improvements. It has improved upon its expertise and understanding of the
“congressional milieu” (Hertzke, 1988), and has learned to adopt more pragmatic
approaches (Moen, 1994; Rozell, 2003). In addition to improving its understanding of
the congressional milieu, it has also formed staffs that consist of skilled lobbyists who
are trained in the art of politics. As a result of its experience, it has learned about the
rewards of being more assertive on Capitol Hill, and maintaining a clear message that
lawmakers can understand (Hertzke, 1988).
Participation on advisory committees or councils represents the ultimate insider
approach, whereby members of these groups are placed directly in the middle of the
policy process. A survey of techniques by Hofrenning (1995) demonstrates that
contacting elected officials remains the only inside tactic employed by religious lobbies,
and that sitting on committees and councils are practiced infrequently. According to
Hofrenning, the primary modes of advocacy that religious lobbies use remain outside
lobbying, in particular letter writing, telephoning elected officials and mobilizing the
electorate to pressure lawmakers.
The congressional staffers interviewed by Hofrenning (1995) all agreed that
what constitutes a strong lobbying group are expertise, constituency support and a clear
message. Thus, both inside and outside lobbying strategies are necessary. Regardless
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of the amount of outside pressure a group can garner to influence elected officials, it
will not be effective unless they can also demonstrate an aptitude for drafting
legislation. Conversely, if a group is equipped with the ability to write legislation but is
unable to construct a strong grassroots campaign, the group’s legislative proposals will
fall short of any serious consideration (Hofrenning, 1995; Hertzke, 1988).
Developing a pragmatic approach
Mark Rozell (2003) describes pragmatism as adopting accommodation over
confrontation during political discourse. Religious lobbies have had the reputation of
seeking comprehensive change and shaking entire political foundations, while
mainstream lobbyists seek incremental change that do not dramatically disrupt the
political environment. The central argument is that the Christian Right has gradually
adopted mainstream advocacy practices in order to infiltrate and influence various
domains of political power (Moen, 1994; Hofrenning, 1995). Early religious
organizations worked to exert pressure on government institutions, but rejected a
mainstream approach to politics that involved compromise and incremental change.
This sometimes meant accepting less than total victory in order to achieve specific
policy goals. The Christian Right learned that achieving goals in mainstream politics
entailed toning-down its rhetoric and working with other nonreligious groups.
Altogether, these lobbying approaches shape the basic pragmatic approaches to public
discourse that the Christian Right now pursues (Moen, 1992; Hofrenning, 1995; Rozell,
2003; Shields, 2007).
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An accommodation style of politics practiced by the Christian Right involves
moderating the approach used to advocate an issue. For instance, recognizing that
abortion cannot be completely banned, it has refocused its attention on advocating
policies that restrict or regulate the practice of abortion (Jelen, 1995; Wilcox, 2000;
Rozell, 2003). Another illustration of the Christian Right’s pragmatism is going outside
of the religious institutional ranks to hire mainstream politicos to operate the
organization. When Reverend Pat Robertson formed the Christian Coalition of
America, he hired Ralph Reed, a savvy political consultant with experience working on
presidential campaigns (Reed, 1994). Thus, the primary reason for groups like the
Christian Coalition bringing in outsiders to lead the organization was simply to establish
legitimacy among elected officials, improve their advocacy skills and to be recognized
as part of the mainstream (Rozell, 2003).
Probably the most notable pragmatic move has been refining rhetoric and
adopting language that is not overtly religious. The Christian Right was, and to a
certain extent still is, criticized for its choice of messages. In characterizing its
opponents, it has used phrases such as “put God back into government,” “end the
murder of the unborn,” “militant homosexuals,” and “ultra feminists” (Jelen, 2005;
Rozell, 2003). According to Shields (2007), using language such as this does not reflect
deliberative qualities that are essential to public discourse, and gives decision makers a
reason to ignore an organization’s call for action. In order to become more respected,
the Christian Right has learned to avoid reckless and intemperate language, and use
rhetoric that is more tactful, or in some instances more tasteful (Jelen, 1995; Rozell,
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2003; Hofrenning, 1995). In particular, it has learned to apply rights language, such as
parental and student rights, as a way to advance its causes. For example, with regards
to abortion, the Christian Right has challenged the message of a “woman’s right to
choose” with the message of a “child’s right to life.” Thus, the transitions that have
taken place within the coalition with regards to its use of language, indicates that
organizations have learned how to play the congressional game and is continuously
developing into a sophisticated advocacy coalition.
Finally, pragmatism involves cooperation or, as used in this paper, collaboration,
with other groups in order to forge political coalitions that improve their ability to
influence public policy (Ebersole, 1951). Zwier (1989) refers to this cooperation as the
practice of coalition building, and defines it as “temporary alliances among rational
people or groups who are seeking to maximize gains” (p. 172). Zwier further states that
groups can gain from engaging in coalition building as it compensates for small staffs
and budgets that make it difficult for them to cover many different policy areas. In
addition to sharing resources, coalitions are sought because two or more groups simply
recognize that they have shared common values and could work together effectively
(Zwier, 1989).
In recent years, conservative Christians have begun collaborating with
Washington think-tanks and interest groups. Michael Lindsay (2007) explains how
institutions like the Heritage Foundation have received support from conservative
Christians, particularly evangelicals; and in return, have produced research and pushed
for policies that reflect Judeo-Christian principles. The work of these think tanks and
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research organizations have become widely respected, having found favor among
lawmakers and government officials (Lindsay, 2007). Thus, think tanks and research
based interest groups, with a faith-based leaning, have become part of the Washington
establishment and possess the ability to be influential.
A challenge associated with collaboration is determining what “victory” entails.
The purpose of collaboration is to pick the groups that will ultimately provide enough
assistance to win (Ebersole, 1951; Zwier, 1989). However, organizations attempting to
work with Christian Right organizations have come to realize that they do not always
view victory in terms of gaining material benefits or passing legislation. Instead, some
members of the Christian Right are satisfied with simply making a statement, or taking
a stance on a particular issue (Zwier, 1989). This was common among the early groups
who were content with seeing their issues discussed in Congress and mentioned in the
State of the Union Address. Another challenge associated with collaboration is finding
groups that have similar positions on certain issues (Zwier, 1989). Typically, groups
will join with others who share the same position, or have similar ideologies. Religious
groups, and in particular conservative evangelicals, prefer to work with groups that have
conservative or Judeo-Christian values. Yet, even among groups with Judeo-Christian
beliefs there are distinctions that prevent a coalition from either forming, or being
effective. For example, conservative evangelicals may have more in common with
mainline Protestants theologically, but hold different worldviews which causes them to
work more closely with conservative Catholics. Therefore, in determining cooperative
arrangements, political preferences may supersede theological beliefs (Zwier, 1989).
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Another characteristic of cooperation that creates challenges for some groups is
the manner in which they function. Typically, work is conducted through task forces,
or small committees, which meet regularly to strategize. The goal of these task forces is
to bring together representatives from each group to discuss issues and establish
strategies to address them. During their meetings they share information, plan
grassroots campaigns and write position papers. Labor is also divided among the
various members according to their skills, and consensus is the preferred style of
decision making. A popular display of cooperation is giving a joint testimony before
congressional committees and subcommittees. Nevertheless, due to the differences in
values and goals, group infighting is almost always inevitable (Zwier, 1989).
The Christian Right recognizes that collaboration is a common practice in
mainstream politics that can enable it to effectively lobby important policy issues.
Consistent with the principles associated with pragmatism, organizations within the
coalition have learned to work with other groups, including those with a secular
worldview. Evangelical leaders and organizations within the Christian Right have
demonstrated a willingness to work with various groups who do not always share their
values. Nevertheless, collaboration, or as Zwier deems it, coalition building, has been a
difficult transition given the separatist beliefs that were instilled by early
fundamentalists and, to a certain extent, are still held by members of the modern
Christian Right.
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Traditional Agenda Issues
As was mentioned briefly at the beginning of this chapter, religious
conservatives have been labeled as a movement seeking to change the morality of
American culture. In a study on the messages used by the Christian Right, Ted Jelen
(2005) makes the following claim:
[a]t various points in the twentieth-century American history, religious
conservatives have emerged as a potent political force, and have attempted to
assert traditional moral, intellectual, and social values in the face of the changes
associated with modernization. (p. 303).
Jelen describes how the Christian Right frames its positions on public policies that
support a socially conservative agenda which emphasizes individual rights and
traditional families by using a universal language and drawing on science when it is
necessary. However, its agenda has changed shape over the years. During the Scopes
“Monkey” Trial in 1925, the early Christian Right fundamentalists were motivated by
evolution being taught in schools. By the 1970s the Christian Right’s issues became
part of what Cobb and Elder (1972) call the systemic agenda and the institutional
agenda of Congress. In the 1980s these issues received serious consideration and were
contested by lawmakers in Congress (Moen, 1989, 1994). The early Christian Right
targeted abortion, school prayer and tuition tax credits, what has been considered its
“top tier” policy issues (Moen, 1989, 1994). The contemporary agenda, although it
maintains many of the same features of past agendas, has blossomed into a diverse array
of issues that range from family values and the sanctity of life, to the economy and the
use of biotechnologies.
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Family values
In the 1960s and 1970s the emergence of the sexual revolution and feminism
challenged religious and conservative values. The Christian Right has made it an
important part of its agenda to promote policies that strengthen the family and genderrole traditions, and oppose policies that contradict these values and threaten the
traditional family (Wilcox, 2003). These core beliefs are why many Christian Right
leaders refer to their groups as “pro-family,” and view the traditional family as a symbol
of American culture (Berry & Wilcox, 2007; Wilcox, 2000). Since the 1980s, the
Christian Right, with its pro-family agenda, has advocated for many policies that aim to
instill Judeo-Christian values in American families. The ideal family for many
Christian conservatives consists of a husband, a wife and children. The belief among
some Christian conservatives about the proper family arrangement is it involves the
father working for wages outside of the home and the mother working as a homemaker
(Wilcox, 2000); although, they do concede that this arrangement cannot always be met.
Groups such as CWA, Focus on the Family, and the FRC argue that liberal philosophies
and secular humanism have eroded family values, which they suggest is evidenced by a
growing divorce rate and an assertive gay rights movement (Berry & Wilcox, 2007).
The Christian Right also contends that some government policies, in particular
welfare programs, promote the breakdown of the family by encouraging women to
work. It argues that by providing tax breaks for child care and providing specific tax
credits for single mothers based on the number of children they have, gives mothers
incentives to leave the home to work. To correct these societal trends, the Christian
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Right often advocates for lowering taxes so that it reduces the financial burdens placed
on the family. In turn it argues this would allow a family to live on a single income and
encourage mothers to stay home and care for their children (Wilcox, 2000).
Homosexuality and traditional marriage
Opposition to homosexual rights is also a central part of the Christian Right’s
agenda (Satinover, 2003), having become a popular direct-mail fundraising issue
(Wilcox 2000). The Christian Right has been highly active on this issue, primarily in
response to media and liberal advocacy groups whom they view as purveyors of a
radical homosexual rights agenda. A fear among some members of the Christian Right
is that if homosexual rights policies are implemented, they would ultimately undermine
conservative religious values, and potentially force churches to hire homosexuals. The
Christian Right, in its effort to prevent the spread of the homosexual agenda, has called
for the removal of certain textbooks that it believes schools use to promote a
homosexual lifestyle and opposed policies that prohibit discrimination against gays and
lesbians with respect to housing and employment (Wilcox, 2000).
The homosexual rights debate also includes the same sex marriage issue. The
homosexual lobby has argued that same sex marriage is fundamental to the values of
equality and human rights. The Christian Right has taken the position that it is
imperative to protect heterosexual marriage and traditional families. The debate made it
to the institutional agenda (Cobb & Elder, 1972) in 2004 when Congress considered an
amendment to the federal constitution that would define marriage as the union of one
man and one woman. The federal Defense of Marriage Act set the stage for a contest
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between a coalition of Christian conservative groups and lawmakers, and moderate and
liberal political interest groups and lawmakers. This amendment proposal was
supported by the Christian Right Coalition, but the charge was led by the well known
Dr. Dobson and Focus on the Family, and the FRC. Both groups provided the Christian
Right with the advocacy resources and public relations ammunition needed to address
the issue (Gilgoff, 2007).
While they were unable to convince enough federal legislators to pass the
amendment, they were successful at the state level. That year, through a strong
Christian Right campaign, many states passed legislation to amend their constitutions
that established marriage as a union between one man and one woman (Berry &
Wilcox, 2007; Gilgoff, 2007). These successes have provided the Christian Right the
encouragement it needs to continue advocating for traditional marriage in all branches
and levels of government.
Education
Clyde Wilcox (2000) suggests that education issues rival the abortion issue with
respect to mobilizing Christian Right enthusiasts. The popular belief among members
of Christian Right organizations is that public education institutions are places where
anti-Christian values are promoted and parental rights are suppressed. They also
believe that schools are governed by counterculture elites who promote secular
humanism—the doctrine that humans, not God, are at the center of the known
universe—and provide a multicultural curriculum that stresses tolerance towards nonChristian lifestyles and intolerance towards Christian lifestyles (Wilcox, 2000). Their
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fear is that these teachings will cause students to reject Christian values in favor of
idealistic and self-serving teachings that ultimately lead to the degradation of society.
Early fundamentalists established a precedent with respect to education policy
when they attempted to alter the curriculum of public education systems to include the
teaching of intelligent design and abstinence. Since then, the Christian Right has
broadened its education agenda to include advocacy of policies that accommodate
home-schooling and private Christian schools. According to Wilcox (2000), it typically
seeks accommodations in the form of tax relief and financial incentives to aid parents
sending their children to private or parochial schools. Many Christian Right activists
view tax incentives as a way to compensate for being taxed to fund a public school
system that is underachieving and whose curriculum they believe conflicts with their
values. As part of its education agenda, the Christian Right has become supporters of
tuition tax credits and education vouchers, which give each family the option of
choosing the school of their choice (Moen, 1989, 1992; Reed, 1993, 1994, 1996;
Wilcox, 2000).
Finally, the Christian Right’s education agenda has included an effort to allow
prayer in schools, which was restricted by the Supreme Court’s 1962 decision in Engel
v. Vitale. Moen (1989) points out that throughout the 1980s the Christian Right
approached the school prayer issue in the same way it did the abortion issue—with zeal.
It lobbied for a constitutional amendment that would allow voluntary, loud prayer in
public schools and overturn Engel v. Vitale, as well as legislation that would strip the
courts’ jurisdiction to hear cases invoking this issue. Overall, its national agenda
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regarding school prayer has not been successful; however, it has seen promise in the
area of equal access. The Christian Right helped get legislation passed during the 1980s
that allows religious students to have the same access to school resources that secular
organizations have. This victory remains one of the Christian Right’s signature
accomplishments of its involvement in national politics (Moen, 1989, 1992).
Economy
During the emergence of the Christian Right in the 1980s, activists and leaders
have tried ardently to adapt an economic position that conforms to their worldviews. At
the outset of the Christian Right’s political activism, the focus was solely on social
issues. In order to appeal to a broader range of constituencies, it needed to expand the
agenda beyond social issues to include topics related to economics. The challenge for
the Christian Right in developing positions on the economy was to maintain its appeal
to people within its base constituency that has traditionally been less affluent. Its
support for lowering minimum wages, returning to the gold standard, free trade policies,
privatizing the welfare system, cutting Medicaid, cutting spending on social programs
and a flat income tax does not sit well with some evangelicals who believe that the
Christian Right has taken positions on the economy that would hurt low income
families (Moen, 1989, 1992; Reed, 1993, 1996; Wilcox, 2000). Those within the
Christian Right who have reservations about the coalition’s economic positions argue
that that the agenda as it relates to abortion, gay rights and education should be the
central focus of its political activism (Wilcox, 2000).
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During the 1990s, the Christian Right began to adopt a more pragmatic approach
that included nonsocial issues such as taxes. Some organizations established an
agreement with fiscal conservative groups in which they would support their economic
policies in exchange for support for their social agenda, an agreement that still lasts
today. Adopting a fiscal conservative agenda has helped the Christian Right elude the
“single-issue” stereotype, and become grafted into the mainstream political
environment. Although this alliance has been successful, there continues to remain
disagreement among Christian Right members over the inclusion of fiscal conservative
policies and the more effective solution for appealing to conservative Catholics, black
evangelicals and mainline Protestants (Wilcox, 2000; Rozell, 2003).
Sanctity of life
The constant issue that has been important to the Christian Right has been the
sanctity of life. The symbol of the sanctity of life issue has been abortion. The general
belief within the Christian Right is that abortion terminates life, and that it must be
banned at all stages of embryo and fetus development (Moen, 1989, 1992; Jelen, 1991,
1995; Wilcox, 2000, 2004; Utter & Storey, 2001). There has been, and remains, a
stereotype that religious groups within the Christian Right cannot argue a position
related to science which offers a sound intellectual position that is not based on the
Bible. The early post-Roe responses on abortion were religious based, using scriptures
to appeal their cause to the public. However, the Christian Right has learned to revise
its message to include scientific reasoning (Wilcox, 2000; Rozell, 2003). For instance,
much of the abortion debate has been centered on when life begins, and the status of an
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embryo. The Christian Right has learned that even a human embryo has a unique
genetic structure, or DNA, and blood type that may not correspond with the blood type
of either parent. Using this scientific understanding, they argue that “personhood” can
be established even in very early human forms (Jelen, 2005; George & Tollefsen, 2008).
Thus, the advocacy approach has been altered to incorporate scientific data to argue that
an embryo is a person and, therefore, should be treated as a human being.
The legal position consistently held by the Christian Right has been that the
constitution does not afford a woman the right to an abortion, but that it does provide
individual liberties to the unborn. During its initial years in the 1980s, the Christian
Right lobbied Congress for a constitutional amendment that would ban all abortions,
and for a statute that would limit the jurisdiction of the courts so that they could not rule
on abortion suits (Moen, 1989). The effort failed to pass through Congress due to
insufficient votes in both houses, and the general belief that it could not survive the
amendment process (Moen, 1989). However, if the amendment was passed, it would
have overturned Roe v. Wade by applying rights and liberties to unborn fetuses. Over
time, however, it has become apparent that many constituents and activists within the
Christian Right have settled on advocating for the regulation of abortion, such as certain
types like partial-birth abortions, and have been unwilling to use resources and political
capital to achieve a comprehensive ban (Wilcox, 2000).
The sanctity of life has also come to include issues like euthanasia and physician
assisted suicide. In 2004, the Christian Right supported a legal battle to prevent the
courts and medical doctors from removing the feeding tubes and breathing apparatus
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being used to sustain the life of Terri Schivo, a woman who entered a semi-comatose
state in the 1990s as a result of cardiac arrest. Although she exhibited signs of
cognizance, her husband and the Florida courts authorized the removal of any lifesustaining devices. The Christian Right used this case to turn the issue into a national
debate, in which it pressed for stronger public policies regarding the dignity of human
life. As Dan Gilgoff (2007) points out, Terri Schivo “provided a face for promoting
sanctity of life over a quality of life approach to death and dying” (p. 126). Dr. James
Dobson and Focus on the Family, as well as other Christian Right groups such as the
Center for a Just Society, saw this as a perfect opportunity to demonstrate that the
Christian Right had an agenda that went beyond pre-born stances (Gilgoff, 2007). As
such, the Christian Right has redefined its position on the sanctity of life to include both
the creation of life and the termination of life issues.
The New Life Challenge – Embryonic Stem Cell Research
The Christian Right has taken strong stances against abortion and euthanasia,
but has demonstrated some hesitancy to delve into matters related to biotechnology.
Nigel Cameron (2003) considers the issue of biotechnology as the next great challenge
for Christians and other religious groups in the twenty-first century. According to
Cameron, bioethics can be divided into two groups. The first group is what he calls
“life issues,” and it includes the controversial issues of abortion and euthanasia,
sometimes referred to as the “old guard” issues. The second group involves the “new
manipulative issues of biotechnology.” These issues include stem cell research,
cloning, and in vitro fertilization. When it comes to the issue of human cloning and
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stem cell research, the concern for evangelicals is the destruction of human embryos
that occurs during the research process (Cameron, 2003; George & Gomez, 2005; Solo
& Pressburg, 2007; George & Tollefsen, 2008; Marzilli, 2007; Jafari, Elahi, Ozyurt &
Wrigley, 2008). Issues such as embryonic stem cell research and human cloning create
a controversy over how society should treat life in its early stages, and to what stage of
life should human dignity be awarded (Cameron, 2003; George & Gomez, 2005; Solo
& Pressburg, 2007; George & Tollefsen, 2008). Cameron laments that the “paradigm
has been set by abortion and the elective or reckless destruction of the embryo-fetus,
rather than by an overarching understanding of the dignity of human life, of life created
in the image of God” (2003, p. 120). Furthermore, he argues that these new issues will
soon overshadow the “old guard” issues in “scope and significance.” The most
recognizable issue within this new group of biotechnology issues, and one that has
become a central feature of the national agenda, is stem cell research.
Introduction to Stem Cells
Stem cells can be defined as undifferentiated cells that have not yet developed
into a particular type of somatic cell, other than sperm and egg cells, which are the
framework of the human body and various kinds of tissues. According to Bryant and
Schwartz (2008), they can either “expand their numbers (self-renew) while remaining
undifferentiated or can differentiate and contribute to the development or repair of
tissues of the body” (p. 10). They can be found in the early stages of embryos and in
mature animals and humans. What makes these types of cells unique is there ability to
divide and differentiate, establishing the epicenter for the maintenance and regeneration
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of the human body (Peters, 2003; George & Tollefsen, 2008; Bryant & Scwhartz,
2008).
Although there are a few different types of stem cells, they generally fall into
two broad categories: adult stem cells and embryonic stem cells. The scientific
community has, for a long time, known about adult stem cells, also called post-natal (or
after birth) cells and their therapeutic potential. They are found throughout the mature
bodies of children and adults, and are recognized for their ability to reproduce and
replenish the body with new cells. The most well known adult stem cell treatment is a
bone marrow transplant, in which stem cells from a donor's bone marrow are used to
replenish bone marrow in patients who have various blood diseases. According to
Lawrence S. B. Goldstein, “[b]one marrow contains some of the most complex, but
nevertheless best understood, stem cell populations in the body, including the cell
populations responsible for maintaining blood cells, which constitute one of the most
rapidly replaced tissues in the body” (2008, p. 19). Adult stem cells can also be found
in the nervous system, liver, brain, and umbilical cord blood. Their unique attribute is
that they are able to replicate themselves indefinitely in the laboratory, into several
different types of tissues. This function provides scientists with many possibilities for
finding cures and treatment for major diseases (Marzilli, 2007; Bryant & Schwartz,
2008; George & Tollefsen, 2008; Goldstein, 2008; Fischbach & Fischbach, 2004).
The most widely discussed type of stem cells, and the center of this debate, are
human embryonic stem cells (hESCs). This type of stem cell is found in embryos
during the early stages of its development, typically between four and five days
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following the fertilization of the female egg (oocyte) by the male sperm cell. Whereas
adult stem cells can be multipotent, hESCs are believed to be pluripotent, in which they
have the unique ability to differentiate into any of the 220 tissue types found throughout
the human body. As such, embryonic stem cells are thought to offer enormous potential
for treating conditions such as spinal cord injuries, juvenile diabetes, Parkinson’s, Lou
Gehrig’s disease, and Alzheimer’s disease, as well as improving the application of drug
testing and understanding human development (Marzilli, 2007; Fischbach & Fischbach,
2004; Bryant & Schwartz, 2008; Peters, 2003; George, 2008; Herold, 2006; Holm,
2002).
In order to better understand why embryonic stem cells are thought to hold so
much promise, it is necessary to briefly describe their development. Once the male
sperm and female egg fuse together, forming the zygote, several cell divisions, or
cleavages, begin to take place. This process leads to the production of four smaller
cells called blastomeres, which forms what is commonly referred to as the blastocyst.
By the third day following conception, the four blastomeres have multiplied into a
compact group of sixteen inner and outer cells, referred to as the morula. During the
morula stage, blastomeres form a wall around a fluid filled area, called the blastocyst
cavity. The blastocyst consists of an outer layer of cells called the trophectoderm, and
an inner cell mass, formally called the embryoblast. After the blastocyst undergoes a
hatching process, and sheds an outer layer of tissue, the embryoblast turns into the
coveted stem cells. They possess the potential to eventually develop into fetal tissue, or
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be used in research to isolate specialized stem cells (Bryant & Schwartz, 2008; Peters,
2003; Cole-Turner, 2001; Solo & Pressberg, 2007; Fischbach & Fischbach, 2004).
In general, stem cells are considered by many within the scientific community as
the primary source for finding cures to serious diseases. They possess the potential to
produce new cells that can replace ones that are dead, and repair those cells that have
been damaged. Researchers have recognized that these possibilities could be the key to
restoring cellular functions and providing relief for people suffering from painful
diseases. In addition to finding ways to replace and repair body tissues, research using
stem cells may lead to a better understanding of how diseases cultivate, thus enabling
scientists to develop more effective drugs. The breakthroughs in stem cell research,
therefore, have broadened the promise of biotechnology, and offer an innovative way
for finding cures for diseases that threaten the lives of many people (Marzilli, 2007;
Fischbach & Fischbach, 2004; Bryant & Schwartz, 2008; Peters, 2003; George &
Tollefsen, 2008; Herold, 2006; Holm, 2002).
Between 2001 and 2009, the federal government sought to appease all interested
parties. However, over the past eight years, mostly as a result of the policies promoted
by President Bush, further funding for stem cell research has been eschewed.
Moreover, over the last eight years President Bush demonstrated his willingness to
support and fund adult stem cell research. Though this policy preference has been the
dominant theme, Congress has gradually started to consider certain measures that reflect
a change in current policies related to the funding of embryonic stem cell research. As
evidenced by the Stem Cell Research Enhancement Act of 2005, a majority of the
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members in Congress have begun an effort to expand federal policy that allows funding
to be awarded to research using human embryos (Johnson, 2001; Nisbet, Brossard &
Kroepsh, 2003; Herold, 2006; Golub, 2008; Solo & Pressberg, 2007). With the change
in power from the Republican Party to the Democratic Party in 2006, and the
Presidency, as well as the technological advancements that are constantly being made,
there is a greater chance that public policy as it relates to hESC research will undergo
further changes. In fact, as this dissertation was being written, newly elected President
Barack Obama upon entering the office, immediately overturned President Bush’s
established policy of limited funding for left-over embryos, and issued an Executive
Order broadening the scope of federal funding for left-over embryo research. Thus, the
contours of the political landscape are already impacting this policy issue.
This overview demonstrates that research involving human embryos threatens
the cornerstone of the Christian Right’s pro-life agenda. Moreover, it requires that
Christian Right groups acquire the necessary expertise and technical knowledge to
advocate their positions. Based on the commitment of the Christian Right to the
abortion issue, there is no doubt it will continue to wage the battle against embryonic
stem cell research. However, questions still remain as to how influential they really
have been, and what impact this issue has had on their advocacy efforts. This study sets
out to resolve these unanswered questions and provide insight about their involvement
in what has become a salient policy dispute.
Summary
This chapter showed that the Christian Right consists of a collection of groups
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working to influence lawmakers, government officials and society regarding various
public policies. It is rooted in a number of religious institutions, and has taken shape
over a number of decades, evolving into a network of sophisticated political
organizations. The political transformation of the Christian Right is attributed to the
adoption of pragmatic approaches, such as learning to avoid using overtly religious
statements that conveys a message which does not alienate a significant portion of the
public. In addition, the Christian Right has focused its attention on individual rights, as
evidenced by its response to the pro-choice mantra of a “woman’s right to choose”
using language like the “baby’s right to life.” Another important theme within the
literature is that it has demonstrated pragmatism in pursuing coalitions with other
groups, including secular organizations (Rozell, 2003; Jelen, 2005).
In order to continue our understanding of the Christian Right’s policy advocacy,
it is necessary to look to emerging twenty-first century issues, such as stem cell
research. The next chapter continues the literature review by discussing the theoretical
framework for this study. In addition, this chapter discusses in further detail the stem
cell research debate, establishing it as the policy focus for this dissertation.

CHAPTER 3
THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The traditional theoretical framework used when studying the Christian Right is
“social movement theory” (Wilcox, 2000; Moen; 1989, 1992, Utter & Storey, 2001).
Wilcox (2000) states: “[t]he Christian Right is a social movement that attempts to
mobilize evangelical Protestants and other orthodox Christians into conservative
political action” (p. 5). Social movement theory has been useful for explaining public
participation in various causes, and describing the networks that engineer such
participatory efforts. As Robert Putnam (2000) observes, “[s]ocial networks are the
quintessential resource of movement organizers” (p. 152). Therefore, groups like the
Christian Coalition, Focus on the Family, and Family Research Council, are supported
by a network of churches (Putnam, 2000), which enables them and strengthens their
political activism.
Other political scientists who study the involvement of religious organizations in
the policy process have relied on “group theory” for their analysis. Group theory, also
referred to as “interest group theory” or the “pluralist model,” observes the policy
process as a competition to influence decision-making among a group of individuals
that have mobilized around an issue (Schattsneider, 1960; Olson, 1965; Lowi, 1969).
According to this framework, public policy is the product of negotiation and
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compromise between competing interest groups. Hertzke (1988) describes the religious
landscape as being highly pluralistic, consisting of numerous religious groups, which
includes Christian Right organizations. He defends the application of the pluralist
model (or group theory) by suggesting that “religious groups are significant for
American politics because they potentially represent non-elite, broad constituencies and
offer the prospect of articulating previously underrepresented values and concerns of
many citizens” (Herzke, 1988, p. 14). To this extent, group theory offers another valid
theoretical framework for studying the Christian Right.
Consistent with social movement theory, Christian Right groups have relied on
the intricate network of organized churches and have been triggered by various issues
and cultural changes. With respect to group theory, the organizations within the
Christian Right have formed in response to other groups in order to influence public
policy. Thus, both social movement theory and group theory have merit as they are
applied to the study of the Christian Right and its role in the policy process.
However, given the limitations associated with the unrepresentative nature of
the group system and the under-appreciation of the role of elected officials as espoused
by Schattsneider (1960), it is necessary to revisit the study of the Christian Right
through another lens. It would be beneficial to apply a lens that takes into account the
group characteristics of the Christian Right, gives greater attention to the role of policy
makers, and emphasizes the public policy process. Below is a discussion of the
researcher’s chosen conceptual framework—the advocacy coalition framework—and
the justifications for its application.
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The Advocacy Coalition Framework
The advocacy coalition framework (ACF) is a model advanced by Sabatier
(1988), Jenkins-Smith & Sabatier (1994), and Sabatier & Jenkins-Smith (1999), which
conceptualizes the process of policy development and change over a period of a decade
or more. Its development is the product of implementation frameworks (“top-down”
and “bottom-up”), systems theory, and conceptual frameworks that focus on group
competition (Sabatier, 1988; Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith, 1999). With its consideration
of various actors and their interaction with governmental institutions on a particular
policy issue, the ACF offers a comprehensive approach to policy analysis.
There are four basic premises of the ACF outlined by Sabatier (1988), Sabatier
and Jenkins-Smith (1999) and Jenkins-Smith and Sabatier (1993). These premises are
as follows: 1) policy development and change requires a times pan of a decade or more;
2) policy development and change over such a time span occurs in a policy subsystem,
which is the interaction between actors that seek to influence government decisions on a
particular policy issue; 3) a policy subsystem involves participation among various
government institutions; and 4) public policies or programs can be realized as belief
systems, which are the sets of values of those involved in the policy subsystem
(Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith, 1999).
It is important, however, to note that beyond the framework’s four basic
premises, the ACF has been developed over the years into a fairly sophisticated
conceptual model. Although not every feature of the ACF will be used in this study, the
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researcher still holds that this framework is appropriate based on these four basic
premises which are discussed in further detail below.
Premise One: Time Span
The premise that the development of public policy requiring a time span of a
decade or more, is a response to the notion that policy analysis in short time spans does
not allow for the necessary reflection and analysis. Jenkins-Smith and Sabatier (1994)
posit that “a focus on short-term decision-making will underestimate the influence of
policy analysis because such research is used primarily to alter the perceptual apparatus
of policy-makers over time” (p. 178). They further contend that the literature on policy
implementation provides the basis for instituting a time span of a decade or more. This
literature highlights the notion that in order to develop an accurate understanding of
policy change and development, it is important to analyze the successes and failures that
happen throughout the policy process (Sabatier, 1988; Sabatier & Jenkins-Smith, 1999;
Jenkins-Smith and Sabatier, 1994).
Premise Two: Policy Subsystem
The second premise of the ACF is that the “policy subsystem” is the most useful
method for understanding how policies undergo development and change. The policy
subsystem consists of a variety of private and public entities and individuals that are
attempting to influence a particular policy issue, such as pollution, gun control, or, in
this case, stem cell research. Jenkins-Smith & Sabatier (1994) have, in their words,
“broadened from traditional notions of iron triangles limited to administrative agencies,
legislative committees, and interest groups at a single level of government to include
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actors at various levels of government, as well as journalists, researchers, and policy
analysts who play important roles in the generation, dissemination, and evaluation of
policy ideas” (p. 179).
Within the ACF and the policy subsystem, two important components are
prevalent. One is that there are “advocacy coalitions” within the subsystem, composed
of private and governmental organizations the share the same beliefs, that pressure
decision makers to issue a policy or program that supports their core values. The other
component is “policy oriented learning,” a process of understanding how policies are
transformed over time (Sabatier, 1988; Jenkins-Smith and Sabatier, 1994).
Advocacy coalitions
Whereas other conceptual frameworks like group theory isolate organizations to
study, the ACF aggregates organizations into coalitions based on their shared beliefs.
As Sabatier (1988) explains, a policy subsystem is filled with a variety of public and
private actors who are involved in the policy process because of their attachment to a
certain issue or problem. The actors are grouped into advocacy coalitions based on
their shared belief system, what Sabatier (1988) describes as “a set of basic values,
causal assumptions, and problem perceptions and who show a non-trivial degree of
coordinated activity over time” (p. 139).
The aim of these coalitions is to influence government institutions to create
policies, or what Sabatier (1988) and Jenkins-Smith and Sabatier (1994) call “outputs,”
that reflect the coalition’s core values. For example, an output would be the
development of legislation, or the issuing of an Executive Order. Jenkins-Smith & and
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Sabatier further assert that “[t]hese outputs - mediated by a number of other factors result in a variety of impacts on targeted problems (e.g. ambient air quality), as well as
side effects” (Jenkins-Smith & Sabatier, 1994, p. 182). In order to impact the policy
process and yield desired outputs, the coalition adopts certain strategies using
techniques, or “guidance instruments” (Sabatier, 1988). When there are conflicting
strategies between coalition members, the ACF asserts that “policy brokers,” a third
group of actors, seek to reach a compromise.
The sustainability of these coalitions according to Zafonte and Sabatier (2004)
tend to be long-term and held together by core beliefs and some common advocacy
approach. Zafonte & Sabatier (2004) state that an individual or organization “is more
likely to choose coalition partners who espouse ideologies relatively similar to one’s
own because of the increased probability of interacting, developing trust, and finding
common ground with those individuals” (p. 78). As such, the more fundamental and
ideological the core beliefs are, the greater the chances that a coalition will maintain a
long-term quality. When organizations unite to influence policy, but do not share fixed
ideological values, a coalition will only exist for the short-term, and typically dissolve
once a policy resolution is attained (Zafonte & Sabatier, 2004).
Policy oriented learning
In addition to the advocacy coalitions, the practice of “policy oriented learning,”
at its most basic level involves understanding how policies change over time. Sabatier
(1988) articulates that “[p]olicy oriented learning can take place in relation to a variety
of factors, such as testing and refining one's belief system or responding to challenges to
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one's beliefs” (Sabatier, 1988, p. 150). Policy oriented learning generally occurs when
actors develop, and experiment with policies or programs, and then observe their
effectiveness. The outcome will either confirm an actor’s belief system or alter it to
meet new challenges. However, while the goal of policy oriented learning is to
encourage policy change or development, any action to do so will depend on a variety
of external factors. Sabatier (1988), Sabatier & Jenkins-Smith (1999), and JenkinsSmith & Sabatier (1994) describe these external factors as being either: 1) sudden
changes in the socioeconomic conditions; 2) a change in a governing coalitions; or 3)
decisions from within other policy subsystems. The authors make the case that such
external factors can dominate the policy subsystem even when new or better knowledge
is readily available to the various actors (Sabatier, 1988; Sabatier & Jenkins-Smith,
1999; Jenkins-Smith & Sabatier, 1994).
Premise Three: Intergovernmental Dimension
The third basic premise of the ACF is that policy subsystems consists of actors
from various levels of government. Jenkins-Smith and Sabatier (1994) argue that
analyzing policy change at the national level only can lead to a misunderstanding of the
complete impact of the change. That is, decisions that are initiated at the national level
have a trickle-down effect that is felt at state and local levels of government. Thus, in
studying the policy subsystem, each level and branch of government should be
evaluated (Sabatier, 1988; Sabatier & Jenkins-Smith, 1993; Jenkins-Smith, 1994).
However, this study deviates slightly by evaluating only one set of government actors—
members of the United States Congress.
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Premise Four: Belief Systems
The final premise is that public policies or programs consist of value priorities
and perceptions as to how best to address certain issues. In viewing belief systems and
policies through the same lens, analysts can better understand the true influences of
policy change and development (Sabatier, 1988; Zafonte & Sabatier, 2004; Sabatier &
Jenkins-Smith, 1999; Jenkins-Smith & Sabatier, 1994).
The belief system can be categorized into three groups. The first group of
beliefs is referred to as “deep core beliefs,” which are those basic beliefs such as the
meaning of life or the value of human liberty and freedom. Deep core beliefs reflect the
character or ideology of the organizations within a collation. As such, these kinds of
beliefs are ingrained, and resistant to change. Below the deep core beliefs are “policy
core beliefs,” which pertain to the coalitions’ fundamental preferences related to a
particular subsystem or, possibly, across subsystems, including the strategies and
instruments that should be used. A coalition's policy core beliefs are not so ingrained
and, therefore, are susceptible to some change. Whereas deep core beliefs are more
ideological in nature, policy core beliefs are predicated on empirical data, which, over
time, can change as evidence is compiled through consistent observation.
Finally, there are “secondary aspects” that exist within a coalition's belief
system. These beliefs are much narrower than the previous two belief groups, and can
be described as “beliefs concerning the seriousness of the problem or the relative
importance of various causal factors in specific locales, policy preferences regarding
desirable regulations or budgetary allocations, the design of specific institutions, and the
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evaluations of various actors' performance” (Jenkins-Smith & Sabatier, 1994, p. 181).
These types of beliefs are frequently altered based on new experiences and data. It is
these secondary aspects that coalitions will quickly compromise on in order to preserve
their core beliefs (Sabatier, 1988; Sabatier & Jenkins-Smith, 1999).
Applying the ACF: The Stem Cell Research Subsystem
The policy subsystem being examined in this dissertation is the national policy
debate over stem cell research. The policy debate over stem cell research emerged on
the national scene in 2001 as a fairly new issue to the general public. Since then, stem
cell research has become a complex and highly controversial topic that involves an
array of different ethical, scientific, and financial perspectives. Stem cell research also
represents one of the emerging twenty-first century issues that present great challenges
for lawmakers, policy advocacy groups and the general public, in determining moral
standards and appropriate government practices.
The Issues Concerning Stem Cell Research Policy
The debate over stem cell research revolves around three main issues. The first
issue pertains to the general ethics of stem cell research, particularly those which entail
embryonic forms of research. At the center of the ethical debate is the issue of the
“sanctity of life,” and the general treatment of human embryos. The second issue is the
merit of embryonic and adult stem cell therapies, and the promise each holds. Those
who argue for a specific form of stem cell research often engage in comparing and
contrasting the impacts of each method’s application. The third issue concerns public
funding, a staple of any public policy debate. Although the federal government does
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not directly engage in the actual practice of scientific research, it can indirectly show its
support by appropriating to it public funding (Marzilli, 2007). These issues are
described in more detail below.
Ethics
Those involved in the debate, from the scientific community to religious
advocacy groups, all appear to agree that research using adult stem cells does not pose
any substantial ethical concerns. Instead, the majority of the ethical concern has
centered on research using embryonic stem cells and the methods used to conduct such
research (Marzilli, 2007; George & Gomez, 2005; George & Tollefsen, 2008). In order
to isolate stem cells from human embryos, the life of the embryo must end. There are
those in the public and the scientific community who see no moral conflict with that
action, arguing that the destruction of the embryo occurs well before the embryo begins
to take on a human form. Nevertheless, there is a significant number of those in the
public who argue that life begins at the moment when a sperm fertilizes an egg
(conception), and that destroying the fertilized egg, in order to harvest stem cells, is
essentially destroying life (Marzilli, 2007; George & Gomez, 2005; George &
Tollefsen, 2008; Sandel, 2007; Jafari, Elah, Ozyurt & Wrigley, 2008; Goldstein, 2008;
PEW Report, 2002; Holm, 2002; Solo & Pressberg, 2007; Goidel, 2006).
At the heart of this ethical debate, therefore, is the moral contemplation of the
sanctity of life. According to Fischbach and Fischbach (2004), the sanctity of life can
be viewed through two different lenses. The first lens looks at life in terms of their
function, which is to develop into a fetus. This view is expressed by those who believe
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life begins at conception, and that the young embryo is a future person. The second lens
looks at life in terms of structure, or the actual state of development that is occurring.
Thus, according to the structure view a one week old embryo would be looked upon
differently than a nine month old, fully developed baby. The ethical concerns within
this debate have consisted of distinguishing the function of the human body, and its
future potential to develop into a fetus, and the current state in the development of a
human being (Fischbach & Fischbach, 2004; Marzilli, 2007; George & Gomez-Lobo,
2005; Fukuyama, 2005; Sandel, 2007; Nickel, 2008).
Opponents of hESC research, who view embryos in terms of their function,
argue that early embryos possess all of the genetic materials needed to become a person.
George and Gomez-Lobo (2005) argue that embryo development is determined by its
genetic information, and not the particular stage of development. In essence, a human
embryo, regardless of how immature and distinct it may be, possesses all the necessary
genetic materials to become a human being (George & Gomez-Lobo, 2005; George &
Tollefsen, 2008; Peters, 2003; Marzilli, 2007). Yet, those who view embryos according
to their structure also espouse their own ethical stance. The view they hold of early
embryos pertains to their potential to be used for finding cures that improve the lives of
mature persons (i.e., utility). Whereas opponents insist that the morality of the debate
pertains to ending the potentiality of an embryo becoming a human or person,
proponents suggest that the issue of morality rests more in finding cures for people
suffering from incurable diseases.
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Based on this brief discussion of the ethical debate over stem cell research, it is
clear that there are different perspectives on what ethics should include. For some it is
ethical to protect the early embryo from being destroyed, while others consider it more
ethical or responsible to find cures for diseases that threaten people’s lives. Given these
contrasting viewpoints, lawmakers and other public officials face a great challenge in
developing future public policies.
Embryonic stem cells versus adult stem cells
The advantages and disadvantages associated with embryonic and adult stem
cell therapies have become another important issue within the broader scope of the stem
cell research debate. This subsequent issue moves beyond the ethical considerations
regarding the destruction of an embryo, or what is believed to be a moral responsibility
to find cures for various diseases, and encompasses the actual merits of both embryonic
and adult stem cell research. The challenge this creates for policy makers is to arrive at
a decision that supports the practice which provides the best chances for medical
breakthroughs.
Proponents of embryonic stem cell research suggest that they offer great
promise for finding cures for numerous diseases and conditions. The primary way that
researchers have studied the therapeutic potential of stem cells is by injecting them into
animals with diseases and then monitoring their affect. Researchers have been
conducting this type of research on rats with some form of paralysis. They have found
that by injecting rats that are paralyzed by a spinal cord injury with embryonic stem
cells, some have regained their mobility.
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The trouble with current embryonic stem cell research is that there remain
limitations and negative affects associated with their application. A significant
limitation of hESC research is that it has yet to lead to any substantial medical
breakthroughs in human beings (George & Tollefsen, 2008; Marzilli, 2004). According
to the Michigan Right to Life and the Do No Harm Coalition, which tracks the
successes of hESC research, scientists have yet to find cures for various diseases. There
are two primary reasons for their therapeutic limitations. One is that embryonic stem
cells may be rejected by the immune system. Research has shown that the body may
consider embryonic stem cells a foreign substance since it has not yet taken on the form
of another cell, resulting in rejection by the immune system. The other is that they can
lead to the development of tumors. Research indicates that the potential of these stem
cells to differentiate into multiple types of somatic cells can cause them to replicate
cells that also lead to the development of tumors (Marzilli, 2007; George & Tollefsen,
2008; Bryant & Schwartz, 2008). Together, these limitations and negative affects
illustrate the challenges associated with research involving stem cells derived from
embryos.
Adult stem cells are also being used to find cures and treatments for
neurological conditions such as Parkinson’s disease. For example, since 1996 scientists
have been collecting human adult neural stem cells obtained from patients undergoing
neurosurgical testing. According to scientists, these types of cells are unable to repair
brain cells, or replicate, and fill the void left by dead cells. Their research, however, has
revealed that these cells possess the potential of being renewed and replicated in the
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laboratory under certain conditions. Moreover, they have found that these cells can
multiply for several months, reaching millions, and can be stored in vitro in a sterile
environment until they are ready to be used. What this means for researchers is that
they can cultivate important neural cells to treat patients with, and that they can
continue to cultivate these cells indefinitely because they can be stored in vitro
(Marzilli, 2007; Fischbach & Fischbach, 2004; Bryant & Schwartz, 2008; Peters, 2003;
George & Tollefsen, 2008; Herold, 2006; Holm, 2002).
Those who support adult stem cell therapies suggest that the technique of
autologous transplantation, whereby cells are derived from the patient’s own stem cells
and transplanted back into that patient, will eventually be considered superior to hESC
therapies (Marzilli, 2007). There are two primary reasons for this optimism. First,
adult stem cells possess more potential to recreate cells that are self-replicating.
Although hESCs have the potential to differentiate into any kind of cell in the body,
they have difficulty producing cells that have regenerative possibilities. Another reason
is that the inability of adult stem cells to differentiate into many different cells means
they are less likely to create tumors. In essence, because adult stem cells are unable to
transform into healthier cell tissues, and thus be more reliable (Marzilli, 2007; George
& Tollefsen, 2008; Bryant & Schwartz, 2008; Goldstein, 2008).
The inherent limitation when isolating stem cells from adult tissues is that these
cells can only reproduce into a single cell type or, in some cases, a couple of different
cell types. Therefore, adult stem cells have limited ability to differentiate into multiple
cell types. For example, adult stem cells that are taken from bone marrow can be used
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to generate beta cells that treat type-1 diabetes or replenish nerve cells. Adult stem
cells, however, do not have the capability, as of right now, to produce or replace more
than these select types of cells (Marzilli, 2007). Scientists have also had little success in
prolonging the life-span of adult stem cells. Whereas embryonic stem cells can be
frozen and saved indefinitely to be reenergized for later for use, adult stem cells
generally do not have this same capability. Finally, adult stem cells have limited
therapy potential as they have been exposed to a lifetime of environment full of toxins
(Fischbach & Fischbach, 2004; Marzilli, 2007; George & Tollefsen, 2008; Bryant &
Schwartz, 2008; Goldstein, 2008).
This discussion about the promises and limitations, as well as negative impacts,
of adult and embryonic stem cell research, illustrates the central theme of the debate.
There are real and complex challenges associated with either form of stem cell research,
in which both present promises and limitations. Therefore, government leaders and
officials bear the responsibility of supporting the best practice that will result in
beneficial scientific breakthroughs.
Federal funding
Under current federal law, funding for embryonic stem cell research is limited,
while funding for other forms of stem cell research is more expansive. The only
approval of federal funding for embryonic stem cell research came on August 9, 2001,
when President George W. Bush authorized limited funding for existing embryonic
stem cell lines (Sandel, 2007; Herold, 2006; Golub, 2008; Solo & Pressberg, 2007).
Proponents of embryonic stem cell research, though encouraged with the President’s
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decision, felt that it did not go far enough. They argue that the lines which President
Bush authorized for research have limited potential, primarily due to their cryogenic
state. Moreover, they wanted to see an executive decision that would provide
permanent funding opportunities for existing and newly created stem cell lines. Since
President Bush’s decision, members of both the Senate and House of Representatives
have introduced a number of legislative proposals that either restrict hESC research, or
expand federal policy to allow for additional federal funding to create new embryos for
research (Marzilli, 2007).
As was previously discussed, the national debate over stem cell research
typically involves ethical issues regarding the destruction of human embryos and the
merits of adult and embryonic forms of stem cell research. Indeed these are critical in
understanding the debate. However, federal policy and the role of the federal
government are predicated in large part upon public funding (Marzilli, 2007). Aaron
Wildvasky (1984) observes that modern governments go beyond the traditional duties
of regulating certain behaviors and enforcing laws by financing certain activities. When
governments choose to appropriate federal funding they are in effect offering their
support and approval. A decision to provide public funds to a certain activity, therefore,
is another way of suggesting that the country is endorsing the activity (Wildvasky,
1984). Undoubtedly, at the heart of the stem cell research debate is whether the federal
government should provide financial support to research institutions and individual
researchers (Sandel, 2007; Herold, 2006; Golub, 2008; Solo & Pressberg, 2007;
Marzilli, 2007; Herold, 2006; Golub, 2008; Zwanzinger, 2008).
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When an activity is funded, the government signifies that it is of value to the
public, and thus should be supported. In cases that involve scientific research which
seeks to improve the health of society, the federal government has been
overwhelmingly accommodating. In fact, the federal government has provided billions
of dollars towards scientific research since the middle of the twentieth century (Marzilli,
2007; Zwanzinger, 2008). The limits of federal funding for scientific research are
reached when there is concern that experiments may threaten human life, or simply
degrade its dignity. In addition to demonstrating support for certain activities, public
funding is a way to administer government oversight of such activities. With regards to
scientific research public funding can be an effective way for the government to make
sure that researchers adhere to basic ethical standards. When funds are appropriated to
researchers and organizations, they are required to make available to the public their
methodologies, as well as their findings. Not only does this allow their work to be
critiqued through peer review, it also provides a way to hold the researcher, or the
research institute, accountable for their work (Zwanzinger, 2008).
With respect to hESC research, the federal government has neither issued a
policy that explicitly prohibits its conduct, nor created a policy that condones or
supports it by expanding public funding. To this extent, federal policy reflects a general
compromise between the interests of the scientific community and the moral concerns
held by other groups. However, by not expressly prohibiting embryonic stem cell
research, the federal government by default is allowing the private sector to freely
conduct such research. While this remains the current federal policy, there are a
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growing number of lawmakers seeking to pass legislation that would expand the federal
government’s authority, and allow it to fund all forms of stem cell research. In order for
those lawmakers to persuade their colleagues, as well as the public, that funding should
be approved for hESC research, they will have to dispel any ethical concerns and
convince others that the potential to cure diseases and improve lives is sufficient
justification for using tax dollars to fund such research (Marzilli, 2007; Zwanzinger,
2008).
The Time Span of Stem Cell Research Policy
Over the course of eight years, the federal government has held various
positions regarding stem cell research. Despite the growing interest in the promises of
adult and embryonic stem cell therapies, federal public policy remains uncommitted to
either. With regards to hESC research, the federal government has maintained a policy
that neither prohibits it, nor offers it any official endorsement. There was some
movement in Congress to change the federal policy on hESC research, and allow for
funding that involves human embryos; however, President Bush remained committed to
his principles and blocked such legislative efforts.
This section explains federal law regarding stem cell research, how it has taken
shape over the years, and the actions that are being taken to influence policy. In
particular, this section will discuss current policy established by Presidents George W.
Bush and Barack Obama and Congress between 2001 and 2009. The federal policies
established over the course of these eight years are important in that it provides the
timeframe for this dissertation.
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Early History
In 1993, immediately after taking office, President Bill Clinton instructed the
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) to lift an existing ban on fetal
tissue research. Soon after, President Clinton authorized, the National Institute for
Health (NIH) to issue a policy statement approving funding for research using surplus
embryos that are derived from IVF clinics. However, implementation of the NIH
approval to fund certain embryo research was stifled when Congress passed a rider to an
appropriations bill that prevented public funds from being used to support the creation
of human embryos for research. Formally called the Dickey-Wicker Amendment of
1996 (the Dickey Amendment), named after Representatives Jay Dickey (R-AR) and
Roger Wicker (R-MS), the rider prohibits funding for research using human embryos
created via normal fertilization, in vitro fertilization clinics or somatic cell nuclear
transfer (also referred to as cloning). In practice, it amends the DHHS Appropriations
Bill, which is the source of NIH funds, and extends protections to organisms that are not
protected as a human subject and are derived through fertilization, parthenogenesis,
cloning, or any other form of creation. The language of the Dickey Amendment is
found in Title 45 and Part 46 (45CFR46) of the DHHS Code of Federal Regulations,
which governs the use of human subjects in scientific studies (Johnson, 2001; Nisbet,
Brossard & Kroepsh, 2003; Herold, 2006; Golub, 2008; Solo & Pressberg, 2007).
The section in 45CFR46 that was amended by the Dickey Amendment was
subpart B. This particular section, also called the Additional Protection for Pregnant
Women, Human Fetuses, and Neonates Involved in Research, regulates scientific
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research that involves viable fetuses, pregnant women, and human IVF embryos. It also
extends protections to embryos from the period of implantation until delivery. Under
this provision, a blastocyst that forms by day 14 after fertilization in a laboratory prior
to implantation would not be protected under 45CFR46. The Dickey Amendment
amends this portion of the regulation by providing that “research in which a human
embryo is destroyed, discarded, or knowingly subjected to risk of injury or death greater
than that allowed for research on fetuses in utero” would be prohibited (Quoting from
45CFR46). The Amendment, therefore, includes as a protected human subject preimplanted blastocysts. The language contained in the Dickey Amendment continues
today to prevent the legislature from appropriating federal funds for creating human
embryos for the sole purpose of conducting research (Johnson, 2001; Nisbet, Brossard
& Kroepsh, 2003; Herold, 2006; Golub, 2008; Solo & Pressberg, 2007).
While the Dickey Amendment appeared to be a sound resolution, in 1999,
Harriet Raab, then General Counsel for the DHHS, argued that due to the way in which
the Dickey Amendment was worded, the law could still permit hESC research to be
funded. The suggestion was that if embryos were first destroyed during research that
was supported by private funding, then stem cells and tissues produced as a result of
this privately funded research could be considered eligible for federal funding. Thus,
the legal provision of the Dickey Amendment not to destroy human embryos created for
research purposes could still be upheld while allowing research using hESCs (Johnson,
2001; Nisbet, Brossard, & Kroepsh, 2003; Herold, 2006; Golub, 2008; Solo &
Pressberg, 2007).
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Following Raab’s legal opinion, the NIH moved to publish guidelines that
permitted the use of public funding for certain approved embryonic stem cells. The
proposed guidelines provided the following:
(a) the stem cells were derived from embryos produced in IVF clinics for
reproductive purposes; (b) the stem cells were in excess of clinical need,
meaning that the donors had achieved a successful pregnancy or had simply
decided not to proceed with IVF; (c) the stem cells were derived from embryos
that were frozen, allowing sufficient time between the emotional experience of
creating the embryos and the decision regarding donation; (d) informed consent
and institutional review board approval was obtained; and (e) no exchange of
money was made, in order to avoid a financial influence. (Fischbach &
Fischbach, 2004, p. 1368).
By August of 2000, the NIH had released the finalized proposed guidelines and began
accepting applications for public funding upon their publication (Johnson, 2001; Nisbet,
Brossard & Kroepsh, 2003). Before President Clinton could have the new guidelines
implemented, George W. Bush was elected President and took over the office. Upon
taking over the office, President Bush elected not to adopt the guidelines proposed by
the NIH, and instead called for further policy analysis (Fischbach & Fischbach, 2004;
Johnson, 2001; Nisbet, Brossard & Kroepsh, 2003; Marzilli, 2007).
Administrative and Legislative Action: 2001-2004
On August 9, 2001, in a nationally televised speech, President Bush announced
a compromise that allowed funding for research using a limited number of embryonic
stem cell lines. In his speech, President Bush acknowledged the potential of hESC
research and the promise of cell replacement therapies, but he would not condone the
creation and destruction of embryos to create new hESC lines. The outcome of this
Executive decision was the establishment of the following criteria: 1) informed consent
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of the donors; 2) that embryos have been created for reproductive purposes and were a
surplus of IVF embryos; 3) there are no financial rewards for the donors; and 4) the
embryos were not created for research purposes. During fiscal year (FY) 2002, the NIH
funded the first grants to conduct human embryonic stem cell research, including both
new grants and supplements to existing grants. President Bush’s decision also
delegated the specifics of the federal funding application to the NIH, and appointed
bioethicist Leon Kass to head the President’s Council on Bioethics, an advisory
commission to the NIH and DHHS (Johnson, 2001; Nisbet, Brossard & Kroepsh, 2003;
Johnson, 2001; Herold, 2006; Golub, 2008; Solo & Pressberg, 2007).
The policy set by President Bush, based on his August 2001 Executive Order,
established that the federal government could allow legitimate stem cell research while
maintaining the intent of the Dickey Amendment, which prohibits the use of human
embryos that are created for research purposes. The decision maintained the position
that the public would not be burdened with supporting financially the destruction of
embryos, while still encouraging innovative ways to use stem cells derived from other
sources. Furthermore, the policy established an ethical standard, whereby making
scientific advancements are best sought using alternative research methods (Johnson,
2001; Nisbet, Brossard & Kroepsh, 2003; Johnson, 2001; Herold, 2006; Golub, 2008;
Solo & Pressberg, 2007).
In addition to the policies established by President Bush, Congress has also
attempted to establish federal policy. One notable piece of legislation passed during the
Republican led 108th Congress was called the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2004
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(P.L. 108-199). The first provision of P.L. 108-199 included renewing the language of
the Dickey Amendment to prohibit all forms of hESC research that is supported with
public funding. In addition to this, the legislation created additional language to prevent
the Patent and Trademark Office from using public funds to distribute patents for
research that involves tissues or human organisms. Finally, P.L. 108-199 appropriated
$10 million towards the establishment of the National Cord Blood Stem Cell Bank
within the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), offering support for
research using stem cells that are found in umbilical cord blood, not human embryos
(Johnson & Williams, 2004).
Administrative and Legislative Action: 2005-2008
On December 20, 2005, President Bush signed into law the Stem Cell
Therapeutic and Research Act of 2005 (P.L. 109-129). This law created some
provisions related to human cord blood stem cell research. The Act allows researchers
to collect and study human cord blood stem cells for therapeutic and research purposes,
and provides financial assistance for such research by authorizing $60 million between
FY 2007 and FY 2010. In addition to funding research using human cord blood, the
law also renewed the bone marrow registry, and appropriated $186 million dollars for
FY 2006 through FY 2010 to its operation. Finally, the law established a national
database program called the C.W. Bill Young Transplantation Program, in order to
track cord blood and bone marrow types and provide health care professions an efficient
way to find donor matches (Shimabukuro, 2007).
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While the Stem Cell Therapeutic and Research Act of 2005 illustrated the
common ground between Congressional and Presidential stem cell policy, the Stem Cell
Research Enhancement Act of 2005 (H.R. 810), passed by the 109th Congress, revealed
the glaring differences in their policy positions. Passage of this bill by Congress was
made easier in 2006, whereby mid-term elections changed the power in Congress from
the Republicans to the Democrats. This bill, which was vetoed by President Bush on
July 19, 2006, would have directed the Secretary of HHS to conduct and support
research that included hESCs, regardless of when or how the human embryo was
derived. In order to be eligible for public funding, the bill would have required research
plans to meet the following criteria: 1) the embryos were surplus from fertility clinics;
2) the embryos were not going to be implanted into the woman and would be disposed
of; and 3) written consent was given by the owners/donors of the embryos. Finally, the
act would have required the Secretary to also provide an annual Report to Congress
detailing the progress of research, something that has been excluded from previous
measures (Shimabukuro, 2007; Solo & Pressberg, 2007; Harold, 2006; Golub, 2008;
Marzilli, 2007).
The President, in his Veto Message, offered several explanations for his
decision. One was that it would overturn his established stem cell policy by requiring,
for the first time, taxpayers to fund research on human embryos that were not approved
by President Bush’s 2001 executive order. In the Veto Message the President outlined
how the federal policy has been to funnel public funds to research of stem cells drawn
from children, adults, and the blood of umbilical cords. Another explanation was that
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there are certain consequences for not providing a balance to unrestrained technological
advancements. Without this balance, society would engage in a cultural debate over the
merits of science and ethics. Finally, President Bush reiterated his desire to pursue
alternatives to research involving stem cells derived form human embryos. According
to the President, pursuing such alternatives involves continuing to advance scientific
exploration while remaining adherent to the values that promote human dignity (Veto
Message, July 20, 2006).
On June 20, 2007, following Congress’s attempt to have legislation enacted that
would have expanded federal policy, President Bush issued another Executive Order.
This order, titled Expanding Approved Stem Cell Lines in Ethically Responsible Ways,
states,
[t]he Secretary of Health and Human Services shall conduct and support
research on the isolation, derivation, production, and testing of stem cells that
are capable of producing all or almost all of the cell types of the developing
body and may result in improved understanding of or treatments for diseases and
other adverse health conditions, but are derived without creating a human
embryo for research purposes or destroying, discarding, or subjecting to harm a
human embryo or fetus. (Executive Order 13435: Expanding Approved Stem
Cell Lines in Ethically Responsible Ways, June 20, 2007).
The Order essentially tags the Secretary of the DHHS with the responsibility to
administer a plan that supports research on the collection and maintenance of stem cells
from sources other than human embryos (NIH Implementation Guidelines, 2007). The
policy maintains the protection of early embryos, while promoting technological and
medical advancements through other research practices.
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Administrative and Legislative Action: Beginning of 2009
The election of President Barack Obama marked a new beginning in the stem
cell research policy debate. Upon entering the White House in January 2009, one of
President Obama’s first acts was to repeal President Bush’s Executive Order which
limited the access of unused frozen embryos for stem cell research. President Obama
initiated a new executive policy that expanded funding opportunities for research on all
available frozen embryos (Winslow & Naik, 2009; Stout & Harris, 2009). The new
policy directs the NIH to draft new guidelines within 120 days that explains where the
embryos may come from, and the process of obtaining federal funds to conduct research
on existing embryos. The decision, however, will not impact existing federal law that
prohibits the use of federal funds to be appropriated to research projects that involves
the creation and destruction of new embryos (Winslow & Naik, 2009).
In order to further broaden funding opportunities for research that involves the
creation of new embryonic stem cell lines, there would need to be legislative action.
There are two pieces of legislation proposed in the 111th Congress that have been
introduced which support both adult and embryonic stem cell research. First is the
Stem Cell Research Tax Credit Act (S.B. 99), introduced by Senator David Vitter (RLA), which ultimately supports adult forms of stem cell research. This bill would
amend the Internal Revenue Code to allow a credit for 30% of the expenses for
qualified stem cell research. The credit would not be allowed for any research that
involves: 1) the creation of a human embryo for research purposes; 2) the destruction of
a human embryo; or 3) the use of stem cells for otherwise prohibited purposes. The
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second piece of legislation is a reintroduction of a bill (H.R. 810, 2005) that was vetoed
by President Bush in 2006, titled the Stem Cell Research Enhancement Act of 2009
(H.R. 873). This bill, introduced by Senator Tom Harkin (D-IA) would do exactly what
the 2005 legislation proposed. In essence, it would allow funding for a broad range of
stem cell research using surplus embryos from fertility clinics. While this particular
legislation would not include funding for the creation of embryos for research purposes,
it does broaden the current policy to include left-over embryos from any fertility in
which the owners offer their consent.
Collectively, President Obama’s Executive Order and the legislation being
introduced by the 111th Congress, reflect an overall shift in federal policy from previous
years.
Advocacy Coalitions
If we examine the policy subsystem pertaining to stem cell research, it is
apparent that there are recognizable advocacy coalitions. The stem cell subsystem is
first split between those groups that support embryo research, and those groups that
oppose embryo research and support adult stem cell research. These two larger
coalitions are then comprised of the following types of coalitions: research institutions,
non-religious groups and religious groups. Below, these coalitions are discussed along
with their general positions regarding stem cell research. It is important to remember,
however, that from these various advocacy coalitions, this study is interested primarily
in the Christian Right coalition.
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Research institutions
Academic and research institutions view the debate in terms of which stem cell
therapy is more promising and, therefore, deserving of public funding. For these
groups, funding is a vital component of their research. Academic institutions constitute
one of the major coalitions that are involved in the policy debate. Some, such as the
University of Nebraska, have even been elected as recipients of federal funding research
using approved embryonic stem cell lines. Other institutions like Harvard, Stanford, the
entire University of California system, the University of Connecticut, the University of
Maryland, the University of Virginia, and Virginia Commonwealth University all
conduct research on non-approved embryonic stem cell lines using private funding.
While academia relies on funding from private donors and state governments, they still
contend that it remains limited, and in order to advance important research programs
federal funding is necessary (AUL Report, 2008).
There is also a coalition of nonacademic research organizations that are actively
promoting hESC research. These organizations either conduct research or engage in
some aspect of harvesting and marketing stem cell research using embryos. For
example, Advanced Cell Technology, Inc. has created a plan to bank embryonic stem
cells so that they can be used in the future to help repair organs and to conduct
experiments that perfects stem cell differentiation. Another private organization, the
Geron Corporation, has invested in hESC research at various universities, and conducts
its own research with the intent of developing medical therapies that can be used for the
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treatment of conditions and diseases such as spinal cord injuries, heart failure, diabetes,
and HIV/AIDS.
In addition to these corporate entrepreneurial organizations, non-profit
institutions also support and conduct hESC research. Such institutions include: the
Bedford Stem Cell Foundation, Buck Institute for Age Research of Novato, Burnham
Institute for Medical Research, Jackson Laboratory, Salk Institute for Biological
Studies, Stowers Institute, Pittsburgh Development Center of Magee-Women’s
Research Institute, Sloan-Kettering Institute, and the Scripps Research Institute.
Together all of these corporate and non-profit organizations constitute a coalition of
ardent hESC research backers (AUL Report, 2008).
While many organizations in the scientific community support hESC research,
there is a collection of research institutions that oppose such research, and support
alternatives. One such organization is the Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh (CHP).
This organization focuses solely on adult stem cell research, and believes that hESCs do
not offer dependable therapeutic solutions. Moreover, organizations like CHP agree
with skeptics regarding the application and reliability of stem cells derived from
embryos, and contends that the future of stem cell research rests in adult stem cells
(Marzilli, 2007).
Non-religious groups
There are several non-religious organizations that form a coalition in support of
the effort to expand federal funding for hESC research. The more prominent lobbying
groups include the Coalition for the Advancement of Medical Research (CAMR) and
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the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS). These two groups
played a prominent role in 2004 to influence a stem cell amendment in the state of
Missouri, and the Stem Cell Research Enhancement Act in the U.S. Congress. The
Alliance for Stem Cell Research and the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation
(JDRF) are other influential groups that have been credited with spearheading the
passage of Proposition 71, a research funding initiative in the state of California. These
groups have helped establish a well respected coalition of organizations that have a
tremendous amount of cache in Washington (AUL Report, 2008; Marzilli, 2007;
Herold, 2006).
Although conservative Christian groups tend to be the most recognized
opponents of hESC research, there is a contingent of conservative non-religious groups
who are also staunch opponents. Some of the most well-known non-religious
organizations include the National Right to Life and the Americans United for Life.
Other organizations like The American Enterprise Institute, the Heritage Foundation
and the Cato Institute, have played and important role in this coalition, but direct their
opposition towards the role of federal government. Although some of these
organizations may offer moral or ethical explanations, they primarily contend that there
should be no federal funding provided for hESC research (Marzilli, 2007).
Religious groups
For a majority of Christians, the treatment of human embryos is rooted in
scripture that points to life beginning at conception. Beginning with the Vatican and
extending down to the local churches, the Catholic Church holds a formal position on
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when life begins, and how early stages of the development of the embryo should be
treated. There are other Orthodox Eastern churches that also maintain the same belief.
The Catholic Church also explicitly supports adult stem cell research, and has made this
known in some of its formal position statements. While some within the Catholic
Church opposes research using stem cells derived from human embryos, it supports
adult stem cells that are collected from placental blood or fetuses that had been
miscarried (PEW Report, 2002; Solo & Pressburg, 2007; Jafari, Elahi, Ozyurt &
Wrigley, 2008).
Evangelical Christian organizations are another religious grouping that has taken
a strong stand against hESC research. In 1993, the Divinity School at Trinity
University formed the Center for Bioethics and Human Dignity. The Center was
created to study and research issues in bioethics, and to promote an evangelical
statement that explains its religious and political position (Cameron, 2003; George &
Tollefsen, 2008). Trinity University has also created courses that educates students on
these various positions, and provides instruction on how to defend them. Since the
formation of the Center, subsequent research groups have emerged, including the
Concordia Bioethics Center at Concordia University in Milwaukee, the Center for
Bioethics in the Church, based in Oakland, CA, and the St. Louis Bioethics Center. In
addition to the creation of research and advocacy groups, the evangelical community
has also created journals, such as Ethics and Medicine, and a book series spawned by
Eerdmans (Cameron, 2003).
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While the evangelical community has been vocal about its objection to the using
human embryos for purposes of scientific research, Protestants as a whole do not share
the same position with respect to when life begins, or the practice of embryonic
research. Each of the various types of Protestant denominations has framed its own
viewpoints about the subject. Some moderate religious sects hold a more lenient
position on research involving the early embryo. That is, they tend to treat the early
embryo as less important than a more developed fetus. In addition, some mainline
Protestants, who tend to espouse a social gospel belief, justify research using human
embryos if it is to help find cures for serious health conditions, and potentially save
lives (Solo & Pressburg, 2007; Marzilli, 2007; Jafari, Elahi, Ozyurt & Wrigley, 2008).
The final religious group is the Jewish community. For people of the Jewish
faith, their view of stem cell research is dictated by the way in which rabbis interpret
Jewish law, formally referred to as Halakah (Jafari, Elahi, Ozyurt & Wrigley, 2008).
The basic underpinning of Jewish law is that mature life is precious, and that society
should take any means necessary to improve the life of a living human being, even if
that includes research on human embryos (Jafari, Elahi, Ozyurt & Wrigley, 2008; PEW
Report, 2002). Whereas certain Christian groups believe that an embryo should be
afforded moral status, Jewish tradition places more emphasis on developed human
fetuses. A majority of Jewish organizations, therefore, support the practice of hESC
research for purposes of finding cures for diseases and ailing conditions that potentially
lead to saving lives (PEW Report, 2002; Jafari, Elahi, Ozyurt & Wrigley, 2008).
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The Christian Right Coalition
As chapter 2 suggests, the Christian Right is represented by prominent
organizations like Concerned Women for America, The Christian Coalition of America,
The Ethics and Religious Liberty Commission of the SBC, the Family Research
Council and Focus on the Family. It was also established that these groups are
comprised of members, or at a minimum, people who are sympathetic to their causes.
The Christian Right’s membership is derived from various Christian groups or
denominations, with a base membership that consists of conservative evangelicals
which includes fundamentalists, Pentecostals and neo-evangelicals. Over the years, the
Christian Right has also attempted to appeal to other sects such as conservative
Catholics and black evangelicals. Of these two sects, it has been able to make inroads
within conservative Catholic circles as a result of shared beliefs in the value of life
(Wilcox, 2000).
The governmental dimension is certainly an important component of the ACF.
However, this dissertation is much narrower in scope than the policy subsystem from
which it is derived. This study, therefore, will deviate slightly and focus only on the
organizational and legislative actors.
Pro-life, anti-embryonic research belief system
Based on the past research by Wilcox (2000), Moen (1989,1992), Hertzke
(1988), Hofrenning (1995), and a host of other scholars, the Christian Right and the
organizations that constitute this coalition, maintain a strong pro-life position that holds
that life begins at conception. The position that life begins at conception represents the
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“core belief” of the Christian Right coalition. To reiterate, Sabatier (1988) and Sabatier
& Jenkins-Smith (1999) posit that core beliefs are held by coalitions within any policy
subsystem. In addition to their core belief, there are “policy core beliefs,” such as hESC
research should be prohibited or that government should not fund such scientific
research. These core policy beliefs represent those outputs that the coalition desires. It
is important to note that the Christian Right also holds some secondary, or peripheral,
beliefs (Sabatier, 1988; Sabatier & Jenkins-Smith, 1999. These are typically beliefs that
the coalition is willing to comprise on in order to preserve its core beliefs. For example,
the Christian Right is willing to acknowledge the potential of adult stem cell research
and that it should receive public funding. Collectively, these various positions
correspond with the “belief system” as established by the ACF, providing another
justification for its application in this study.
External Factors Impacting the Stem Cell Subsystem
Sabatier (1988) describes how every policy subsystem consists of external
factors that can influence policy change and the manner in which advocacy coalitions
approach government institutions. After a review of the history of the public policy on
stem cell research above, it is clear there are external factors that have impacted the
policy subsystem, and could impact the Christian Right’s advocacy strategies.
According to Sabatier (1988) changes within government institutions can act as
an external factor that affects policy change or development. This is certainly the case
with respect to the stem cell research topic. From 2001 through 2005 the Republican
Party held the majority in both houses of Congress. Although this did not prevent
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embryonic stem cell research legislation from being proposed, it did prevent such
legislation from passing. In 2006, the result of the mid-term elections shifted power
from the Republican Party to the Democratic Party. An immediate impact was the
passage of H.B. 810, The Stem Cell Enhancement Act of 2005. Were it not for the
policy position of President Bush and his veto, this bill could have become law. With
this change it is understandable, therefore, that the Christian Right will have to forge
new coalitions and examine its advocacy strategies in order to achieve their desired
policy outcomes.
There has also been a change in the Presidency during the time span of this
study which represents another external factor that impacts the policy subsystem.
Between 2001 and 2008, President George Bush established an executive policy that
was consistent with the Christian Right’s core belief—that life begins at conception—
and core policies in which the federal government would not fund embryonic stem cell
research. President Barack Obama, however, upon entering the White House has
established a new policy that conflicts with those core values of the Christian Right. As
such, his position could now make passage of legislation that supports embryonic stem
cell research and broadens funding for it, thereby significantly impacting the policy
subsystem.
The technological and scientific advancements in the field of stem cell research
have also impacted the policy subsystem. As Sabatier (1988) argues, changes in
socioeconomic conditions and technology “can substantially affect a subsystem, either
by undermining the causal assumptions of present policies or by significantly altering
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the political support of various advocacy coalitions” (p. 346). The remarkable
technological advancements, such as in vitro fertilization and somatic cell nuclear
transfer, have significantly impacted the policy debate over stem cell research. These
technological advancements have created challenges for several coalitions, thus altering
the trajectory of the policy subsystem itself.
Collectively, the changes in the legislature, executive branch and stem cell
research technology, represent the external factors that Sabatier (1988) argues can affect
the policy subsystem.
Summary
When studying the advocacy efforts of religious lobbies, a proper theoretical
framework is necessary. This chapter has demonstrated that the popular model when
studying religious lobbying, primarily out of convenience and precedence, has been
social movement theory and group theory. However, limitations such as
underestimating the influence of elected officials in the political system, give reason to
look beyond group theory in search of a new framework. What is needed is a
framework that targets a specific policy issue or domain and portrays the interaction
between private and governmental actors which ultimately result in policy decisions.
This chapter has provided such a framework in the advocacy coalition framework. Its
emphasis on policy change or development over the course of ten years or more, and the
role of advocacy coalitions and their efforts to influence government institutions,
portrays a model more amenable for studying the Christian Right.

CHAPTER 4
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This study explored the impact and advocacy strategies of the Christian Right
organizations lobbying federal stem cell research legislation between 2001 and 2009.
Specifically, it addressed three research questions. First, to what extent do Christian
Right organizations participate in the legislative process regarding stem cell research?
Second, what is the perceived influence of its lobbying activities on federal stem cell
research legislation? Third, in what ways does the Christian Right engage in lobbying
legislators on stem cell research legislation? Within these broad research questions, the
following subsequent study objectives were addressed: 1) learn about the perceived
influence of the Christian Right’s advocacy efforts; 2) understand the goals of Christian
Right advocacy efforts; 3) learn about its use of outside and inside lobbying strategies;
4) better understand the approach used by Christian Right organizations in lobbying
legislators who were undecided about a particular stem cell research legislation; 5) learn
about the kind of rhetoric it used; and 6) find out what, if any, forms of coalition
building it engaged in as part of its advocacy efforts.
This study also examined the issue of voting behavior among members of
Congress on legislation that would expand embryonic stem cell research. In particular,
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the study investigated what caused legislators to vote against the majority of their party
when it came to legislation that expanded embryo research.
This chapter provides an overview of the methodology relied upon to study
Christian Right organizations and their influence and lobbying strategies related to stem
cell research legislation. The chapter begins by establishing an accepted understanding
of the chosen qualitative epistemological approach, and outlining the meaning and
practice of conducting grounded theory. Following a discussion of these basic
principles of qualitative research, the chapter presents the general research components
– design, sampling, data collection, and data analysis and management. Finally, the
chapter concludes with a discussion of the potential research problems and limitations
that could have impacted this study.
Epistemological Approach
There are numerous variations of qualitative research, ranging from formal to
informal styles, yet there are some general attributes of qualitative research that are
present regardless of the style chosen by the researcher (Marshall & Rossman, 2004).
Qualitative research is generally useful for interpreting complex social conditions and
explaining the meanings of these conditions based on first-hand knowledge provided by
study participants. This epistemological approach requires researchers to observe
natural settings instead of working in laboratories or conducting quantitative analysis,
and to implement a program that explores a certain phenomenon through more
interpersonal practices. Qualitative research offers an interpretive methodology that is
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based primarily on the experiences of people and provides an in-depth understanding of
the real world (Marshall & Rossman, 2006; Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Denzin, 1994).
Marshall and Rossman (2006) describe qualitative research as a broad approach
to studying some types of social phenomenon. It consists of a set of interpretive
practices that present a particular worldview using data collected from interviews,
conversations, and in-person observations. Qualitative research allows the researcher to
study events or phenomenon in their naturalistic state, and make informed
interpretations that provides new knowledge. While in most studies research begins
with certain assumptions or fully developed hypotheses, qualitative studies instead
allow the researcher to develop his or her own theories or worldview. It is less
structured than traditional positivist studies, but it maintains the sound scientific
principles necessary to be treated as credible research (Marshall & Rossman, 2006;
Creswell, 2007; Strauss & Corbin, 1990; Maxwell, 2005).
The process of developing assumptions or worldviews in qualitative research is
called grounded theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). In grounded theory, the information
derived from one of the various forms of qualitative data collection methods develops
into congruent themes that present a complete picture of the phenomenon being studied.
The method used to develop a grounded theory is constant comparison (Strauss &
Corbin, 1990), which involves analyzing data and comparing the findings to identify
important themes. It is through these themes that the research acquires an identity, and
constructs a storyline that enables the reader to further understand the topic being
studied.
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Research Design
The design of this study, which was approved by the Institutional Review Board
(see Appendix E), was intended to produce new knowledge about the influence of the
Christian Right and its lobbying activities regarding stem cell research policy. In order
to accomplish this goal, the study applied Glaser and Strauss’s (1967) explanation of
grounded theory. In contrast with other studies that conceptualize a theory and then
tests that theory against empirical data, grounded theory uses data collected through
qualitative means to formulate a particular understanding of a certain phenomenon
(Maxwell, 2005). In 1967, Glaser and Strauss proposed a mode of comparative
analysis, which leads to the development of emerging categories from the data. Strauss
and Corbin (1990) later articulated that theories should be “grounded” in data from the
field, derived from a systematic process of inductive analysis. For the purpose of this
study, Strauss and Corbin’s (1990) systematic approach to a grounded theory design
was applied, whereby the researcher developed explanations about the Christian Right’s
role in the stem cell research subsystem from the perceptions of a number of study
participants.
In addition, the researcher applied a form of triangulation that derives
information from a variety of sources. Triangulation, according to Marshall and
Rossman (2006), is “the act of bringing more than one source of data to bear on a single
point” (p. 202). In qualitative research, triangulation is used to corroborate, and
elaborate on, the phenomenon being studied (Marshall & Rossman, 2006; Maxwell,
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2006). For this study, the researcher accumulated data from different sources, including
interviews and organizational documents.
Rationale for Design
Using a qualitative research design that applies systematic coding and inductive
reasoning enabled the researcher to produce concepts and themes about the Christian
Right and the stem cell research debate. Strauss (1987) emphasizes that using a coding
design enables the researcher to scrutinize interview transcripts or other documents in a
concise fashion that develops explanations which reflect the true nature of the data.
Furthermore, Strauss suggests that coding is an efficient tool that allows the researcher
to analyze data in a way that avoids the common tendency to overstate themes
throughout the study (Maxwell, 2005).
The usefulness of coding is predicated on its ability to structure the data and
clarify explanations that lead to strong grounded theories. The application of coding is
particularly useful when employing axial coding, discussed later in these pages, which
consists of rigorous analysis performed on a single category or concept that emerges
during data analysis (Strauss, 1987). According to Strauss and Corbin (1990), grounded
theory and its procedures help achieve the following qualitative research goals: (a) build
rather than test a conceptual framework; (b) apply rigorous procedures that validate the
study’s acceptance in the scientific community; (c) prevent the researcher from using his
or her own assumptions to dictate how data is analyzed; and (d) systematically use the
data to build a theory that accurately depicts the conditions being studied.
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Triangulation has several benefits as well. To begin, it allows the researcher to
avoid any biases that would have otherwise emerged using a single data source.
Maxwell (2005) describes the use of triangulation as a way to improve the study’s
validity, in which corroboration and elaboration help determine if the data accurately
reflects the current conditions being studied. That is, it compares and contrasts the
information provided by the different participants. Finally, using data from various
sources helps to verify the information, and strengthen the study’s usefulness for other
research settings. This helps compensate for the generalizability issues often associated
with qualitative research.
Sampling
This study relied on two sampling methods in order to achieve a variation of
perspectives from those who are linked to the topic of this study. The first method
involved purposive sampling, which involves the researcher selecting individuals
specifically for the purpose of providing relevant information related to the research
intent (Creswell, 2007). Since qualitative research typically involves small samples, the
use of purposive sampling enables the researcher to generate greater utility from those
who are sampled (Maxwell, 2005; Marshall & Rossman, 2006). The other was
snowball sampling, a method that is used when the researcher cannot determine who the
other participants in the study should be, and relies on the participants in the study for
the names or contacts of those the researcher should approach (Marshall & Rossman,
2006). For this study, snowball sampling was used to gather the names of pro-hESC
organizations and other persons or groups engaged in the stem cell research debate.
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Names of such persons and groups were obtained from representatives of the various
organizations during the interview process.
An inherent limitation of qualitative research is that it cannot account for every
circumstance and every condition. Therefore, in the course of sampling the researcher
identified people or organizations that are specifically associated with the focus of this
study, the stem cell research debate (Creswell, 2007). To that extent, the sample
consisted of groups that were selected based on specified criteria (Marshall & Rossman,
2006). The first such criterion was that they are part of the advocacy coalitions within
the stem cell research subsystem that was outlined in chapter 3. In addition, the sample
was also purposefully selected based on geographic location (Marshall & Rossman,
2006). With the focus of this study being on national stem cell research policy, the ideal
setting for the study was the Washington D.C. metropolitan area. Therefore, all of the
advocacy groups, with the exception of two individuals, were located in D.C., along
with the host of legislative offices and former legislators that were sampled. Selection
of advocacy groups near Washington D.C. is important as this generally signifies their
commitment to advocacy on Capitol Hill and involvement in the national policy
process.
The researcher sampled a number of organizations specifically from the
Christian Right advocacy coalition, organizations that support embryonic stem cell
research, and from current and former legislative offices. The sample of Christian Right
organizations include representatives from Concerned Women for America, the
Christian Coalition of America, the Ethics and Religious Liberty Commission of the
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SBC, American Life League, the Family Research Council and the U.S. Conference of
Catholic Bishops. The sampling frame for representatives of Christian Right
organizations were generated using a list of organizations drawn from the works of
Wilcox (2000) and Utter & Storey (2001). These two sources provided an extensive list
of active Christian Right organizations.
Congressional staff members from current legislative offices, and former
legislators, were also sampled for the study. Study participants were selected because
the legislator voted against the majority of his or her political party with respect to
hESC research legislation. In addition, this sample included former Senator John
Danforth (R-MO) because of his outspoken perspectives of the Christian Right and the
stem cell research debate which are discussed in his book, Faith and Politics (2005).
For a sample of congressional staff members the researcher identified legislators using
public voting records for stem cell legislation posted recorded by Congressional
Quarterly and posted on the Senate home website. It was evident based on the list that it
was heavily weighted in favor of the Republican Party. This sampling limitation is
mostly due to more Republicans voting against the majority of their party than
Democrats. Nevertheless, selection of these legislators allowed the researcher to
capture valuable information about the Christian Right’s influence and advocacy
strategies and voting behavior. Moreover, it provides some insight about the Christian
Right’s perceived influence within the Republican Party.
Finally, the researcher sampled the following organizations that support
embryonic stem cell research: American Society for Reproductive Medicine; The
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Parkinson’s Action Network; American Society for Cell Biology; and the Christopher
Reeve Foundation. These organizations and individuals were sampled based on
references from other organizations, as well as an Americans United for Life Report
(2008) which outlines organizations that oppose and support embryonic stem cell
research.
Together, these various sources of data provided the multiple perspectives
necessary for building a strong research design. Although the sample size was relatively
small, those who were interviewed still captured reliable information for this study. A
list of interviewees and the dates that the interviews were conducted is provided in
Appendix B.
Data Collection and Management
Data for this study was collected from semi-structured interviews and
organizational documents. This section details the purpose of each method and the
procedures implemented by the researcher to obtain data from these two sources.
Semi-structured Interviews
The primary data for the study was derived from twenty-three semi-structured,
in-depth interviews with representatives from the samples mentioned above. The
interviews were conducted between May 2009 and August 2009 (See Attachment D:
Interview Questions). There were approximately ten open ended questions, with some
follow-up (or probing) questions. For the interview protocol, the researcher began with
broad overarching questions and then narrowed the focus by asking more specific or
targeted questions (Creswell, 1997, Maxwell, 2006; Marshall & Rossman, 2005).
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The in-depth interviews provided a more personalized description of the
conditions being studied that otherwise would not be accounted for through a
quantitative analysis. In essence, the in-depth interviews were more like conversations
between the researcher and the study participants. Through these conversations the
researcher was able to unveil perspectives that maintained towards the role of Christian
Right organizations within the stem cell research debate. While interview questions
were open-ended as much as possible, the researcher asked probing questions that
fulfilled the general intention of the research questions.
The specific form of interviewing the researcher used was ethnographic
interviewing (Atkinson & Hammersly, 1994; Denzin, 1997; Marshall & Rossman,
2005). Marshall and Rossman (2006) define this particular style of interviewing as “an
elaborate system of a series of interviews structured to elicit insiders’ cultural
knowledge” (p. 104). Ethnographic interviews attempt to gain knowledge about a
participant’s perspectives on certain conditions based on their lived experiences. In
particular, they are useful in “eliciting participants’ meanings for events and behaviors
and for generating a typology of cultural classification schemes” (Marshall & Rossman,
2006, p. 104). This particular interview methodology produces a working explanation
that builds a conceptual framework, while still avoiding oversimplification by allowing
the researcher to pursue in-depth narratives (Atkinson & Hammersly, 1994; Denzin,
1997; Marshall & Rossman, 2006).
The interview protocol provided guidance for the researcher in managing the
direction of the conversation, and attaining relevant and useful information to address
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the research questions. The interview protocol also assisted the researcher in identifying
areas of interest. In this study, the researcher was interested in the following areas:
whether Christian Right organizations influenced stem cell research policies; the type of
pragmatic advocacy approaches they used; the inside and outside lobbying activities
they engaged in; and the reasons why legislators voted against the majority of their
political party. Again, consistent with qualitative interviewing the researcher allowed
the participants to elaborate on their experiences, and share their viewpoints without
interruption or persuasion (Creswell, 1994; Atkinson & Hammersly, 1994; Marshall &
Rossman, 2006).
The researcher pursued interviews with selected participants by first contacting
them by telephone and offering them an invitation to participate. The participants
consented to the interview were provided written notice that explained the purpose of
the study and the interview. The interviews were conducted over the phone and at a
time that was convenient for the interviewee. They also varied in duration, with the
longest interview lasting one and a half hours and the shortest lasting twenty minutes.
Of the twenty-three interviews, all but six consented to the interview being audio
recorded. For those interviews that were not audio recorded, the researcher took handwritten notes and also had someone type notes during the interview. For those
interviews that were audio recorded, the researcher made field notes that recorded
observations during the interview.
At the conclusion of each interview, the researcher asked the interviewee if he or
she could be contacted by telephone or email to clarify content discussed during the
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interview. Throughout the course of the study, the researcher made several follow-up
calls and emails for clarification or to probe for additional information.
Organizational Documents
The researcher also collected organizational documents, based suggestions of the
study participants, from the websites of some organizations who were represented for
this study. See Appendix C for a list of organizational documents that were sampled.
Documents included public website materials, such as action alerts, Congressional
testimonies, media statements, core mission or value statements, and other similar
statements written an published between 2001 and 2009. Documents were retrieved
from the websites of the following organizations: American Society for Cell Biology,
American Society for Reproductive Medicine, American Life League, Christian
Coalition of America, Concerned Women for America, the Ethics and Religious Liberty
Commission of the Southern Baptist Convention, the Parkinson’s Action Network, and
the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops. There were, however, two documents that
were published by the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops in 1999 which were
included in the analysis. These documents were written by a prominent spokesperson
for pro-life causes and bioethics, Richard Doerflinger. The information contained in
these documents was robust and pertinent to the study. Although they are slightly
outside of the timeframe of the study, they do fall within the ten-year time span of the
advocacy coalition framework, which was discussed in chapter 4.
These documents varied in length, from one page to over ten pages, and
contained a number of insights about the messages espoused by Christian Right and pro-
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hESC organizations. The researcher analyzed the documents using key terms and
phrases derived from the interviews. Using NVivo, the researcher was able to analyze
the documents to determine the frequency of the terms and phrases used by the various
groups. Altogether, these documents provided the researcher with another source of
information about the messages and rhetoric they used.
Data Management
In order to maintain data in an organized fashion, and ensure that basic
participant confidentiality was upheld, the research followed certain data management
procedures. Interview data, collected by audio recording or by hand, was transcribed
and stored in a password protected electronic document. A qualitative software package
called NVivo was also used to help store the transcripts. Transcripts were de-identified
and recordings were deleted at the conclusion of the research project. Following the
completion of the research project, all printed transcripts, field notes, and organizational
documents were stored in a locked file cabinet at the home of the researcher.
Data Analysis
In qualitative research, data analysis requires the researcher to become immersed
in the data. This prepares the researcher for inductive analysis and insightful
examination. Data collected during this study was analyzed using Strauss’s (1987) and
Strauss and Corbin’s (1998) coding methodology. In quantitative research preestablished conceptual categories, rules and statistical techniques are used to analyze
data. The goal of qualitative coding strategies, in contrast, is to use the data that is
collected to create themes that eventually lead to sound theoretical explanations.
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Coding
The primary objective of data immersion is that the researcher becomes engaged
in hermeneutics. Thus, the researcher reviewed the quotations and the language used by
interviewees and found in organizational documents. As the researcher reviewed the
transcripts and organizational documents, data was grouped into categories. The initial
coding incorporated open coding, which involves analyzing the interview transcripts
and documents to construct categories. According to Maxwell (2005), open coding
involves “fracturing” data into distinct groupings. The objective, however, was not to
simply determine individual categories, but to derive specific information based on the
responses of the participants and the categories that the researcher developed. This
process is referred to as constant comparison (Creswell, 1998; Boeije, 2002; Marshall &
Rossman, 2006). The software package NVivo was used to assist the researcher with
data analysis, and matrices (or tables) were used to present the various categories and
themes.
Once categories were established through constant comparison, the researcher
used inductive analyses, or axial coding, to group categories into broader themes. These
themes deepened the meaning of the data and built salient grounded theories. In the
context of general theory, axial coding involves finding relations among certain themes
and potential casual relationships to develop typologies. Axial coding, therefore,
analyzes the data for emergent themes that depict certain characteristics and establish a
storyline for the study.
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Analytic memos
A traditional function of qualitative data analysis is keeping memos that record
the thoughts, insights, and reflections of the researcher. Marshall and Rossman (2006)
stress the importance embraced by qualitative researchers for writing down insights
while interpreting data. Although these memos are generally for the researcher’s private
use only, they do assist the researcher in being able to fully articulate the findings of the
study. This phase of data analysis required the researcher to use critical thinking and
inductive reasoning in order to accurately interpret the phenomenon being studied
(Maxwell, 2005).
Data interpretation
After categories and themes were developed from the data, and the analytic
memos were written, the researcher interpreted the data and established a narrative
about the involvement of the Christian Right in the stem cell research subsystem. Data
interpretation required assigning meaning to the findings of the research, and
extrapolating the greater lessons to be learned. The importance of this phase of data
analysis was to ultimately outline the usefulness of the findings (Marshall & Rossman,
2006).
Limitations
With any scientific inquiry, there are inherent limitations, as well as challenges
that result from the research design and conceptual framework. One inherent limitation
of this study was its narrow scope, which makes it difficult to expand its
generalizability. While the findings of this inquiry may be applied to the general field
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of biotechnology, it will be difficult to extrapolate these qualities of the Christian Right
to non-scientific public policy domains.
Another limitation of this inquiry, which is also prevalent in qualitative research,
pertains to sampling. Based on the literature, the presumption was that all members of
the Christian Right would hold the exact same positions. The researcher, therefore,
presumed that Christian Right organizations that were selected for this study share the
same pro-life positions regarding early embryos. The potential limitation is that the
researcher may not select an organization that has been significantly involved in the
policy process, which could provide valuable information. A similar limitation is also
applicable to the participation of congressional staffers and former legislators, in which
other members of Congress who were not interviewed who could have provided
important information for the study. The researcher believes, however, that the
legislative offices and former legislators sampled for the study yielded useful
knowledge based on their decisions to vote against traditional party preferences. Thus,
the current staffers and former legislators that participated in this study were still able to
provide unique perspectives about the Christian Right’s lobbying efforts and the
influence it has been able to exert.
Timing could be another limitation of the study. The focus of the study was on
the past eight years, in which there have been numerous pieces of stem cell research
legislation proposed during that time span. As such, interviewees may have had
difficulty recalling the exact circumstances and events that influenced the legislative
process. They may have also confused the advocacy efforts on stem cell research policy
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with another unrelated policy issue. This could have affected the amount or type of
information that participants were able to provide the researcher.
Interview questions could have posed a limitation to this study. Following one
interview, in a casual conversation about the study, the individual suggested that some
participants may be reluctant to answer some questions in order not to divulge important
advocacy strategies. The individual also suggested that congressional staff may be
reluctant to provide insight about their interactions with advocacy groups for fear of
damaging any existing or potential relationships. The researcher, noting this potential
concern among interview participants, stressed that responses to the interview questions
would in no way be connected to that person or the office they represent.
The interviewees were also a limitation to the study. Some participants were
more vocal, and provided more detailed accounts than other interviewees. This could
have caused the researcher to analyze information that was incomplete. In order to
prevent this from occurring, the researcher used probing questions as a technique to
expand on interview responses.
The final limitation of this methodology may have been caused by the interview
approach. If interviewees were in less private locations, the participants could have
been reluctant to share information for fear of outsiders listening to the conversation.
Conversely, an interview conducted at the participant’s workplace may have caused
them be less likely to provide valuable information as they may feel hindered by their
work environment.
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Summary
This chapter has presented the qualitative methodology that was used for this
study. The primary mode of data collection was in-depth interviews with
representatives of Christian Right organizations, legislators or their staffers, and
executive branch officials. Data analysis consisted of a systematic procedure that
involved comparing the responses of the interview participants, and developing
categories and themes from those responses. The following two chapters will detail the
categories and themes that emerged from the data analysis. Chapter five will discuss the
findings from these interviews, and outline the categories that emerged. In chapter six
the study will outline the specific observations, and explain the conceptual framework
for understanding Christian Right involvement in the federal stem cell research policy
debate.

CHAPTER 5
RESEARCH FINDINGS

The purpose of this study, to reemphasize, was to learn about the involvement of
the Christian Right in the stem cell research debate. The study examined the advocacy
strategies it used, and the general influence it had on policy outcomes. Since the stem
cell research debate became a prominent agenda issue, the Christian Right has been
actively working to prevent the passage of legislation that encourages the destruction of
human embryos and to advance alternative methods of research that are more ethical.
Its involvement in this debate, therefore, raises questions about its perceived influence
and the advocacy strategies it employs.
This chapter distinguishes the Christian Right’s advocacy strategies, and brings
to light the reality of its perceived influence within Congress. Furthermore, this study
provides explanations about voting behavior in Congress for those legislators who broke
rank from their political party. Together, these dynamics are investigated in this study,
presenting unique perspectives of the stem cell research subsystem and the manner in
which the Christian Right engages in debates over biotechnological issues. In order to
support the findings of this study, and enrich the study, quotes from multiple
interviewees were included.
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This chapter is divided into eight sections. The first section provides a general
overview of the Christian Right as an advocacy coalition, including how people view it
as a lobby in terms of its attitude and professionalism, and the kinds of individuals that
are working for the various Christian Right organizations. A second section examines
its involvement. In particular, this section examines the various ways it engages in the
debate and its primary policy positions. The third section outlines what study
participants thought were the challenges associated with the Christian Right and
legislative offices.
The fourth section deals with the Christian Right’s advocacy strategies. Of
importance in this section are: the strategies that it uses and the tactics it employs to
advance its policy preferences; which of its strategies and tactics are effective and
ineffective; and what its strategies were when Congress changed power from
Republican to Democratic. The fifth section examines its efforts to collaborate and
forge coalitions with other organizations, a central theme of this study. A sixth section
addresses the messages the Christian Right used, and the effectiveness of those
messages.
In addition to these findings on the Christian Right, this chapter also discusses
some of the advocacy strategies, messaging, and collaborative efforts of pro-hESC
groups as described by the representatives of those groups. While this was not the
intent of the study, the information provided by the representatives of the pro-husk
groups offered a valuable contrast to the Christian Right. Moreover, it yielded findings
that led to a greater understanding of the Christian Right.
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A seventh section discusses the perceived influence of the Christian Right on the
stem cell research debate, and what attributes to its influence or lack of influence. The
eighth section provides an analysis of voting behavior among legislators who broke
rank and voted against the majority of their party. Finally, the chapter concludes with a
summary of the findings.
General Observations About the Christian Right
The findings reveal that the Christian Right still maintains the same image, but
appears to be more professionally equipped for the policy debate. Table 1 below
outlines these general observations.
Table 1 – General observations about the Christian Right
Observations

Uncompromising
Knowledgeable
Passionate
Primary Constituent of
Republican Party
Limited in their advocacy
because of limited staff
Similar to other lobby groups
Well organized and
professional
Total # of Comments:

Christian
Right

Legislative
Offices

Pro-hESC
Groups/People

4
6
2

1
2

2

3

5
8
2
2

2
1

Total

2
6

7

1

1

2

21

4

28

Similar to other lobbying groups
Of those interviewed, seven said Christian Right groups are similar to other
advocacy groups. A staff member for one legislative office commented that “[t]he
people I’ve ever interfaced with up here, they were just like any other Washington
representative, they would come into your office and talk to you.” Another stated,
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“[t]he meetings I have had, they are like a lot of other lobbying outfits…well organized
and very professional.” However, the most detailed comparison of the Christian Right
with other lobbying groups came from a former legislator who observed the following:
[The Christian Right] was not different than other public advocacy groups, like
the NRA or on the opposite side, gun control. First of all you have your
lobbyists, your paid lobbyists in Washington for various organizations, who are
busy contacting members of congress and strategizing with members of
Congress who are the leaders on their side. Like a Chris Smith from New
Jersey. They would be strategizing with those people. Okay, so you have your
paid lobbyists that are there. Then you have constituents, your memberships of
your different organizations, who would frequently come to Washington, just
like realtors do or nurses do, on what they call a legislative fly-in or something
like that. They get briefed by …the staff of these organizations … they’ve been
told to make appointments to meet the various members of congress, from their
district or state and, they make those appointments, they get briefed, they get
charged-up, and they march up the next day or that afternoon to capitol hill and
see all the members of Congress that they made appointments with. And if they
can’t get an appointment, they will try to see a staff person there. So the third,
people would turn out at townhalls or the mass mailings, emailing, where they
fire back an email to you making sure you vote against stem cell research when
it comes up for a vote on the floor. So you have all of those things at work, but
frankly pretty standard for all of these groups…
The interview responses indicated that the Christian Right operated the same
way as other types of lobbying groups, and conducted many of the same tactics to
influence legislation that other types of advocacy groups used. Moreover, despite some
negative impressions of the Christian Right regarding its rigidity, it remains a
professional coalition that has made an impression on legislators and their staffers.
Knowledgeable
Based on the responses of the study participants, there is a respect for how
Christian Right organizations were able to understand the issue and articulate their
position to legislative offices. Those study participants from legislative offices that
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have interfaced with Christian Right organizations, indicated that representatives of
those organizations demonstrated a strong comprehension of the subject. One
congressional staffer made the following comment:
They are knowledgeable about the alternatives and some of the successes of the
alternatives that they were able to point to and cite as this is why we don’t do
embryonic stem cell research. There was definitely some science based things
like that.
Another legislative staffer commented that they are “pretty knowledgeable” and that
“you have to figure, if a person is going to volunteer their time to come to D.C. to meet
with your members, it must be something pretty important to you.” She went on to
suggest that “they have a pretty good background.”
While study participants viewed the Christian Right as having uncompromising
tendencies, the knowledge it expressed on the stem cell research issue demonstrated its
sophistication. Moreover, study participants, in particular legislative staff members,
saw representatives of Christian Right groups as having a sound comprehension of the
issue and the nuances of the policy debate.
The People
Earlier in chapter 2 it was established that following the early years of the
Christian Right, when prominent religious leaders were the focus of the organizations,
there was a clear effort to become more acclimated to mainstream politics by hiring
people who have a better grasp of the legislative process. One of the first groups to do
so was the Christian Coalition of America. In the early 1990s, the Christian Coalition
appointed Ralph Reed to conduct its operations, a person whose prior experience
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consisted of political consulting. This transition demonstrated a concerted effort to play
hardball with secular lobbying outfits, in which people with backgrounds other than
seminary were brought in to conduct the legislative advocacy for a Christian Right
organization.
The interviews produced two references to people with a law background, four
references to people with experience in policy, and one reference to people with
doctorates. There were also three references to people having backgrounds in religion.
Of those who mentioned backgrounds in religion, two were by legislative offices who
were speaking about groups bringing in clergy to discuss with them about the
importance of the life of the embryo. A few interviewees also mentioned how
representatives or members consisted of volunteers and students. There was also one
reference to the Christian Right having an in-house scientist. As such, the data
demonstrates that the Christian Right has maintained its commitment to finding people
with specific skills and an understanding of the “congressional milieu” (Hertzke, 1988).
The Christian Right’s Involvement
Study participants were asked general questions about the Christian Right’s
involvement, its commitment to the issue, and its policy preferences. This section,
therefore, discusses the impressions of study participants regarding these areas. The
findings are presented in the following subsections: 1) general involvement; 2) policy
positions of the Christian Right; and 3) characteristics of Christian Right involvement.
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General Involvement
The impressions about the Christian Right’s involvement and commitment to the
stem cell research debate are presented in Table 2 below. The comments that were
made suggest that overall the Christian Right was devoted to the legislative debate over
stem cell research. Furthermore, the findings demonstrate that its involvement was a
result of its pro-life principles and ideology.
Table 2 – The Christian Right’s general involvement
Christian Right involvement

Christian
Right

Legislative
Offices

3

9

12

1

1

Extension of their pro-life
agenda
Considerable compared to other
issues
Heavily involved
Selective involvement
Top priority
Depended on the Catholic
Church
Total # of Comments:

2
4

4
1
1

Pro-hESC
Groups/People

5

1
9

17

Total

11
1
5
1

5

31

Heavily involved in the debate
For a significant number of study participants the Christian Right’s involvement
was “very substantial.” As one former legislator recalled, “[t]hey were certainly heavily
involved.” Thus, there was clearly a vested interest in the outcome of the legislative
process in Congress on the part of the Christian Right. A congressional staffer made the
following observation:
I think obviously as a vocal constituency in many districts across the nation they
were certainly adding a lot of commentary and voicing their opinion about what
they thought should not be happening.
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There was also the suggestion that the Christian Right was a primary player in this
debate. A representative of a pro-hESC group commented that “[t]hey clearly were
very heavily involved…the Family Research Council was an absolutely key player in
the stem cell debate.” Therefore, the findings reaffirm the presumption that the
Christian Right has played a prominent role in the stem cell research debate.
The responses of those interviewed for this study shows that the Christian Right
was heavily involved in, or concerned with, the stem cell research policy debate. Nigel
Cameron (2003) asserted that the biotechnology field, in particular the stem cell
research issue, was the next great challenge for evangelicals. However, Cameron also
asserted that conservative Christians were not devoting enough attention to the issue.
Based on the interview responses regarding the Christian Right’s involvement and its
level of commitment, Cameron’s assertion is no longer accurate. The Christian Right is
now fully immersed in the stem cell research debate.
An extension of its pro-life agenda
The interview responses indicate that the Christian Right’s involvement was an
“extension of their pro-life agenda,” which along with traditional marriage is a primary
public policy concern. The impression among study participants is reflected in this
former legislator’s statement:
I think the Christian Right has been deeply involved in [the stem cell research]
issue from the very beginning. And that was a direct result of the fact that
whether we are talking about Roman Catholics, whether we are talking about
Evangelical Protestants, those denominations and those subgroups of those
denominations … have taken an ideological position … with regard to abortion
and the insistence on the notion that a fertilized egg is essentially equal in value
to a human being. At any further stage in development … once they adopt that
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position then they had no choice really but to also argue that applied specifically
to excess fertilized eggs from the in vitro fertilization clinics. And so, to the
extent that stem cell research involved the destruction of a human embryo even
during the brief gestation age period that may in other words be incinerated, I
think they felt ideologically bound to stand in opposition. That is the
fundamental source of opposition to embryonic stem cell research.
A representative of a Christian Right organization, in speaking on the background of the
people who represent the Christian Right, revealed her organization’s emphasis of prolife causes in the following statement:
The director and the President handles lobbying stem cell research legislation.
We are both experienced with pro-life issues. We do not have a science
background. We have a background in policy, but over 10 years of experience
with pro-life issues and lobbying on the Hill.
In addition to study participants from Christian Right organizations, legislators also
acknowledged this trend. A former legislator noted:
[i]t really related to the life issue. It related to their beliefs about abortion.
Because they didn’t object to federal funding of research, there was no overflow
into opposing research in general. It was only about aborting what could
become a live person.
Therefore, based on these comments, the impression that was advanced is that
the Christian Right has made the stem cell research debate an extension of its pro-life
agenda. As such, including this debate as part of its pro-life agenda indicates the
importance of this issue, and the level of commitment it would devote to policy
advocacy.
The issue of stem cell research was a top priority
There was only one person that was interviewed who questioned the
involvement and commitment of conservative Christian groups, wondering if they were
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simply following the lead of the Catholic Church. All other responses point to the
conclusion that indeed the stem cell research debate has become a “priority issue” for
the Christian Right. A representative of a Christian Right organization commented that
“[t]he two big issues for pro-family groups are abortion and traditional marriage.
Underneath, somewhere those two issues is the stem cell research issue.” Another
representative of a Christian Right organization stated,
[t]he stem cell issue is part of our priority issues of the sanctity of life. Because
it is related to what is our first priority at [our organization] which is the sanctity
of life, we have dedicated a considerable amount of time and resources to the
issue.
According to this statement, the stem cell research issue was a top priority of the
Christian Right because of the impact it has on pro-life values.
Policy positions of the Christian Right
As several study participants suggested, the stem cell research debate was
another component of the Christian Right’s efforts to defend the sanctity of life, an
observation predetermined in the literature review for this dissertation. In order to
determine if there were any other dimensions to the Christian Right’s policy preferences
on stem cell research, study participants were asked what positions outside of the
sanctity of life that Christian Right organizations expressed. The position that received
the most comments with six was that the “government should not provide public
funding for embryonic stem cell research.” The next most frequent observation, with
five comments, was the Christian Right believes that “adult stem cells offer more
promise,” and should therefore receive further investment. Three comments also
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pointed to the Christian Right’s position stressing the “ineffectiveness of embryonic
stem cells,” in which it suggests that embryonic stem cells are therapeutically and
clinically proven to be less effective than adult stem cell therapies.
Only one observation was made that the Christian Right has taken the position
that hESC research should be criminalized, which, if corroborated, could have pointed
to a much more hard-line position. However, two representatives of Christian Right
organizations commented that their respective organizations did oppose President
Bush’s August 9, 2001, policy decision to allow funding for certain frozen embryos.
This was a striking comment given the strong stance President Bush had taken against
the use of stem cells derived from human embryos for research. Thus, opposing
President Bush’s decision suggests that the Christian Right was taking a position that,
while not necessarily hard-line, was certainly drawing a line in the sand. Moreover, it
raises the issue of it being “uncompromising,” a finding that is addressed later in this
chapter.
Though there were a number of study participants who did not see the Christian
Right as having any other policy positions other than protecting the life of the embryo,
interview responses still showed that the Christian Right was able to project a broader
range of policy positions. Such positions included: disapproving of federal funding for
hESC research; the benefits of adult stem cell therapies; and the ineffectiveness of
hESC research.
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Characteristics of Christian Right Involvement
The findings thus far have revealed that the Christian Right has made the stem
cell research debate a top priority within its overall agenda, and has formed policy
positions such as stressing adult stem cell research and objecting to government funding
for hESC research. However, it may be more useful to further understand the manner in
which the Christian Right became involved in the debate. This inquiry is significant as
it begins to provide a better understanding of the Christian Right’s reliance on either
outside or inside lobbying efforts.
Table 3 – Characteristics of Christian Right involvement
Characteristics

Christian
Right

Accountability organization
Developing legislation
Educate
In opposition to hESC research
Waits until legislation is
introduced
Total # of Comments:

1
1

Legislative
Offices

Pro-hESC
Groups/People

1
2

1

4

2

Total

1
4
1
4

8

1

9

15

2

19

Waits until the legislation is introduced
As Table 3 illustrates, the Christian Right was overwhelmingly perceived as a
“reactionary” advocacy coalition, in which it would “wait until legislation was
introduced” before it would begin its involvement in the legislative process. A
congressional staff member elaborated on this notion of waiting until the legislation was
introduced in the following comment:
I would describe the Christian Right’s involvement as minimal as the legislation
is developed. Not uncommon among such organizations is a predilection for
becoming involved after legislation is announced or formally introduced. And I
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think that one of the shortcomings in the political strategy that this group of
organizations employs is a tendency to come late to the party. And they are
more reactive than anything else. Even when there so called friends are in
power, such as the Bush Administration, they tend to bring up the rear of the
parade. For example, say labor unions in a democratic organization are more
apt to be involved at the front end in trying to fashion legislation, whereas the
Christian Right organizations, probably because of their character in their
membership, are more reactive. So, in a precise answer to your question their
involvement in the drafting or the early stages of the legislative process is
minimal, but after legislation is introduced it escalates quickly.
This study participant went further in describing exactly what he meant by waiting until
the legislation was drafted, or “coming late to the party.” He stated,
I think it speaks to… a more fundamental problem, which is basically … almost
a quintessential case of poor legislative advocacy…The real players in
Washington D.C. or any state will tell you that most effective lobbying is done
before the bill is introduced. Because once it’s introduced it represents a
composite or a consensus if you will, and it’s almost an amateurish view to look
at legislation advocacy as something that happens after a bill is introduced. It’s
really done before it’s introduced and when it is in the committee process.
When it comes time for a vote on the floor they flood the Hill with phone calls
and post cards, but probably in most cases, not all cases, but most cases, it’s too
late.
Based on this study participant’s observation, which was corroborated by other
interviewees, the Christian Right has preferred waiting until the legislation is drafted
before it engages in the legislative process.
These findings support earlier research by Hertzke (1988) and Hofrenning
(1995), who both found that religious lobbies are less concerned with true insider tactics
such as helping draft legislation. There were some comments that suggested the
Christian Right did become engaged in the development of legislation, but those were
only in cases when pro-life leaders of the Republican Party were in power. In those
instances, the Christian Right worked with such leaders to place limits on hESC
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research funding and restrictions on its practices. Despite these comments, the evidence
suggests the Christian Right waits until legislation is proposed and then galvanizes its
extensive grassroots to impose upon the legislative process.
Opposition to hESC research
In addition to waiting until legislation was introduced, the Christian Right’s
involvement was to oppose legislation that attempted to advance hESC research. A
former legislator described this tendency in the following way:
[a]nd so they were very much involved, not in the development of, but in
opposition to anything allowing stem cell research to go forward. Because you
have the decision by Bush so it required a legislative action to overturn that and
move stem cell research forward. And so they were involved really in
opposition to the legislation, not in developing it.
Another former legislator captured the Christian Right’s opposition in this statement:
As I recall I wasn’t conscious of the Religious Right’s opposition to stem cell in
the earliest stage of the discussion. Now once that became a public issue they
were opposed to it. But my own perception of it was that they were not vocal at
the beginning and maybe not until about half way through the debate.
The important observation is not that the Christian Right is necessarily opposing hESC
research, but that there is the sense that it has entered the policy debate solely to disrupt
the legislative process rather than steer it towards a pragmatic direction. The objective,
therefore, was not to formulate stem cell research policy, but to prevent policies that
support embryonic stem cell research to be established by Congress. Thus, the
Christian Right waited until the stem cell research debate became a prominent issue and
had the public’s attention, before it initiated its advocacy activities to oppose the
advancement of stem cell research.
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Challenges Associated With the Stem Cell Research Debate
With any policy debate there are always certain challenges. The stem cell
research debate is no different, and certainly presents numerous challenges for the
various parties that are involved. This analysis, therefore, elaborates on the challenges
that study participants encountered within the stem cell research subsystem.
Challenges associated with the Christian Right
There were numerous challenges that both legislative offices, or former
legislators, and some representatives of pro-hESC groups identified. These challenges
are provided in Table 4 below. Based on the findings, the primary themes that emerged
were that the Christian Right is uncompromising and it dictates the arguments.
Table 4 – Challenges associated with the Christian Right
Challenges

Attempts to use the law to
impose moral position
Dictates the arguments
Does not understand vote
implications
Has influence over Congress
Uses unqualified scientists
Is not engaged in the dialogue
Uncompromising
Total # of Comments:

Legislative
Offices

Pro-hESC
Groups/People

1
4

Total

1
3

7

1

1

1

1
1
2
8
21

1
2
8
17

4

Uncompromising
An analysis of the comments about the challenges associated with the Christian
Right revealed a critique that it was unable to compromise. As one legislative staffer
suggested, “[i]t becomes a very one-sided discussion … they don’t think outside of the
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box.” In total, there were eight comments made by legislative staffers or former
legislators that mentioned its “unwillingness to compromise” as a challenge to the
policy process. This observation is best demonstrated by a legislative staffer who
asserted:
[t]he Christian Right drew a line in the sand—life or death, no embryonic stem
cell research. They adopted a narrow focus and could not settle on a workable
compromise. They also go over board and turn things into a partisan issue.
Like saying that the federal government is paying to have unused embryos to be
killed, or the health care bill will set up death panels. It couldn’t be further from
the truth.
A former legislator suggested that the Christian Right’s belief that life begins at
conception is the primary reason for this uncompromising attitude. This former
legislator commented that “[t]his was an ideological argument they were making,
believing that life begins at conception. You can’t compromise on that.”
In addition to speaking specifically to its uncompromising tendencies directly,
some study participants also referred to these tendencies indirectly by describing the
Christian Right as “passionate” and “principled.” A congressional staffer made the
following observation:
Usually when somebody is clear about their principles, they are good
communicators. So nothing gets lost in translation or anything like that. The
solution for them is the principle. I don’t think they believe, and again it’s their
conviction, that this is an issue you compromise on. So it doesn’t surprise me
that they don’t bend on that because it is a closely held conviction … On an
issue like that I wouldn’t look to them to bend.
Pointing to its passionate and principled characteristics, therefore, reaffirms the
Christian Rights dedication to important issues that threaten its values, and its
tendencies to take uncompromising stances. However, it also indicates that on this
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issue the Christian Right is shifting away from pragmatic policy solutions. This is a
strike against the Christian Right’s efforts to be fully immersed in mainstream politics,
as compromise is quintessential to the policy process.
Dictates the arguments
Despite the trend that it is uncompromising, there were some observations made
by pro-hESC groups that indirectly present a more favorable perception of the Christian
Right. The pro-hESC groups interpreted the question about the challenges associated
with the Christian Right to mean what it did to make their advocacy more difficult. A
representative of a pro-hESC group stated,
in a lot of ways even though the [Christian] Right were not the ones that were
advancing the legislation, they were the ones that were driving the debate, and
they were the ones picking the arguments upon which we fought.
According to this observation, the Christian Right was successful in dictating the debate
and determining the arguments of the debate.
Comments made by pro-hESC groups also suggest that the Christian Right was
able to make the advocacy work of the pro-hESC groups more difficult. For instance,
one representative of a pro-hESC group asserted,
[t]hey were particularly good at repeating false scientific information again and
again, to the point where people believed it. They were not constrained by the
kind of [rhetoric]....The pro research side were working with real scientists, and
real scientists are real particular about using scientific facts accurately.
Based on this comment, the Christian Right advanced messages that, while appearing to
be false and negative to pro-hESC groups, actually resonated with people.
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Pro-hESC groups were also impressed with how well the “adult stem cell
message” was employed by the Christian Right and conveyed to Congress. This
assessment was demonstrated in the following statement by a representative of a prohESC group:
There was a period…around about 2006, or 2007 maybe, the argument that adult
stem cells had cured about 72 diseases really starting to sound like it would take
hold. And it is hard to prove a falsehood sometimes. For example … there is
one guy, his name is Dennis Turner, and he lives in California, and he tried an
adult stem cell treatment. He has Parkinson’s, and he did improve for a period
of time, and he will say yeah I improved for a period of time. He is not
anymore. I have spoken to him just once. Unfortunately the disease is
continuing to progress for him. We know so little about Parkinson’s that
people’s trajectory varies so much. I am not a scientist, but there is a known
phenomenon with Parkinson’s that the disease can take shifts. And it is also a
known phenomenon that surgery, believe it or not, can sometimes have an
improving affect for a temporary period of time. So no one knows why he got
better. Maybe it was something to do with the adult stem cells. Nobody knows.
That argument just really took hold with a lot of people, even though the
researchers would say that honestly if there were cures for these diseases people
would be lining up for them.
In essence, the advocacy efforts on the part of the Christian Right in turn made
advocacy difficult for pro-hESC groups as these groups had to spend their time and
resources attempting to disprove the messages advanced by the Christian Right. As
another representative of a pro-hESC group recalled, “[i]n a lot of ways their role in this
debate was the role of the opposition. So, therefore, we were constantly having to
explain our counter charges made by people who we had always assumed had
connections.”
These observations and comments show that, with regards to actual discourse,
pro-hESC groups recognized the challenges with the Christian Right as being that it
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“dictated the arguments,” and that it “provided much of the information” used in
discussions during the early stages of the debate.
Challenges associated with legislative offices
The challenges with legislators and their offices that Christian Right
organizations and pro-hESC groups identified are provided in Table 5 below. The
primary challenges included: helping legislators understand the issue and their personal
attachment.
Table 5 – Challenges associated with legislative offices
Challenges

Changing minds
Understanding the issue
Desire to win elections dictates
position
Personal attachment to the issue
Total # of Comments:

Christian Right

1
10

Pro-hESC
Groups/People

4

Total

1
14

1

1

3
15

3
19

4

Helping legislators understand the issue
The study produced a significant number of comments about the challenge
associated with helping legislators and their offices to understand the issue. Challenges
expressed by representatives of Christian Right organizations related to educating
legislators about “alternative research.” Other comments were made about the
challenges in helping legislators understand that stem cell research is “not a new issue,”
and that it has been practiced for many years with considerable success. A
representative of a Christian Right group summarized this view in the following
statement:
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The lack of knowledge legislators have about the availability of alternatives to
[hESC] and the success of those alternatives. Adult stem cell research has for
years been the area in which we have seen successful treatment of many
diseases. And a lot of legislators didn’t know that. They saw it as a brand new
scientific issue, that stem cell research was new and we needed [hESC] research
in order to pursue treatments and eventually cures. They didn’t know the
science had been around for twenty years, and that so many successes had
already been accomplished on dozens of diseases through adult stem cell
research. So there was a big learning curve there.
In addition, the Christian Right was challenged in helping legislators understand the
“language and definitions” associated with stem cell research. This was expressed by a
study participant from a Christian Right organization who stated the following:
There was some confusion, though not as much as it used to be, among
congressman about what you mean when you talk about stem cells. They just
lump them altogether...In the early days there were a number congressman who
simply didn’t understand the distinctions between the different kinds of stem
cell research. So we have to do a lot of education on the Hill to help
congressman understand the distinctions.
As for the pro-hESC groups, comments were made regarding the need to
educate “legislators about the science,” which was admitted by several interviewees as
being very complicated. One representative of a pro-hESC group posited that “the most
significant challenge was developing a sufficient level of scientific understanding
amongst legislators and their staff,” and “felt like if [they] could get people to calm
down and understand it, that [they] would prevail.” For pro-hESC groups the necessity
in explaining the science behind the stem cell research debate was critical given the
admitted complexity of the issue.
Finally, similar to the Christian Right which saw it as a challenge to teach
legislators that this was not a new issue, pro-hESC groups were challenged in
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convincing legislators that the stem cell research debate was not a continuation of the
abortion debate. According to a pro-hESC group representative “[o]vertime [the
Christian Right] initially linked stem cell research to abortion and tried to convince
people that it was obvious that whatever your position was on choice, would obviously
be your position on embryonic stem cell research.” Another pro-hESC representative
commented that “[the stem cell research debate] wasn’t an abortion issue; it was a
matter of education. So that was the big challenge; educating our members.”
Therefore, attempting to convince legislators that the stem cell research debate was
separate from the abortion debate became a significant component of pro-hESC groups’
education campaign.
Based on the responses provided by the interviewees, it is clear that the primary
challenge for both Christian Right and pro-hESC groups was educating legislators about
the issue.
Personal attachment
Although the legislator’s personal attachment only received a few comments, it
was still an important challenge for advocacy coalitions, in particular the Christian
Right coalition. As one study participant from a Christian Right organization asserted,
“[the] biggest challenge, everyone knows someone with a debilitating illness. This
influences legislators and how they vote on embryonic stem cell legislation.” Personal
attachment was also demonstrated in the Christian Right’s concern that the issue would
become more emotional. This was reflected in a comment by another representative of
a Christian Right organization who said the following:
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We have also had to work against the emotional side. When Michael J. Fox
comes on television and pleads for embryo destructive stem cell research, he is a
likable person and they respond compassionately and we ought to be doing all
that we can to help these men. And Christopher Reeve did the same thing. So
we have had to work against the emotional/compassionate response to the
visible victim. Unfortunately, the visible victim has received more compassion
than the invisible victim, or the less visible victim, which of course is the
embryo.
There was a genuine concern that the emotional and personal attachment to the issue
would be too difficult to overcome, and that legislators would be influenced by the
imagery of the issue.
Advocacy Strategies
The discussion thus far has pertained to the general characteristics of the
Christian Right, the manner in which it has become involved in the stem cell research
debate, and the general challenges associated with both the Christian Right and
legislators and their offices. Examined in this section are the various advocacy
strategies of the Christian Right and their perceived effectiveness and ineffectiveness.
This section, therefore, shows how the Christian Right has attempted to influence the
legislative process based on the responses from the various study participants, as well as
some organizational documents.
General advocacy strategies of the Christian Right
In asking the study participants what the Christian Right’s general advocacy
strategies were, the result was a broad range of observations. After analyzing the data,
however, it is clear that the inquiry produced comments that could be separated into
“advocacy approaches” and “advocacy tactics.” The advocacy approach refers more to
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the strategic avenues that the Christian Right pursued to win the policy debate.
Advocacy tactics, on the other hand, were the activities that it used to advance its
advocacy approaches and policy preferences. Table 6 outlines the approaches and
tactics used by the Christian Right. Although the remainder of the study considers these
as part of a collective strategy, it is important to initially present the findings as
approaches and tactics to illustrate the true advocacy efforts employed by the Christian
Right.
Table 6 – General advocacy strategies of the Christian Right
Approaches

Equate hESC research to
cloning
Play defense and hold veto
Snowflakes
Stress alternative research
Tactics

Work with pro-life members in
Congress
Mobilize activists
Correspondence with
legislative offices
Personal visits
Personalities
Propose amendments
Scorecards
Testify before congress
Visualizations (print or
television ads)
Newspaper editorials
Total # of Comments:

Christian
Right

3
6
Christian
Right

Legislative
Offices

Pro-hESC
Groups/People

Total

2

2

4

1
1

1
4
5

2
8
11

Legislative
Offices

Pro-hESC
Groups/People

Total

1

1

4

4

8

2

12

14

5
2
2
1
1

2

1

7
2
3
2
2

1

2

14

1
67

1
1

1
1
28

25
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Stress alternative research
There were eleven comments, six from the Christian Right groups and five from
pro-hESC groups that suggested a significant amount of effort was devoted by the
Christian Right to stressing alternative research. Of the types of alternative research, it
has been highly supportive of any forms that involve adult stem cells. A Christian
Right representative commented that “[t]hey know we’re not giving up; that we are
trying to change minds of Congress. We let them know about new research on nonembryo research.” A legislative staffer also observed “that clearly they are pushing for
other alternatives …they don’t want to see embryonic stem cell research being used.”
As part of this advocacy strategy, the Christian Right would stress that adult
stem cells have led to more treatments than hESC research. This was captured by
another representative of a Christian Right organization who explained that her
organization “would talk about …the successes of adult stem cell research, how there
have been no treatments developed at all from hESC research.” Therefore, the
Christian Right’s approach to the stem cell research debate was to encourage legislators
to support alternative research instead of research using stem cells derived from human
embryos.
Snowflakes
The interviews also raised a unique approach that entailed the proper use of leftover frozen embryos. Eight comments were made about the Christian Right’s strategy
to influence legislators by using testimonies of parents with “snowflake babies.” These
are excess embryos from in vitro fertilization treatments that were adopted by women
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who could not impregnate, implanted in the woman’s womb, and eventually born. A
study participant from a Christian Right organization explained,
[t]o change the minds of a wavering member of Congress on this issue, we show
them pictures or talk about the snowflake babies, who were born because the
parents of human embryos let parents who cannot have children, or want to
adopt children, adopt their "excess" human embryos.
The imagery of these snowflakes were used to impress upon legislators, as one
Christian Right representative stated, that “this was a human life” and not a mass of
cells. Organizational documents of the Christian Right also reinforced this finding,
whereby nine references to “snowflakes” and four references to “embryo adoption”
could be identified. Overall, despite one comment that the Christian Right tried to
equate hESC research to murder, its advocacy approach was to stress alternative
research using adult stem cells, and the life of the embryo using examples of snowflake
babies.
Equate hESC research to cloning
While evidence of the Christian Right’s support for alternative research
methodologies is consistent with the analysis thus far, the notion that it attempted to
link stem cell research to cloning is a new addition at this point. As one representative
of a pro-hESC group insisted,
[y]ou know, you get into to this and you’re talking about stem cell research, and
very quickly you find yourself getting into the cloning debate. Because one of
the things the other side has done is to merge the two, that it is not just about
stem cells, it is about cloning.
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The premise of this statement is that Christian Right organizations were fully aware of
their efforts to link stem cell research to cloning, in particular the discovery of somatic
cell nuclear transfer.
This observation by the representatives of pro-hESC groups was also evident in
the responses provided by representatives of Christian Right organizations. When
discussing the manner in which the language and definitions associated with stem cell
research can be confused, a representative of a Christian Right organization made the
following comment:
There are a lot of tricks to the language by proponents of [hESC] research to
diminish the moral problem. The idea that there would be such a thing as
therapeutic ESCR …the use of therapeutic cloning…in my experience with
[hESC] research work is largely tied up with cloning. Now that we have
induced pluripotent stem cells, I think there has been some acknowledgement
that there is less of a need for cloning.
Based on these observations, the Christian Right has included as one of its advocacy
approaches the idea that stem cell research and cloning are linked.
Correspondence with legislative offices
There were some hints of insider lobbying tactics, such as proposing
amendments and testifying before congressional committees. A representative of a
Christian Right organization commented that her organization would often submit
“killer amendments” to stifle or kill the legislative process. Testifying before Congress
was not a tactic that received many comments. However, some interviewees observed
that representatives of Christian Right organizations testified before Congress or
attended a committee hearing. In addition, organizational documents also confirmed
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that representatives from the Family Research Council and the U.S. Conference of
Catholic Bishops provided testimonies before important congressional committee
hearings. Despite these efforts, it is clear that the Christian Right’s primary tactic to
influence votes was to flood the Hill with various forms of correspondence.
In order to advance its policy preferences the Christian Right used tactics that
included the traditional emails, phone calls, letters, faxes and packets of information.
There were twelve comments made by legislative offices indicating that such methods
of correspondence are the most popular forms of contacting, and some legislative
staffers and former legislators also made several comments about receiving phone calls
from activists. Based on the experience of one legislative staffer, “[t]hey usually draft a
letter outlining their support or opposition to the issue. In it they suggest reforms or
amendments.” A representative of a Christian Right organization explained in detail his
organization’s approach when drafting letters to members of Congress. He stated,
[s]o we tend to follow the constituency argument with facts. Say okay, here are
the facts, here is what embryo destructive research has produced, this is what
non-embryo destructive research has produced. Then we…give them our “ask.”
We ask them to vote for something or to vote against something, to support
something or not to support something…Then we usually conclude with a
complementary statement. We appreciate your effort on behalf of the country,
we usually one way or another pledge our statement of concern to them, and our
prayers on their behalf, which are genuine. And in most of our letters there is
some type of statement of affirmation, or encouragement, or something along
those lines. We generally do not issue threats. Not directly. Any body who
reads between the lines, you tell them you got 500,000 people in their state who
hold a particular position, you don’t need to spell out what that means to them.
They are able to sort that one out very easily for themselves. So I can’t think of
any instances in which we have issued out right threats. We do tell them we are
watching, and that we will communicate with their constituents back in their
states the results of their actions. So that in a sense is a threat, but their action
determines how that turns out.
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Moreover, information technology became a useful tool for these organizations.
One representative of a prominent Christian Right organization described the following
tactic involving faxes:
One of the things we developed to educate the public and Congress was faxes
that we would send regularly to the Hill dispelling stem cell myths. We would
choose one myth and dispel it. I think this was something we sent weekly, I
don’t remember. We would send them to Congress; I think we would send it to
every member.
Another Christian Right representative described how her organization would “engage
in public education through...their daily update … which is an email message that goes
to Congress and goes to their constituents. A former legislator, apparently not impacted
by its advocacy, offered this recollection:
Well I only [knew what their message was] because of the material that would
come into my office. As I said, they didn’t really bother trying to make an
appointment with me. I never turned down people I’m opposed to, but I mean
they just didn’t bother with it. But they would come in and leave the
information…
Therefore, based on these observations, the research identifies correspondence
with legislative offices, regardless of its medium, as the most frequent tactic employed
by the Christian Right to advance its strategy and policy preferences.
Mobilizing activists to contact legislative offices
There were three comments made by representatives of the Christian Right
about “mobilizing their activists to contact their representatives.” During one interview,
a representative of a Christian Right organization listed her organization’s methods of
communicating to constituents, which included “news letters, prayer chapters, and press
releases, articles on the web, coalition meetings, and volunteer lobby days.” The
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purpose of mobilizing activists, as one study participant stated, was to “ask people to
call or to contact their congressmen, and urge them to vote one way or another.”
The tactic of mobilizing constituents to contact legislators is reflected in the
following statement by a representative of a Christian Right organization:
We go out to our constituents or members very often. We use newsletters that
highlight adult stem cell research. We also have action alerts. When legislators
are in their home states over July 4th … [it] is a good time to have members
question them on issues. We conduct meetings regularly to reach out to
everyone to have the latest information.
Another Christian Right representative, when asked about his organization’s advocacy
strategies, responded, “[c]ommentaries, action alerts—asking activists to call their
representatives to vote against embryo research legislation. There are reports that focus
on educating members. We have blogs and commentaries on our website that
encourages non-embryo stem cell research.” A legislative staffer provided a description
of the Christian Right’s grassroots activities in the following way:
There were a lot email circulation, newsletters, as well as postcards encouraging
membership. We saw mostly organized groups, in our state, who were
encouraged by the leadership of these organizations to be weighing-in with
members of Congress by email and postcards. There was also a lot of telephone
communication.
Based on the data, the primary advocacy tactic for advancing the Christian
Right’s policy preferences was to mobilize its constituents through a grassroots
campaign—one of its trademarks. Several study participants actually identified specific
types of grassroots activities, such as emailing, phone calls, and letter writing or post
cards, while others referred to these activities by simply using the “grassroots”
terminology. These findings, therefore, substantiate earlier research by Hertzke (1988)
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and Hofrenning (1995) which found that religious lobbies rely primarily on grassroots
in attempting to influence the legislative process.
Personal visits
While there were several comments regarding phone calls, emails and letters,
there were also comments about “personal visits” from representatives from Christian
Right organizations. One representative of a Christian Right organization
acknowledged the following:
All of our staff members are also in touch with the legislators on a daily basis.
A staffer may be pro-life but the legislator is a moderate or will vote for embryo
research. If they are wavering then heads of our organization will meet with
them to “buck-them-up.”
While some legislative offices indicated that they have received personal visits from
Christian Right lobbyists, a majority could not recall any such visitation. Explanations
for why more legislative staffers or former legislators did not comment about the
Christian Right’s use of personal visits may be that those interviewed did not personally
attend meetings with representatives of these organizations, as some did indicate.
Another explanation could be that the Christian Right organizations simply directed
their resources elsewhere. Regardless, the Christian Right, based on the total number of
interview responses, incorporated all of the traditional outsider tactics, including
personal visits to legislative offices.
Although only two legislative offices could recall personal visits, there was
recollection of the Christian Right’s use of “fly-in” tactics. A legislative staffer
described “fly-ins” in the following way:
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They will sometimes do call-in days, or fly-in days …. And they will fly-in
people, and try and get them from every state basically. The first day will be
training. A lot of people will volunteer for fly-in days but they have never
lobbied before. So the group will have a training day, and here’s who you are
going to be meeting with, this is the purpose of the meeting, this is what you are
going to say, they explain to them they may be meeting with staff, or may be
meeting with the member, and [they] explain to them why this issue is important
to you. And then have an “ask.” And on the second day of their fly-ins they
have the actual meetings, and they will split people up by states, and have four
or five people in a group, and just go around and meet with the different offices.
Many advocacy groups conduct fly-ins using its members or activists. What is
significant about fly-ins for this study is that it illustrates the Christian Right’s
trademark grassroots support.
Advocacy strategies of pro-hESC groups
Although not the focus of this study, it is useful to mention some of the
strategies employed by pro-hESC groups. Not surprisingly, their primary approach was
to convince legislators that adult stem cells, while useful, do not hold the same promise
as of embryonic stem cells in finding cures for tragic diseases. All five pro-hESC
groups expressed this advocacy approach throughout the interview. Another strategy
expressed by one pro-hESC representative was to “focus on easy cases.” In essence,
pro-hESC groups would bring to light science and examples that legislators and the
public could easily comprehend. The pro-hESC groups also stressed a utilitarian
perspective. The utilitarian perspective holds that if frozen embryos are going to be
discarded, they should be used for something productive, such as research for finding
cures and therapies that will help suffering people.
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Two other strategies that representatives of pro-hESC groups mentioned
revealed what they feared were threats to their cause. One was they wanted to “keep
pro-choice groups quiet.” According to one study participant, their hope was to quell
the voice of pro-choice groups so that the stem cell research debate would not be
confused with the abortion debate, and in turn play to the Christian Right’s favor.
Instead, they wanted to keep the debate focused solely on the science.
The other find was that pro-hESC groups actually wanted to pass legislation that
would make “reproductive cloning” illegal. According to another study participant,
pro-hESC groups were aware of the Christian Right’s effort to link the stem cell
research debate to cloning. Therefore, by advocating for legislation that would make
reproductive cloning illegal, they could preempt the Christian Right’s effort to link stem
cell research to cloning. Whether or not stem cell research is linked to cloning is not the
concern of this dissertation, but this advocacy approach on behalf of pro-hESC groups
was a sophisticated way to stifle the Christian Right’s strategy.
Tactically, the pro-hESC groups were at a disadvantage to the Christian Right
with respect to grassroots support. Their main objective was to educate legislators and
the public through personal visits and the media, and use patients and personalities like
Christopher Reeve to take the debate to a more personal level. A representative of a
pro-hESC group also described how his organization would consistently stay in contact
with legislative offices, visiting with them, bringing scientists to inform them about the
breakthroughs in hESC research, and introducing them to patients. The hope of the prohESC coalition was that through consistent outreach to legislative offices, and gaining
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more public support, they could successfully advocate for legislation that would expand
funding for hESC research, and encourage more scientific endeavors. As one
representative of a pro-hESC group indicated, they possessed an effective “grasstops”
strategy, in which they were able to access actual legislators.
Effective advocacy strategies of the Christian Right
Table 7 outlines the perceived effective advocacy approaches and tactics used
by the Christian Right. The findings show that study participants believe grassroots
activities and the use of snowflakes were the Christian Right’s best strategies.
Table 7 – Perceived effective advocacy strategies
Effective approaches and tactics

Alternative research
Dictate the arguments
Grassroots activities
Scorecards
Snowflakes
Computer technology
Total # of Comments:

Christian
Right

Legislative
Offices

Pro-hESC
Groups/People

1

2
1
1

2
1
2

5
1
2

5

9

2
1
7

Total

3
1
8
2
6
1
21

Grassroots activities
Study participants felt the Christian Right remains more effective in generating
grassroots activity than any other method. A legislative staffer described how her “very
first job on the Hill was answering the phones and logging mail,” and from that
experience she acquired the perspective that “a well organized grassroots campaign is as
effective as anything.” The Christian Right has indeed recognized the importance of
grassroots activities, and encourages its constituents to contact their legislators.
According to a representative of a Christian Right organization, who once served as
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chief of staff to a congressman, “[c]ongressional offices have to write notes on every
call, email, or letter about the constituent and the nature of the topic. The chief of staff
gets all this information.” This was supported by a legislative staffer who provided the
following comment:
Well I don’t know if any of that grassroots work is ineffective. Every office pays
attention to it all, so it all makes a difference. But when we get the letters we
have a system that allows them to go through and pass the mail system and file
in queue by bill number. So we go through every week and find a letter on stem
cell research, or this letter is for health care reform, whatever the issue is. And
so every contact, it’s not ineffective. We don’t necessarily read every form
letter because they are a form letter and they are all the same. But we do track
the number of people that have written us, so every contact is different.
Not only were there direct comments about the grassroots effectiveness, there
were also indirect comments. Such comments included the Christian Right’s “ability to
reach a large audience,” and “their use of churches.” With regards to its use of
churches, a study participant from a pro-hESC stated,
[w]ell this is with no judgment on my part of whatever I think is right or wrong.
But their ability to use the church is extremely effective…this ability to contact
every preacher at every church in the country to do something who would just
automatically do it. That’s a big tool to use.
Another variation of this is the Christian Right’s use of the radio, in which a legislative
staffer considered it an effective method for interacting with constituents and
galvanizing grassroots. However, regardless of the type of grassroots activity, this
theme is consistent with past scholarship (Moen, 1989, 1992; Hertzke, 1988;
Hofrenning, 1995), that the Christian Right, like other religious lobbies, is more
efficient in conducting outsider lobbying strategies.
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The use of Snowflake babies
Another strategy that received a significant number of affirmative comments
was the Christian Right’s use of snowflake babies. Altogether, there were six
comments about its use of snowflakes, two from each grouping of study participants. A
legislative staffer offered the following assessment:
It’s a pretty effective strategy because a lot of people who support stem cell
research want to use a common argument that these embryos are going to be
destroyed anyway, so using them for research has some good. And having these
babies come up to a press event shows that they are not all being thrown away,
there could be another use for them.
In the comment below, a representative of a pro-hESC group recalls the use of the
snowflake and offers his assessment. He stated,
[s]o there is a famous, certainly in our community, hearing that was held in the
House [of Representatives]. A guy stood up with his two twin little girls that he
called “snowflake babies,” that he had adopted as embryos. He said to the
people at the hearing “Which one of these would you kill?” It was very
powerful emotionally and it worked.
The effectiveness of the snowflake, as one legislative staffer noted, was that it
“humanized the issue.” There is good reason, based on the interview responses, to
conclude that the imagery of snowflakes was a popular strategy given that four of the
six comments were made by legislative offices and pro-hESC groups. Moreover, for
some pro-hESC groups admitting this was an effective strategy is significant given that
their advocacy included having to counter arguments made by the opposing coalition.
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Ineffective advocacy strategies of the Christian Right
Based on the interview responses, there were three categories of ineffective
strategies: informal grassroots activities, symbolism, and scientific reasoning. The
observations are presented in Table 8.
Table 8 – Perceived ineffective advocacy strategies
Ineffective strategies and tactics

Christian
Right

Denying church fellowship
Scientific reasoning
Informal grassroots activities
Rigidity
Symbolism
Scientific expertise
Visits to legislative offices
Total # of Comments:

1

2
3

Legislative
Offices

1
2
6
1
9

19

Pro-hESC
Groups/People

3
1
3
2
9

Total

1
6
6
2
12
2
2
31

Informal grassroots activities
As was established, some study participants viewed grassroots activities and
encouraging members or followers to contact legislative offices as one of the Christian
Right’s effective advocacy strategies. However, the data reveals that not all legislators
considered postcards and from letters by members of the Christian Right as effective
tactics. There was the suggestion that while the number of postcards and letters matters,
it does not always guarantee success. A congressional staffer commented,
[t]he quantity definitely makes a difference, that’s the easiest way to track which
issues are most important in the district. We can say, we are getting 500 letters
this week wanting us to cosponsor this bill or to oppose this, so that’s the easiest
way to quickly see what’s important in the district. But the quality definitely
makes a difference too. I mean you don’t wan to sign on to a bill, or not sign,
because 500 people in the district want you or don’t want you to. You want to
sign on to something that is meaningful.
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Another congressional staff member, who also discounted the effectiveness of
grassroots activities that involve letter writing and postcards, even gave the following
recommendation to Christian Right organizations:
One meeting with 50 or 100 members of a congregation is more effective than
5,000 postcards. If they invited a sympathetic member for a meeting at the
fellowship hall on a Sunday evening, and a 100 people came and spoke what
was in their hearts about this issue; that would be a lot more affective than
postcards … to see people face to face, to hear their stories about why they
believe what they believe.
Based on this remark, the imagery of concerned constituents gathered in a church or
public meeting place would be more effective than distributing thousands of postcards.
The scientific reasoning it used
There were some subtle hints that the Christian Right’s approach using its
preference of adult stem cells was not helpful. Some suggested that its “scientific
reasoning” did not resonate with legislators or the public. A former legislator, when
asked what he felt was the Christian Right’s ineffective strategies were, stated,
[the Christian Right] tried to argue that not only is [hESC] research immoral, but
it’s not likely to produce good results. They tried to debunk science. And they
tried to say that you can use adult stem cells just as readily as embryonic stem
cells. They think the science supports their conclusions.
Even one Christian Right group admitted its message that “embryos are human beings
and should not be discarded” was a difficult sell. Based on this, the campaign to
educate legislators was a significant challenge for the Christian Right.
The symbolism it used
The traditional advocacy practices of Christian Right organizations reflect its
reliance upon its membership to contact legislative offices; and as some suggest, this
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effort has had some impact on decision making. However, the traditional modes of
outside lobbying and advocacy have been overshadowed by the use of pictures and
living images that symbolizes a particular coalition’s cause. As has been established,
the use of snowflake babies was a primary advocacy approach of the Christian Right.
One congressional staffer suggested it presented a story that was needed. Despite
favorable opinions, there were more responses suggesting that the Christian Right’s use
of symbolism was not effective. The first form of symbolism that study participants did
not find to be effective was the Christian Right’s use of “radical imagery.” A legislative
staffer provided the following statement:
I think some of the more radical imagery that was used in some of the
newsletters that I’ve seen was not as effective …The actual pictures of the fetus,
and some of the typical imagery that we’ve seen with the right to life movement.
In addition to this observation, a representative of the pro-hESC coalition recalled an
encounter with a pro-life couple who objected to the Christian Right’s use of radical
imagery.
I do know of one case where this stuff backfired on them, at least in California.
So during the Proposition 71 campaign, I met a couple, a man and a woman,
deeply religious conservative Christians. I mean, not literal Biblical interpreters,
but pretty close. But they were pro Proposition 71. And I got to know them,
lovely people, I really liked them. And it turned out that there was a piece of
propaganda that had been used by the Christian Right that just deeply offended
them. On some of the brochures that were anti-Proposition 71 and antiembryonic stem cell research, what had been done was to draw a baby coming
out of a test tube. And these folks knew enough to know that at issue wasn’t “a
baby.” It was a ball of cells, yes they are human, and you could argue that they
are equivalent to a human baby, but that’s not what the drawing was of. And the
man said to me that any argument that starts with a lie has got to have something
wrong with it.
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While this account pertains to state legislation, it is a useful illustration as it describes
how a person can be negatively affected by some of the Christian Right’s “radical
imagery.”
The other form of imagery that study participants did not feel was as effective
was the use of snowflakes. A representative of a pro-hESC group offered this analysis:
I’ve seen [snowflakes] on the news, but I don’t know of anybody … to get any
traction with that. And of course, my understanding of the numbers is it ain’t
gonna work. People don’t want to give their embryos out and planted in other
people is my understanding of the sociology. Yeah, there are a handful of kids
that have been born that way, but most people don’t want to do that. I’ve never
had anybody in the Congress raise that issue. But I’m just not sure this
argument these groups make is as powerful as the political influence.
A legislative staffer even questioned the use of “snowflake” terminology. He stated,
[t]heir snowflake message similarly was not effective because it took away from
their overall message of no destroying embryos. This notion of a snowflake was
probably confusing to followers. Say they send this message out as a talking
point to their followers, and then they have to be educated on what it means.
They would have been better if they had just used “embryo adoption.” All
embryos are the same; the Christian Right sometimes makes it more technical.
The reasons study participants provided for the ineffectiveness of snowflakes, therefore,
included the relatively small number of snowflakes, with approximately 100
nationwide, and the confusion that the snowflake description can cause.
Christian Right advocacy strategies in a Democratic led Congress
It is also important to understand how, if at all, the Christian Right altered its
advocacy strategies to account for the change in power from Republican to Democratic,
which took effect during the 110th Congress. This observation was admittedly difficult
to assess given that some groups had no real definitive answer, or that some of the
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former legislators sampled for the study left prior to the change in power. Nevertheless,
there are some general observations that did emerge.
While there were two comments suggesting that the Christian Right’s overall
advocacy strategies did not change, and another two comments suggesting that its
strategy would no longer include pushing for anti-hESC research legislation, the
interview responses did show that the Christina Right made some adjustments once the
power in Congress changed. Rather than pushing for legislation that would place limits
on hESC research, much of its efforts began to reemphasize the benefits of adult stem
cell therapies. Another comment was made that the Christian Right began “reducing
the level of intensity over the issue.” Although this statement may appear curious, it
makes since when placed in the proper context. During the interviews it was learned
that stem cell research is not on the immediate agenda. While Congress has the votes to
pass stem cell research legislation, and a President willing to sign it into law, it is
currently concerned with other issues like climate change and healthcare reform. By
reducing the intensity of its advocacy efforts, the Christian Right can avoid bringing
attention to a temporarily dormant topic.
With the Democrats in power, a party that is overwhelmingly pro-choice and
supports hESC research, it is also not strategically prudent to stress the human dignity
of an embryo. Instead, the focus was altered to stress the merits of alternative research
methods. Three comments were made that the Christian Right increased its emphasis
on alternatives to hESC research, with another comment that it emphasized the
advances in adult stem cell research. Another comment was made that they have begun
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to stress the snowflake babies to legislative offices in an effort to apply a face to its
cause.
The changes in advocacy also seemed to be more political. Representatives of
Christian Right organizations commented about targeting “pro-life legislators that
support hESC research,” and “legislators who are in districts with the opposite party in
control.” As one representative of a Christian Right organization explained, they began
targeting Republican legislators in predominantly Democratic districts or states who
were more susceptible to the pressure of the opposite party’s constituents. Their hope
in these instances was to simply hold the vote. The Christian Right organizations also
targeted Democrats in Republican districts and states. In these instances they would
apply pressure, usually through grassroots activity, to support the anti-hESC position.
While these were not necessarily new strategies, they certainly became more essential
once power changed in Congress.
Messaging
The interviews revealed several messages that the Christian Right has used as
part of its advocacy efforts. According to Rozell (2003) and Reed (1996), the Christian
Right has attempted to moderate its rhetoric over the years. Based on an analysis of the
interview responses on Christian Right messaging, it appears that it has adopted
moderate and pragmatic approaches. While there is evidence that it stressed the life of
the embryo and still used religious messaging, it did incorporate some messages that
addressed the scientific nature of the topic that could appeal to a larger audience. The
findings are presented in Table 9 below. The observations provided by the study
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participants about the Christian Right messaging are grouped into four categories: the
embryo is a life, destroying life, federal funding, and research alternatives.
Table 9 – Messages offered by the Christian Right
Messages used by the Christian
Right

Embryo is a life
Designer babies
Destroying life
Economic
Ethical science
Family as the foundation of
culture
Federal funding
Ineffectiveness of embryonic
stem cell research
Stem cell – cloning nexus
Religious
Research alternatives
Snowflakes
Total # of Comments:

Christian
Right

Legislative
Offices

Pro-hESC
Groups/People

5

1

4
1
4

6

1
1
1

1
4

7
1
11
1
4
1

1

3
2
5
4
33

Total

1
1

1

6

1

4

2

3
3
9
4
54

4
10

11

The embryo is a life
There were a total of seven comments which suggested that a primary message
the Christian Right stressed was the life of the embryo. A representative of a Christian
Right organization, made the following comment:
Another argument was addressing the dignity of the life of the human embryo
that was being destroyed in embryonic stem cell research. That, that embryo
had dignity, and it was early human life, and that it was important for legislators
and the public to understand that…
Thus, study participants used phrases like “human dignity” the “sanctity of life,” and
the “embryo is life,” in discussing this type of messaging.
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A continuation of the “embryo is a life” message, as articulated by a
representative of a Christian Right group, was the expression of “human personhood.”
This study participant went on to say that “[our organization] offers the message of
human personhood. We are guaranteed rights as persons in the U.S. Constitution. We
point out that it is never acceptable to divorce any human being from their personhood.”
Together, comments such as these formulate the Christian Right’s message that an
embryo is a life and, therefore, should be respected and afforded the same dignity as
fully developed humans.
Destroying life
The primary message that the Christian Right used, however, was that hESC
research is “destroying life.” This is reflected in the following statement by a
representative of a Christian Right organization:
The life issue is the main focus. The idea is to couple ethics with science. We
are not opposed to science. Science plays an important role in demonstrating
that adult stem cell research has led to more cures of diseases. We believe that
doing research should be done in an ethical manner. Why destroy life when we
don’t have to. [Italics added]
Another Christian Right representative also acknowledged that his organization’s
messaging involved destroying life. He stated,
human life had to be destroyed in order for hESC research to go forward. That
it was a destruction of a living human embryo. And that it is an important moral
consideration for the public and their representatives. So we want to destroy
living human beings for research and to help out our human beings.
Congressional offices were also aware of this message. One legislative staffer
suggested that the Christian Right’s messages were primarily “[t]hat this would be
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taking a life, you can’t take a life to save a life, that this is killing babies.” Another
legislative staffer recalled the message conveyed to her as being: “…killing human
embryos. Each human being was a human embryo, research that requires killing of
living species…it’s a life... you are killing people.” In fact, of the primary types of
messages that emerged from the data—the embryo is a life, destroying life, federal
funding, and research alternatives—destroying life received more comments from
legislative offices than it did from the two other types study participants. Clearly, this
was a message that was received by legislators and their staffer members.
Federal funding
The Christian Right offered financial messages related to the appropriateness of
federal funding for embryonic stem cell research. The federal funding theme consisted
of two variations: it funds immoral research and funding should be appropriated for
adult stem cell research. A representative of a Christian Right organization stated,
[w]e consider the research immoral, and therefore tax money should not be used
for immoral issues. Many on the other side even say that federal tax dollars
should not be used. We emphasize morality and forced taxation of embryonic
research. Now that a large majority is pro-life, forced taxation is wrong, and
some people don’t want tax money going to those kinds of issue. Period. We
also emphasize success of alternative research.
In this instance, the Christian Right’s opposition to federal funding was based on the
opinion that federal tax dollars should not be appropriated for what it considers immoral
research.
Another representative of a Christian Right organization mentioned that her
organization also tried to articulate that given the effectiveness of adult stem cell
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therapies, it would be better to appropriate funding for research that involves adult stem
cells. This study participant asserted,
[embryonic stem cell research] had been ongoing and produced nothing
successful, nothing substantial. In a practical standpoint we mention that. By
contrast adult stem cell research has proven enormously successful so far, and
was helping real people, with real treatments. And that was important in the
debate for where to put your support, where to put your resources. And the
argument was put your resources behind the proven science that was successful
When offering a message to not fund hESC research, therefore, it was also coupled with
the messages about the proven science of adult stem cell research.
Research alternatives
The interviews also revealed comments that point to more science-based
messaging. There were comments that the Christian Right stressed “research
alternatives,” and the “number of diseases cured by adult stem cells.” A study
participant from a Christian Right organization commented, “…we would spend more
time talking about the pragmatic point, that hESC has not been successful; let’s not
waste time on it, let’s pursue the successful treatment.”
Representatives of pro-hESC groups also realized this messaging. One
representative stated,
[i]n order to bolster their argument they would talk about that, that it wasn’t
going to be effective. They clearly were getting the same sort of focus group
results that we were getting, which was if you get credible scientists saying this
stuff might help patients most people are going to support it. So very quickly
one of their arguments became this is not going to help patients, this is not going
to work.
Moreover, this messaging on the part of the Christian Right was perceived at one point
to be effective. As another pro-hESC group representative recalled,
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I think the main [message] that really was successful, which was frustrating, was
that adult stem cells have cured everything, or enough. While it is completely
true that adult stem cells have a wonderful place in biomedical research and
treatment particularly with blood related diseases, it doesn’t work for an awful
lot of things. And embryonic stem cell research is newer so its potential hasn’t
been explored. It was a very misleading strategy.
Based on the comments by the representatives of the pro-hESC groups, not only did the
Christian Right engage in a science based messaging, it was also relatively effective.
Messaging by pro-hESC groups
During the interview process, representatives of pro-hESC groups also
commented on some of the messages their organizations used. The inquiry produced
three comments about the “potential of hESC research,” which along with a comment
about the “flaws in alternative research,” was their primary message. Equally important
was a message about the utility of the left over stem cells. Representatives of pro-hESC
made comments that “the dumpster was not appealing,” “embryos will be thrown
away,” and “frozen embryonic stem cells will expire.” All of these messages reflect the
desire of pro-hESC groups to convince legislators and the public that a more useful way
of disposing of frozen embryos is by donating them for scientific research that could,
potentially, lead to cures for various debilitating diseases. A final message that prohESC groups expressed was that “embryonic stem cell research takes time.” This
message was clearly a defensive statement directed at the Christian Right’s strategy and
messaging that hESC research is not as effective.
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Content analysis of organizational documents
In addition to interviews, organizational documents were used to study the
messaging and rhetoric of the Christian Right and pro-hESC groups. This analysis
consisted of querying phrases and references, derived from the interview responses, in
public documents sampled from the websites of various Christian Right and pro-hESC
organizations. Findings from this content analysis are presented in Table 10 below.
Table 10 – Content analysis of organizational documents
References from organizational
Christian
Pro-hESC
documents
Right
Groups/People
Research using adult stem cells
11
1
Baby farming
4
Mentioned cloning in connection
23
2
with stem cell research
Complex
2
Destroy embryo for research
37
1
Destructive embryo research
11
0
Discarded or excess embryos
12
6
Educate
1
Embryo adoption
4
Ethical research
29
14
Federal funding
23
13
Religious References
19
Human dignity
7
1
Immoral
13
IPS (induced pluripotent stem
1
16
cells)
Kill life
7
Oversight
7
People suffering from diseases
4
16
Personhood
6
Respect for human life
24
Snowflake
9
Stressing alternative research
16

Total
12
4
25
2
38
11
18
1
4
43
36
19
8
13
17
7
7
20
6
24
9
16
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An initial observation from the content analysis is the importance that Christian
Right organizations placed on stressing alternative research or adult stem cell research.
To reiterate, sixteen references were made about stressing alternative research methods
and eleven references were made about using adult stem cells for research, thereby
validating what the interviews demonstrated. This reaffirms that the Christian Right
was not completely against supporting all forms of stem cell research, only the research
that involved the destruction of human embryos.
The organizational documents also show that snowflakes and embryo adoption
are part of its written messages, with nine references to snowflakes and four references
to embryo adoption. Of the documents sampled, one even provided testimonials before
a congressional committee hearing of parents who adopted embryos. Although this
messaging was not overwhelmingly portrayed throughout the organizational documents
compared to other messages, it was referenced enough times to indicate that it was a
primary message.
In addition to these findings, the content analysis demonstrated the Christian
Right messaging advocated the link between stem cell research and cloning. In total,
there were twenty-three references to stem cells being connected to the issue of cloning.
This confirms the interview findings about Christian Right messaging, in which
legislative offices and pro-hESC groups mentioned that it attempted to merge stem cell
research and cloning into a single message. Regardless if stem cell research and
cloning should be merged into a single message, this effort on the part of the Christian
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Right demonstrates a sophisticated strategy and a willingness to delve into the scientific
debate.
Despite these substantive findings, they were not the dominant themes
throughout the organizational documents. The emerging themes from the
organizational documents include: destroying life, ethical research, and federal funding.
Destroying life
The documents showed that Christian Right organizations referred to
“destroying embryos for research” thirty-eight times. Hannah Vick with Concerned
Women for America writes in a background paper:
As the United States enters the new millennium, our technologically rich society
takes with it extraordinary advances in human healing and health care,
specifically in the area of organ and tissue transplantation and development. In
their zeal to cure devastating diseases such as Parkinson’s disease and
Alzheimer’s disease, some researchers have taken part in morally and ethically
wrong research by destroying human embryos1 through "human embryonic stem
cell research." This research is the source of much controversy inside and
outside the medical community.
In a press release the Christian Coalition makes this statement:
[l]ast March, President Barack Obama issued an executive order that will allow
virtually unrestricted federal funding of embryonic stem cell research. Funding
that will create incentives for scientists to create new human embryos
specifically to destroy them for research.
Richard Doerflinger also used the “destroying life” phrase in his testimony before the
Subcommittee on Labor, Health and Human Services, and Education Senate
Appropriations Committee on July 18, 2001. In his testimony, Doerflinger states,
[i]n our view, human life deserves full respect and protection at every stage and
in every condition. The intrinsic wrong of destroying innocent human life
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cannot be "outweighed" by any material advantage -- in other words, the end
does not justify an immoral means.
Within these documents it is evident that the phrase “destroying life” was a consistent
theme. However, while it upholds the Christian Right’s sanctity of life values, in
comparison to other messages this rhetoric does not reflect a moderate or pragmatic
tone.
Ethical Research
The organizational documents also revealed that both sides attempted to stress
ethical research. An analysis of the documents revealed that twenty-nine references
were made in Christian Right documents to the need for ethical research. A news
release by the American Life League on December 7, 2005, states the following with
regards to ethical research:
successful research is being conducted using adult stem cells and stem cells
from umbilical cord blood, both of which are ethical sources of material for use
in such experimentation. Conversely, despite much hyperbole, there are no
credible reports of medical advances using human embryonic stem cells.
There were fourteen references made in the documents belonging to pro-hESC
groups also mentioning the need for ethical research standards. Pro-hESC groups’
documents also spoke to ethical research. A news bulletin published on March 9, 2009,
by the American Society for Reproductive Medicine, states:
We are confident that research using reproductive tissues such as sperm, eggs
and embryos, can be done with rigorous ethical oversight. We know this
because careful, ethically sound research involving reproductive tissues is done
every day in this country.
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The support for ethical research was expressly mentioned in an informative letter by the
Coalition for the Advancement of Medical Research. The letter states:
CAMR supports all ethical research that will help end the suffering of the more
than 100 million Americans with diseases and conditions that may someday be
treated or even cured through progress in the field of embryonic stem cell
research.
Based on these written statements, it is apparent that both sides wanted to convey a
message that it was concerned with the direction of biotechnology, and agree that there
needs to be ethical standards.
However, given the early finding that pro-hESC groups tried to preempt the
Christian Right by opposing cloning, discussing the need for ethical research appears to
be another way of foiling the Christian Right’s argument. In addition, pro-hESC also
stated that there should be government oversight of research using human embryos, and
that public funding would provide an avenue for such oversight. There was no mention
of oversight anywhere in the Christian Right’s organizational documents that were
reviewed for this study. Based on this analysis, the pro-hESC groups maintained an
advocacy approach which was to propose some messages that the Christian Right would
support, thereby making it difficult to present pro-hESC groups in an Orwellian light.
Federal funding
The other major theme that emerged from the content analysis was messaging
about federal funding. Again, both the pro-hESC and Christian Right organizations
mentioned often in their documents a position on federal funding. There were twentythree occurrences in which the Christian Right expressed opposition to federal funding
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of hESC research, and thirteen occurrences where pro-hESC groups referenced its
support for federal funding.
There were four popular explanations for opposing federal funding for hESC
research expressed in Christian Right documents. The first explanation was that the
destruction of human embryos is a violation of the law. In her background paper on
stem cell research, Hannah Vick writes:
Whereas researchers using fetal tissue are not responsible for the death of the
fetus, researchers using stem cells derived from embryos will typically be
implicated in the destruction of the embryo. This is true whether or not
researchers participate in the derivation of embryonic stem cells. As long as
embryos are destroyed as part of the research enterprise, researchers using
embryonic stem cells (and those who fund them) will be complicit in the death
of embryos.
The HHS interpretation and the NIH guidelines clearly violate both the spirit
and the letter of the Dickey-Wicker Amendment. Federal funding for the
destruction of embryos is a violation of U.S. law and should not be allowed
under any circumstances.
The second explanation was that the funding would be appropriated to support
destructive embryo research. An example of this observation is a portion of the
Christian Coalition’s 2008 legislative agenda, which states:
In addition since last January, there have been astounding advances in adult
stem cell research and stem cell research which should prevent any further
human embryo destructive research, or at least wasteful public funding for such
abominable research. There still is a majority of Members in the Democratcontrolled 110th Congress, in both the House and the Senate, for passage of a
human embryonic stem cell destruction research bill
As such, the content analysis demonstrates that in the Christian Right’s written
statements it offers messages which underline the notion that funding supports
destructive embryo research, and that it is potentially a violation of law.
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The third explanation was that it is sought by pro-hESC groups to achieve
financial gain. A paper published by Concerned Women for America that provides an
overview of the stem cell research issue, suggests: “[t]his research itself is not illegal,
but researchers can't find private funds because the procedure is unethical and the
research itself lacks credibility and promise. Federal funding equals financial gain for
these researchers.” The final explanation for the Christian Right’s opposition to federal
funding, as expressed in its written messages, was that it will inspire private financing.
A statement on President Bush’s 2001 policy decision published by the U.S. Conference
of Catholic Bishops makes the following case with regards to private financing:
The value of stock in for-profit stem cell companies increased the day of the
President's speech. Federal funding tends to encourage more privately funded
destructive embryo research, by (a) removing some of its ethical stigma and (b)
providing the "seed money" for the early, non-profitable stages of the research.
If this research leads to possible treatments, private investment in such efforts
will increase greatly and the demand for many thousands of cell lines with
different genetic profiles will be difficult to resist.
Of the reasons for opposing federal funding, as expressed in the Christian Right’s
organizational documents, the majority pertained to the destruction or killing of human
embryos.
In contrast, there were three reasons for supporting federal funding offered in
the documents of pro-hESC groups. The first reason was that authorizing federal
funding will actually establish oversight and accountability guidelines for researchers to
follow. An advocacy guide prepared by CAMR for its members and interested parties
states:
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•

Without federal funding, the nation’s top researchers at universities, medical
schools and teaching hospitals have their hands tied, and cannot further the
progress of embryonic stem cell research.

•

Tax dollars keep the “public” in public interest. This research should not be
confined to the for-profit, commercial sector, which has limited oversight.

The pro-hESC coalition also defended its support for federal funding suggesting it
would promote promising research. A press release issued on July 12, 2006, by the
American Society for Cell Biology, states:
The ASCB - like the American public - strongly supports the United States
Senate's approval of expanded federal funding to further promising research.
Other bills being debated by the Senate at the same time are not, and should not
be considered, alternatives to H.R. 810.
The last reason expressed by pro-hESC groups that supports federal funding is that it
will contribute to the progress of science. In a testimony before the Senate Committee
on Health, Education, Labor and Pensions on September 5, 2001, Dr. Douglas Melton,
states:
For this field the date of the President's speech, 9 August 2001, is important
because only stem cell lines in existence at that time, estimated to be about sixty,
are eligible for federal support. This date was not chosen for scientific reasons
and its arbitrary selection will have an effect on the progress of research. For
example, it will not be possible for federally funded researchers to explore new
ways to derive human embryonic stem cells nor work with cells that have been
isolated without possible contamination from mouse or other supporting cells.
Nevertheless, it is now possible for the nation's researchers to initiate studies on
how embryonic stem (ES) cells differentiate and we can begin to explore their
therapeutic potential.
By referencing in their public documents the need for oversight and
accountability in stem cell research, pro-hESC groups eliminated another Christian
Right argument that the research is reckless. Therefore, when messages like these were
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offered to a legislator or the public, it presents an image of a scientific community that
is careful and desirable of limits.
Persuasiveness of the Christian Right’s messaging
There were mixed responses about the persuasiveness of the Christian Right’s
messages among those interviewed for this study. Overall, there were a total of seven
comments that certain messages were persuasive, eight comments that they were not
persuasive, and two comments that their message was moderately persuasive.
The interviews suggest several possible messages that were persuasive. Two
comments were made suggesting the Christian Right’s message regarding the
appropriate role of government, and whether it should provide public funding to
encourage this activity, was persuasive in Congress. In addition a comment was made
that legislators and the public were persuaded by the concern over the killing of life at
its earliest stages. However, according to three comments made by pro-hESC groups
and another comment made by a legislative staffer, the Christian Right’s messaging
about alternative research was the most persuasive. A representative of a pro-hESC
group provided the following state that substantiates this observation:
I think the one that has gotten the most traction is the untrue claim that adult
stem cells have cured and successfully treated 70 or 80 diseases and embryonic
stem cells have done zero. I know that, although I wasn’t there to witness it,
that on the days these debates were happening in the U.S. House for example,
members would have these cards that have these lists of diseases and things like
that, that’s generated by this group Do No Harm, which is some type of Right
wing Christian group vaguely associated with the Family Research Council. So
that’s a simple argument that people can remember and repeat. Even though it
is almost close to a lie from a scientific point of view, it’s got traction because
it’s an easy to remember and easy to say thing. Because you know lots of
people are treated with bone marrow transplant, that’s adult stem cells, nobody
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has been treated with embryonic, and you make all these lists of things people
have tried to treat with bone marrow transplants and that makes it on the list
these guys use, not necessarily successful, or there is no rigorous clinical data.
Although pro-hESC groups were clearly frustrated with the Christian Right’s sciencebased messaging they were nonetheless impressed with its ability to make its messages
on alternative research and linking cloning to hESC research resonate with some
members of congress and the public.
For those who felt that the Christian Right’s messaging was not persuasive, one
reason offered was the “issue had already been plowed.” The congressional staffer that
made this comment suggested that when President Bush issued his Executive Order,
establishing what some felt was a compromise, he settled the policy dispute and took
away the Christian Right’s need to pursue legislation. Another reason was that
legislators “stake out their pro-choice or pro-life position” early in their career. As
such, if a pro-life issue such as embryonic stem cell research emerges, the vote on such
a decision is predetermined. While there is validity in this former legislator’s comment,
it does not necessarily hold true for pro-life legislators such as Senators Bill Frist and
Orrin Hatch, both of whom voted in support of hESC research. As such, there were
other circumstances that inspired legislators to vote against their anti-abortion values,
and subsequently their political party.
The other reasons why the Christian Right’s message was not persuasive as
expressed by some study participants, was simply because the “message was not
convincing.” Study participants suggested that the messages which included “adult
stem cells are more effective” and “embryonic stem cells are ineffective“ were not
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effective. The message that conducting research on human embryos is destroying life
was also not well-received. A legislative staffer suggested “that one is tough because
we are talking about embryos that are already going to be destroyed. They are already
going to be killed, if you believe that that is where life begins.” In addition, another
comment was made that the “snowflake message was too confusing” to be persuasive.
A congressional staffer believed the use of imagery like the snowflake required its
activists to provide too much explanation, and that simply mentioning embryo adoption
would be a much more effective messaging approach.
Another telling observation, which only received two comments, was that the
Christian Right was “persuasive in the beginning,” but declined as the debate
progressed. This observation is interpreted to mean that early in the debate when this
issue was new to the agenda, the Christian Right was able to persuade legislators not to
support destructive embryonic stem cell research. However, as was discovered earlier,
the pro-hESC groups maintained a consistent lobbying and education campaign which
began to draw support. By suggesting that the Christian Right was persuasive early in
the debate, the conclusion is that the education campaign on the part of the pro-hESC
groups provided more persuasive messages than the Christian Right’s.
Collaborative Efforts
As was discussed in chapter 2, collaboration is an important indicator of
effective lobbying in mainstream politics. Generally, the Christian Right has, and will,
collaborate with other groups. However, despite some efforts to work with other
groups, it has not shown the ability to successfully participate in official collaborative
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efforts (Zwier, 1989). A primary theme in this study was that the Christian Right is
generally not viewed as having collaborative traits. Despite this initial observation,
study participants did offer observations that provided insight about the collaborative
efforts of the Christian Right. Table 11 outlines these observations. The themes that
emerged include: it primarily collaborates with other pro-life groups; it collaborates to
increase its pressure; the primary collaborative activity is writing joint letters; and that it
would benefit from collaborating with more non-religious groups.
Table 11 – The Christian Right’s collaborative efforts
Christian Right’s collaborative
characteristics

Who they collaborate with:
Scientists
Do No Harm Coalition
Legislators
Non-religious groups
Pro-family/Pro-life groups
Religious groups
Snowflake foundations
Women's groups
Why they collaborate:
Increase pressure
Increase legitimacy
Share information
Target a specific legislator
To demonstrate that groups
with differing opinions can
agree
Primary activities:
Strategize
Write joint letters
Total # of Comments:

Christian
Right

Legislative
Offices

Pro-hESC
Groups/People

1
1
1
1
5
1
1

3

7
4

1
1
2
1

1
1
1
2
13
5
3
1

2
1

5
1
2
1

1

1

4
19

1
5
43

2
1

1
1
17

Total

7
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The Christian Right is generally viewed as not collaborative
Some legislative offices that were interviewed either felt that the Christian Right
was not collaborating, or if it was there were no significant indicators of such
collaboration. There were five comments from study participants that they simply “do
not know if they collaborate.” If collaboration were an important component of the
Christian Right’s advocacy strategies on this issue, it would be expected that legislators
and observers would have noticed.
Based on the research findings, the Christian Right was not viewed as
collaborative among legislative offices. There were a total of four comments that
indicate the Christian Right did not engage in collaborative efforts at all. According to
one study participant, “the bigger they got the more they were more like the AARP in
the sense that they are a heavyweight. So they don’t need other people so much.”
Therefore, they are already an influential advocacy coalition and do not need to
collaborate. Another explanation was that it seems the Christian Right organizations
have “a hard time working with other groups,” while another is that it visits offices
separately. As a legislative staffer recalled,
[a] lot of times when the groups come to meet with us, they come up on their
own. A lot of these groups will partner with other organizations, but they just
work together and share their resources and share information. Most of the
groups we meet with will come to us on their own. They don’t come to us as a
coalition.
During an interview with a legislative staffer, she suggested Christian Right
organizations “appear to be working in competition with other groups” for the same
membership and followers. These remarks, therefore, suggest that the Christian Right
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coalition lacks the necessary cohesion. Moreover, they also indicate that the Christian
Right has yet to master the art of collaboration, or coalition building, which is so
prevalent in mainstream politics.
The Christian Right collaborates predominantly with pro-life groups
The first half of Table 11 lists the various types of groups that will collaborate
with the Christian Right. The primary groups, according to most study participants, are
other pro-life groups, such as Americans United for Life and the National Right to Life
committee. A representative of a Christian Right organization commented that “we
work within a coalition that consists of pro-lifers and non-pro-lifers but who on biotech
issues oppose embryonic stem cell research and cloning.” Another detailed the actual
collaborative meetings they attended in the following comment:
Pro-family and pro-life groups, get together at a Senate Values Meeting with
Senator Brownback that meets weekly. In the House, Congressman Pitts (from
Pennsylvania) has the House Value Action Team. There is a Grover Norquest
group, and also a Paul Weyrich group that gets together weekly called the
Wednesday Lunch to strategize. These luncheons consist of 70 groups to
discuss social issues; they are pro family and pro life groups.
The significance of this theme is that it demonstrates that Christian Right organizations
operate in conjunction with other pro-life groups on issues that threaten their pro-life
values, in particular the stem cell research issue.
The Christian Right collaborates to primarily increase pressure
Table 11 lists the reasons why the Christian Right collaborates with other
groups. Only three comments, two for “sharing information” and one for “targeting
specific legislators,” suggested the Christian Right would collaborate for more strategic
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purposes. The majority of the reasons for collaborating, according to the study
participants, is primarily to “increase visibility,” “generate support,” and “generate
more pressure,” all qualities related to outside lobbying efforts. In speaking on
generating more pressure, a representative of a Christian Right organization provided
the following statement:
It results in more pressure, than a single group. If we sign a letter to the house
with more people supporting it helps. We will send them with a letter that
begins with “The following groups represent 20 million views…” Left wing
groups do the same thing. But the more groups you have the greater the
influence.
While increasing visibility and generating more support are necessary for successful
advocacy, it lacked the strategic focus necessary for the stem cell research debate.
The Christian Right’s primary collaborative activity is writing joint letters
The research findings illustrated in Table 11 indicate that the primary
collaborative activity was to write joint letters. A legislative staffer mentioned that his
office would receive “a letter that is signed by the heads of a couple different
organizations.” This was also the way that legislative offices knew the Christian Right
was collaborating, in which a legislative staffer said “we could tell by their group
letters.” A former legislator even described the Christian Right as “prolific letter
writers.” However, despite their proficiency at writing letters, Christian Right
organizations did not conduct any collaborative activities that impacted legislative
offices.
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The Christian Right should collaborate with more non-religious groups
When study participants were asked what coalitions would make the Christian
Right more successful, the majority of comments suggested collaborating with scientific
groups or secular groups. As one congressional staffer suggested,
I guess if they could partner with more secular and or businesses. It kind of
broadens their interest. It is not just a religious issue. I don’t see it happening,
but just for fun if they could team up with the Chamber or NFIB or somebody
like that it would add a lot more weight to what they were trying to do. Not that
they don’t have weight.
A former legislator offered a similar suggestion, saying “[t]he Christian Right is more
effective when they attempt to make secular arguments, or appeal to those outside their
own membership.
The congressional staffers and former legislators making these comments
recognized that it needed to acquire scientific expertise and associations with various
groups to form effective coalitions. What is surprising is that two comments were made
that the Christian Right should collaborate more with Catholic groups. This study
established earlier in chapter 2 that Catholic groups and evangelical or fundamentalist
groups share the same values with regards to sanctify of life issues. In fact, a former
representative from the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops was interviewed for this
study. The interpretation, therefore, is that the Christian Right has not successfully
made known the inclusion of Catholic groups in its advocacy efforts. Others
commented that the Christian Right should simply continue to collaborate with
churches and snowflake foundations. There was only one study participant commented
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that it doesn’t matter who they collaborated with because, in their view, the issue has
been settled.
Coalition building among pro-hESC groups
In comparison, pro-hESC groups collaborated with patient groups, scientists,
universities and research centers. It was also learned during the interviews that they
established the Coalition for the Advancement of Medical Research (CAMR), a
coalition that was formed in 2000 to specifically handle the stem cell research debate.
Of the five representatives of pro-hESC groups interviewed for this study, four
specifically acknowledged CAMR as the coalition they referenced when lobbying
legislators on stem cell research legislation. According to three legislative offices that
were interviewed, CAMR is well respected on the Hill.
The reason for forming this coalition was primarily to achieve a common good,
which was to advance embryonic stem cell research and find cures for various diseases.
However, representatives of pro-hESC groups interviewed for this study stated other
reasons that contrast their collaborative efforts and coalition building with those of the
Christian Right’s. First, as one study participant suggested, the coalition was created to
develop a consistent message so that like-minded groups were not using a collection of
various messages. Another reason for creating CAMR, which was more tactful, was to
avoid looking greedy. The rationale was that if research institutions and scientists
approached Congress requesting funding for their studies, they would be viewed as selfserving. Forming a coalition, therefore, provided a way to advocate on behalf of these
groups and still appear genuine. Moreover, it was a matter of political foresight. As a
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representative of a pro-hESC group stated, “we knew [the stem cell research debate]
was going to be a big fight.”
The Perceived Influence of the Christian Right
The principal question about the involvement of the Christian Right in the stem
cell research debate is how influential it was. There was only one study participant who
was unable to assess its influence, holding the view that the debate over hESC research
was “too fluid,” and was not broken down into various advocacy groups. Another study
participant suggested that we can rate the Christian Right’s influence based on the
amount of federal subsidies that have been appropriated for research. Aside from these
viewpoints, the interviews produced a range of perceptions about the Christian Right’s
influence.
General impressions of the Christian Right’s influence
There were a few comments that suggested the Christian Right was not
influential. One congressional staffer suggested that it may not even be as influential as
the media purports. Another interviewee felt that the Christian Right was not influential
because President Bush settled the debate by issuing his Executive Order in 2001.
During the interviews a comment was made that it was not influential because “there
was other arguments,” which ultimately drowned-out the voice of the Christian Right.
Despite these comments, study participants felt the Christian Right was influential
between 2001 and 2006 in placing limits on hESC research.
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The Christian Right was influential between 2001 and 2006
There were a total of eleven comments that the Christian Right’s influence was
conditional. There was one comment that “[it was] influential in the beginning and less
influential in the end,” two comments that it was “most influential between 2001 and
2006,” and eight comments that it was “most influential while President Bush was in
office.” This diminishing influence was addressed by a former legislator, who stated,
[n]ow there has been members of Congress who are otherwise 100% “pro-life”
positions, who have voted for hESC research, probably most notably [Senator]
Orrin Hatch, but other members of Congress as well. So, they have not been
able to keep a complete death grip on all of their previous supporters in
Congress, but the fact that Congress passed legislation and the President could
sign it suggests their clout following the 2008 election is significantly
diminished.
The findings suggest an overall impression that the influence of the Christian Right was
strong in the beginning, but lessoned as the debate progressed.
Influential in placing limits on hESC research
There were several comments suggesting that the Christian Right’s involvement
has had an impact on the policy debate. An initial observation is that it was responsible
for elevating the awareness of, and interest in, adult stem cell therapies. This
observation is supported by two comments, one that it was “influential at educating the
public,” and another that it was “successful in bringing attention to adult stem cells.”
The Christian Right also seemed to have an impact on slowing the progress of hESC
research. A former legislator stated,
I think they have had an enormous impact. They are responsible for the original
bans by the Dickey Legislation, their initiative. They are responsible for
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President Bush, while he allowed for existing stem cells, he prohibited NIH for
additional ones. That came from 100% from the Christian Right.
In total there were five comments that it was successful in “placing limits on hESC
research.” However, the comment above provides a strong explanation of what study
participants meant when they suggested that the Christian Right slowed the process and
placed limits on stem cell research.
Reasons for the Christian Right’s influence
In looking at the list of reasons why the Christian Right has been influential, the
there were several types of responses. The explanations for the Christian Right’s
influence are presented in Table 12 below. One comment was made that President
Bush’s veto was the reason for its influence. As one pro-hESC group representative
noted, “they new what buttons to push.” Others commented on the Christian Right’s
use of scorecard and snowflakes. However, the two reasons that received the most
comments from study participants were its grassroots activities and its political or
voting power.
Table 12 – Explanations for the Christian Right’s influence
Explanations

Bush Veto
Grassroots
Know what messages work
Political and voting power
Scorecards
Snowflakes
Total # of Comments:

Christian
Right

Legislative
Offices

6

1
4

1
1
8

7
1
13

Pro-hESC
Groups/People

3
1
1

5

Total

1
13
1
8
2
1
26
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Grassroots activities
The data overwhelmingly shows study participants believe the Christian Right’s
grassroots activities and social networking are reasons for its influence. In total, there
were thirteen comments that referred to its “grassroots” efforts. A representative of a
Christian Right organization attributed any of her organization’s influence to its
members, suggesting “I give a lot of credit to the members, state directors for their
information. They make important phone calls and write letters.” This perspective was
substantiated by a legislative staffer who provided this assessment:
They are just a huge group. I mean they are just such a huge group. There are
so many people who consider themselves part of the Christian Right. They have
a large number of people who are active and involved, and that helps them exert
their influence. What helps [legislators] understand what’s going on in their
districts and what positions they are going to take, is all the letters they get from
people.
Therefore, the Christian Right’s influence in Congress was significantly correlated with
the level of its grassroots efforts and networking intensity.
Political and voting power
As one legislative staffer suggested, “I think they are influential because they
represent a lot of votes and a lot of members are here to serve their constituents… they
are a large constituency for a lot of members.” This comment asserts that the Christian
Right’s ability to influence the legislation was because it is a large voting block. With
legislators seeking reelection, this can be an influential factor. A representative of a
pro-hESC group went further in the following statement:
Well I think first of all, their inherent political power. I think they are a very
powerful political force in America and also I think that even those legislators
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who may not be overly concerned about what their positions are, they raised
issues and the issues that they raised were ones that the politicians are very
reactive to. Number one, they don’t want to get on anybody’s bad side. And
number two, which is sort of the reaction to the “are they alive” argument …
politicians as a rule tend to not want to do anything that is complicated if there is
another way around it, which is a reaction to the adult stem cells …
This comment highlights a characteristic about legislators, which is that they wish to
make decisions that are less controversial. The Christian Right, being a savvy political
force, recognized this and advocated the benefits of adult stem cell therapies.
Reasons for the Christian Right’s lack of influence
There is also a broad range of observations provided in Table 13 regarding the
reasons for the Christian Right’s lack of influence. Based on the interview responses,
the reasons for its lack of influence can be placed into two categories: organizational
limitations and advocacy group competition. These two themes are discussed below.
Table 13 – Explanations for the Christian Right’s lack of influence
Reasons for lack of influence

Bush's compromise settled the
debate
Dwindling following or
membership
Emotions
Limited information
Organizational weaknesses
Media
People became educated
Support among prominent prolife Republicans
Science
The hESC research message
Advocacy group competition
Total # of Comments:

Christian
Right

Legislative
Offices

Pro-hESC
Groups/People

2

2

1

1

1
1

1
5

1
1

1
2
5
1
1

1

1

1
3
13

1
1
3
19

1

4

Total

2
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Organizational limitations
The observation that the Christian Right’s lack of influence was attributed to
organizational limitations was based on the following factors: they have a lack of
resources, it has poor leadership, and it has forged poor alliances. With regards to the
Christian Right’s lack of resources, a legislative staffer, who admitted to having worked
for a faith-based nonprofit organization, suggested “the problem is that there are not
enough resources available and when there are resources they are just not used
properly.” A legislative staffer, in providing an example of the Christian Right’s poor
leadership, gave this detailed explanation:
If you look at the major success of the pro-life movement, many of the activists
are the same people. It was in the matter of what they labeled as partial-birth
abortion, or late term abortion, that really set the pro-choice movement back on
its heels. I mean it knocked them into the third row. And part of the reason was
the pro-life movement organized around this issue before it was even a
legislative initiative. With stem cells, it might be attributable to the fact that the
science was moving so quickly, the issue was already framed and in front of the
people before the Christian Right got involved. They had no role in framing that
issue as opposed to the late term abortion issue, and because the science is
moving so quickly, bang, George Bush announces his so-called great
compromise on the issue using only existing stem cell lines, etc. The issue is
already framed now. And it was easy for President Obama to knock that over
when he got in, because he got no support form people on the other side of that
issue. They made no attempt, they did everything they could to defeat him, and
they paid the price for losing. It was a bad strategic decision on the part of the
leaders of that movement not to keep one foot on the other side of the line. I
want to draw on the previous question too, the labor movement became very
adapt at positioning itself so that no issue would make or break their movement.
They go to the wall on a lot of things, but nothing would make or break them.
They are now in a similar position as the Christian Right is with stem cell
[research] in that they are in a make or break situation. They have to get the
Employee Free Choice Act because their numbers are dwindling and they need
it. By the same token, the Christian Right has to win on stem cell, and I don’t
think they can. And so they’re going to wake up and they are going to have
failed to prevail on abortion except for late term, and they’re going to have
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failed to stop the march of science on stem cell [research] because their leaders
made bad strategic decisions about how to approach members of Congress.
This legislative staffer then offered this comment on the Christian Right’s inability to
forge new alliances:
They need to build different and better alliances because their high water mark
was, and it was a supreme high water mark, was in Ohio in 2004, when they
delivered the pivotal state for the Presidential race. But because of that they
then pronounced judgment on any one who didn’t agree with them and those
wounds will take a long time to heal. So there are a lot of members that would
like to support them, but really when they look around they can’t deliver the
necessary votes for that member to survive the assault from somebody who’s
more moderate on the issue.
With comments like these, study participants appear to believe the Christian Right was
not equipped to handle an issue of this magnitude.
Advocacy group competition
The second explanation was that the Christian Right had to compete with too
many advocacy groups. Three comments were made that “they were diluted by other
groups and constituencies.” One legislative staffer provided this response:
On the stem cell issue, that’s a tough one because it’s a really complex issue.
And there are a lot of angles to consider. I think it’s really interesting and it’s a
good study because it is so complex in that you got so many different
constituencies that are touched by the issue…On that issue specifically I think
their voice was diluted because there were so many others. You’ve got
academia out there that was very supportive of this type of research; you had
innovators out there in the private sector that were supportive of this kind of
research; and certainly you can’t discount those celebrity aspects of all of this
too. People like Michael J. Fox and others talking about the potential promise of
this kind of stuff. There was just a lot of volume. So you couldn’t afford to
listen to just one particular group.
Those study participants who shared this observation felt that the voices of these other
parties were much stronger than that of the Christian Right. Therefore, multiple groups
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engaged in the debate, expressing their messages, were able to minimize the influence
of the Christian Right. The Christian Right, therefore, had to compete with too many
advocacy groups to convey its message.
Influence in a Democratic Congress
The prospects of the Christian Right’s influence during the Democratic led
Congress are no more promising than when the Republicans were in power. The
perception among the study participants was that once Congress changed power from
Republican to Democratic in 2006, the Christian Right essentially lost its ability to
influence the direction of the stem cell research debate in Congress.
There were a few study participants, however, who suggested otherwise. One
comment was made that with the “induced pluripotent stem cell discovery” it remains
fairly influential. A legislative staffer commented that the Christian Right’s influence
was “still sufficient because pro-life is a popular position, even among Democrats.”
These observations, when combined, provide support for the claim that the Christian
Right’s sanctity of life message still resonated with some legislators.
Lost access to leadership
The interviews revealed different reasons for why the Christian Right was not as
influential after the change. Two comments were made that it was less influential
because it “can’t talk to leadership.” As a former legislator suggested, “[t]hey can’t go
and talk to the leadership about controlling the flow of the legislation, what kind of
amendments would be offered, when it might be brought up. They don’t have anything
they can do.” In a Republican led Congress the Christian Right had access to leadership
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to propose amendments and develop legislation. Another study participant commented
that it is less influential because “there are less Republicans.” During an interview with
a representative of a Christian Right organization, it was admitted:
[w]hen Republicans were in office we new that we could sustain the votes, and
we also had a President who would veto legislation. With Democrats in power
we need to pull off more pro-lifers that support embryo research. Using our
members, who have adopted those embryos to keep them safe or alive are
important.
This observation, therefore, essentially reiterates the notion that the Christian Right
lacked the alliances in Congress to maintain its influence.
The research demonstrated once again that the Christian Right’s influence
hinged on the presidency of George W. Bush, in which three comments were made that
it was “less influential without Bush.” A study participant from the Christian Right
stated,
[w]orking with the Hill during those years, we were able to make sure that the
funding was not going to those issues. [President] Bush shared our values.
Having a President who agreed helped keep legislation from passing, making
sure we were not losing anyone with our views.
This corroborates earlier findings that the Christian Right relied on President Bush’s
veto to prevent hESC research legislation from becoming law.
While some study participants either felt there was no change or that in some
ways the Christian Right was still influential, the emerging theme was that its influence
was waning in the final year of the Republican led Congress, and was completely
evaporated once the Democratic Party took over power.
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Voting Behavior
Another approach to this study was to determine what the reasons were for
legislators voting against the majority of their party. The premise was that we already
know that there are going to be Democrats who support hESC research and Republicans
who oppose hESC research based on partisan or ideological reasons. However, it is not
clear why legislators voted against their party in light the strong party influences in
American politics. Thus, by interviewing those legislators who voted against their
party, we learn something about voting behavior as it is related to stem cell research
legislation. Table 14 lists the various observations offered by the study participants
about voting behavior. Based on the interview responses there were five reasons for
legislators voting in favor of, or in opposition to, hESC research legislation: belief in the
science, utilitarian view, pro-life or pro-choice ideologies, influence of advocacy
groups, and personal attachment.
Table 14 – Explanations for voting behavior
Reasons for legislators voting
against their party

Belief in the science
Constituent preference
Embryo is not human
Supports scientific exploration
Have a pro-hESC history
Interest group influence
Majority influence
Personal
Pro-life and Pro-choice
Political protection
Religious beliefs
Utilitarian
Total # of Comments:

Christian
Right

2
2

1
1
2
3
2
1
14

Legislative
Offices

Pro-hESC
Groups/People

4
2

2
2

1
1
4

1

2
4
1
2
8
29

6
1
1
1
14

Total

6
6
2
1
1
6
1
10
8
2
5
9
57
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A belief in the science
Study participants cited a belief in the science six times as an explanation for
why legislators voted against their political party. Of those six comments, four of them
were from legislative offices. A former legislator provided this explanation:
Well as I was saying, I talked about the personal things, and I talked about my
view from a scientific standpoint, and the medical research. It’s like saying
putting invasive things in your body like stints are bad and therefore we are
going to ban it … medically it makes no sense to me… The promise, the
medical promise, of the advances coming from the stem cell research was
significant. We haven’t seen them yet, but I think there are many in the works at
this point. And many of that have been seen in Europe where this research has
been going on for a long time. So, the promise of that was substantial and for
me that was an overriding argument.
A congressional staffer explained the position of the legislator she works for, in the
following way:
It’s like anything, looking at an issue more based on its merits, not based on
party affiliation. Believing that was really a potentially life saving thing we
should be pursuing. But also a commitment to promoting basic scientific
research and that the NIH should be determining that course based on the
science and not on politics.
This latter comment captures the essence of the reasoning among Republicans who
voted in favor of hESC research legislation. The key terms and phrases include the
“merits” and “potentially life saving,” thereby placing emphasis on the science.
In contrast, only one staffer of a Democratic legislator who voted against hESC
research legislation commented that the possibility of alternative science had an impact
on the vote. The legislative staffer stated,
the member you’re talking about is not convinced that there’s not a better way to
do the research than with embryonic stem cells. It’s not a matter of opposition
to research, but it’s more textured. It’s a belief that if the scientific community
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put its nose to the grindstone to find a way to conduct the same type of research
without using human embryos.
In this instance, the legislator did not vote with the majority of his or her party based on
the preference of scientific exploration to find cures without using human embryos.
A utilitarian view
Another observation that received several references was that legislators voted
for “utilitarian” reasons. In this instance, Republican legislators held the position that if
frozen embryos were going to be discarded if they were not used for reproductive
purposes, then they should be allowed to be donated for scientific research. A
congressional staffer recalled:
[m]y understanding is that [the legislator] believes that if these would be
embryos that would be destroyed otherwise, then there is a moral and ethical
responsibility to those that suffer from diseases that research on embryonic stem
cells could produce some future therapeutic benefits. So I think it was that
balance if they will be destroyed anyway then that is a waste of scientific
opportunity.
While this staffer included some ethical considerations, another spoke solely to the
utilitarian view:
For him it was more pragmatic. He doesn’t believe that embryos should be
created just to get the stem cells. He is okay with very limited circumstances
using stem cells from embryos that are set to be discarded. If they are already
going to be destroyed, why not use them for research. Along with the consent of
whoever is donating the embryo.
What was more significant about the utilitarian reason, in addition to ranking, second
overall among all the responses, was that it consisted of the most responses from
legislative offices and former legislators.
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Pro-life or Pro-choice ideologies
Another reason that legislators voted against the majority of their party was due
to their pro-life or pro-choice beliefs. One former legislator felt that because this was a
controversial issue, legislators established their position early. This legislator went on
to say the following:
Again, from the day I first ran for the state legislature in 1976, I announced I
was pro-choice. That was against the Republican Party’s position at that time,
and it is today, and it is just one of those issues. Its kind of like the death
penalty, it is one of those issues that has become a totally, in a sense, a free vote
within the party. I mean they know where you are, and as long as you stake that
position out they’re not going to bother you much on it, the leadership that is.
They’re not going to come to you and say we really need your vote on this. For
God sakes, I have had 21 years of voting for a pro-choice position, do you think
I’m going to change and do it in my last year? Not hardly. Its just one of those
things you stake out a position and if the leadership doesn’t like it, it does have
consequences for it. I could not serve in the leadership…because of my
position. I kind of had a black-ball against me by the pro-life groups and they
had enough influence when it came to leadership assignments that they could
black-ball me.
In contrast, a staffer for a Democratic legislator suggested the reason for voting against
stem cell research was a pro-life decision. He provided the following explanation: “[i]t
was pretty simple, my boss is a pro-life-Catholic, and he campaigned on all those
issues. He said when he first ran [for office] that he was going to vote pro-life.” Based
on these comments, pro-choice and pro-life values played a significant role in a
legislator’s voting behavior as it related to stem cell research.
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Influence of advocacy groups
The interview responses also revealed that advocacy groups had an impact on
legislative decision making. A Christian Right representative interviewed for the study
insisted,
some of them are moved by the money. There is a lot of money in this. And I
would not be surprised if some are influenced by the prospect of some new
research facility being located in their district or their state.
According to this assessment, legislators are believed to be swayed by “interest groups
and money,” a common assumption. However, the remainder of the statements indicate
that legislators consulted “with researchers at universities” and “medical groups” in
their district or state. A congressional staffer said of the legislator she works for: “he
talked to a lot of scientists and then a lot of disease groups for juvenile diabetes and
Alzheimer’s.”
Based on these comments and observations, it is evident that advocacy groups,
primarily medical groups and universities or research centers, made an impression on
legislators, in particular Republican legislators.
Personal attachment
The final explanation for legislators voting against their party was a personal
attachment to this issue. A popular observation among Christian Right organizations,
congressional staffers and former legislators, and representatives of pro-hESC groups,
was that legislators “have a family member or friend with a disease” that could
potentially be cured by hESC therapies. A former legislator provided the following
statement:
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I should say here that my father had Parkinson’s and one of my colleagues that I
was close to from [state], [name of legislator], of course, had severe Parkinson’s
and ultimately has passed away from complications with Parkinson’s. And his
daughter who is a friend of mine and my former wife, very close friend of my
former wife, [name] was on the board of the Parkinson’s foundation. And so
she was of course very strong as an advocate for stem cell research. And so it
was one of the reasons why I felt very strongly about it…
Several interviewees mentioned how Senator Orrin Hatch was touched by a young girl
suffering from a debilitating disease, which along with studying the science contributed
to his vote. There were also four comments that some decisions were based simply on
“personal reasons.” These findings indicate that there are explanations other than
scientific reasoning or political implications that determine a legislator’s vote.
Summary
The study findings presented in this chapter has provided a look into the
Christian Right’s efforts to engage in the policy debate over stem cell research. Based
on interviews with representatives from the Christian Right coalition, pro-hESC groups,
former legislators and current legislative staffers, the study produced perceptions about
its involvement, advocacy strategies, messaging, collaborative efforts, and influence, as
well as legislative voting behavior. In addition to providing an understanding of
Christian Right advocacy and legislators voting behavior, the findings also revealed
some characteristics of the stem cell research debate as a policy subsystem. This was a
complex subject as many interviewees expressed, and required a great deal of education
and learning. Unlike abortion, the stem cell research debate involved far more scientific
complexities that challenged both legislative offices and advocacy groups.
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In looking at the Christian Right as an advocacy coalition, it generally remains
respected among legislative offices and even pro-hESC groups. Representatives of the
Christian Right were noted as being knowledgeable, and organizations were considered
to have acted in the same manner as other lobbying groups. In terms of personnel, the
Christian Right has also used people with more policy and legal backgrounds; however,
with only one scientist it lacks the scientific expertise necessary for an issue like stem
cell research, which is dominated by science.
The research did not indicate that there was a consistent effort on the part of the
Christian Right to become involved in the early stages of the legislative process. In
chapter 2, it was established that the Christian Right has tried to engage the legislative
process both from an inside and outside tactical approach. The findings of this study
show that despite efforts to influence legislation by actually getting involved in the
developmental stage, the Christian Right has predominantly relied on its grassroots
(outside approach) to impose its will on legislators and alter the direction of public
policy. There were some efforts to help craft certain pieces of legislation when the
Republicans were in office, but overall study participants did not see the Christian Right
as being heavily involved in the developmental stage. Instead, it tended to wait until a
bill was introduced, and then activate its grassroots to influence legislation.
It appears that the Christian Right’s advocacy approach was to dissuade
legislators from voting in favor of hESC research legislation by emphasizing that there
are other non-controversial methods of stem cell research, and by raising the concern
about the appropriate role of the federal government. Tactically, the Christian Right
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continued to rely predominantly on its grassroots or in-person visits to advocate its
position against hESC research. Based on the interviews, the lack of comments about
the attendance at, or testimonies before, congressional committee hearings indicates that
these were not primary tactics that the Christian Right relied upon.
A contrasting find between the Christian Right and pro-hESC groups pertained
to their abilities to collaborate and build a single issue coalition. The findings show that
the Christian Right did not collaborate well, with some interviewees suggesting they do
not view them as being collaborative, or that it simply does not need to work with other
groups. For those study participants who did see the Christian Right as collaborative,
they suggested that groups it collaborated with tended to be other religious or pro-life
groups. There was little evidence that it collaborated with non-religious or scientific
groups. Pro-hESC groups in contrast worked more with patient groups and research
institutions. They even assembled a single issue coalition consisting of over 100
members in CAMR, to advocate for federal funding for embryonic stem cell research.
The only formal coalition or collaborative effort initiated by the Christian Right was the
Do No Harm Coalition. The pro-hESC groups, therefore, appeared to more active in
putting together a coalition comprised of various types of groups.
Overall the Christian Right’s influence depended largely on the majority of
Republicans in power and President Bush. By 2006, however, even their influence in a
Republican led Congress was waning. With Republican heavyweights like Senators
Orrin Hatch and Bill Frist approving of hESC research, the Christian Right was losing
their grip on the party’s position. Therefore, without the veto of President Bush,
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legislation could have been enacted that expanded hESC research. Based on these
observations, the high water mark for the Christian Right’s influence over the stem cell
research debate in Congress was between 2001 and 2005, but diminished once
prominent pro-life legislators began to support hESC research and power in Congress
changed from Republican to Democratic.
Finally, the findings reveal that legislators who went against the majority of
their political party did so because of their pro-life or pro-choice ideologies, their belief
in the promise of hESC research, their personal attachment to the issue, influence of
advocacy groups, and the idea of using unused frozen embryos for scientific research
which would otherwise be discarded. For Democrats that voted against hESC research,
the primary reasons were their pro-life or Catholic values. Of the Republican staffers
commenting on why the legislator they work for voted in favor of hESC research, the
primary reasons included using the leftover embryos for research and their personal
attachment to the issue. The responses from current staffers for Republican offices and
former legislators demonstrated, therefore, that the stem cell research debate was about
education and pictures or imagery.

CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This study yielded a significant amount of insights and observations about the
stem cell research subsystem, the impact that the Christian Right has had on the debate,
and voting behavior among members of Congress. It offers useful lessons about the
creation of public policy in Congress, and the manner in which interested parties
attempt to exert pressure on lawmakers. Now that the particulars of the research have
been established, it is important to provide a discussion of the major themes and
characteristics of the stem cell research policy debate.
In the previous chapter, all of the research findings from the interviews and
organizational documents were presented. This chapter, using the findings from chapter
5, summarizes the thematic trends that emerged, and offers a discussion of the
important dynamics of the stem cell research subsystem. The discussion addresses the
themes or observations that emerged from the study related to the Christian Right’s
involvement, advocacy strategies, messaging and collaborative efforts. In addition, the
discussion of the findings elaborates on the impact of the Christian Right within
Congress, in particular the Republican Party. The conclusions highlight the main points
form the discussion, and offer some critical thoughts about the future of the Christian
Right’s involvement in the debate over stem cell research. Finally, this chapter
197
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discusses the public policy implications and the application of the advocacy coalition
framework (ACF) to the stem cell research debate, and offers some recommendations
with regards to future research.
Summary of the Findings
Before delving into a discussion of the findings of this study, it is helpful to
revisit the findings that emerged from the research and provide a summary of the
thematic trends.
General Observations
General Observations about the Christian
Right

•
•

Similar to other lobbying groups
Knowledgeable

People

•

The Christian Right has continued its
effort to find people with specific skills
and an understanding of the legislative
process

General involvement

•
•
•

Heavily involved in the debate
An extension of its pro-life agenda
The issue of stem cell research was its
top priority

Policy positions of the Christian Right

•

Adult stem cell research holds more
promise
There should be no federal funding for
research involving human embryos
Embryonic stem cells are not effective

Christian Right’s Involvement

•
•
Characteristics of Christian Right
Involvement

•
•

Waits until the legislation is introduced
before it initiates its advocacy activities
Opposition to hESC research rather
than advocacy for other legislation
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Challenges Associated with the Stem
Cell Research Debate
Challenges associated with the Christian
Right

• The Christian Right is perceived as
uncompromising (If a belief is founded
on a religious doctrine, it limits that
person or organization to either support
or oppose an issue and prevents them
from compromising.)
• The Christian Right has been able to
dictate the arguments

Challenges associated with legislative
offices

• Helping legislators understand the
issues, including what stem cell
research is, the differences between
adult and embryonic stem cells, and the
background or history of stem cell
research
• Legislator’s personal attachment to the
issue

Advocacy Strategies
General advocacy strategies of the
Christian Right

•
•
•
•
•
•

Advocacy Strategies of pro-hESC groups

Stress alternative research
Use of snowflake babies
Equate hESC research to cloning
Correspondence with legislative offices
(letters, faxes, emails, etc.)
Mobilizing activists to contact
legislative offices
Representatives of the Christian Right
and members making personal visits to
legislative offices

• Inform legislators that adult stem cells
do not hold the same promise as
embryonic stem cells
• Provide examples that legislators and
the public could comprehend easily
• Stress that the embryos will discarded
if not used for IVF treatments
• Keep pro-choice groups quiet
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• Advocate to make reproductive cloning
illegal
• Use personalities like Christopher
Reeve to bolster grasstops
Effective advocacy strategies of the
Christian Right

• Grassroots activities (phone calls,
emails, faxes, letters, pressure from
members, etc.)
• The use of snowflake babies

Ineffective advocacy strategies of the
Christian Right

• Informal grassroots activities (form
letters and emails, etc.)
• The scientific reasoning it used
• The symbolism it used

The Christian Right’s Advocacy Strategies • Reemphasize the benefits of adult stem
with Majority Change in Congress
cell therapies, and no longer push for
legislation to place limits on hESC
research
• Reduce its level of intensity on the
issue
• Reemphasize snowflake babies to
members of Congress
• Pressure legislators located in
districts/states where the opposite party
is the majority
Messaging
Christian Right

• The embryo is a life
• Embryonic stem cell research is
destroying life
• Federal funding should not be
appropriated for hESC research
• There are research alternatives to hESC
research

Pro-hESC groups

• There is potential associated with
hESC research
• There are flaws with alternative
research, namely adult stem cells
• Unused embryos will inevitably be
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discarded
Persuasiveness of Christian Right’s
messaging

• The appropriate role of government
and federal funding was a persuasive
argument
• The alternative research message had
an impact
• The messaging was not persuasive for
those who have staked out their prolife/pro-choice positions
• The destroying life message was not
effective
• The snowflake message was too
confusing and there are not enough
babies to support the claim
• The messaging was persuasive in the
beginning, but lessoned as time passed

Collaborative Efforts
Christian Right’s collaborative efforts

• The Christian Right is generally
viewed as not collaborative
• The Christian Right collaborates
predominantly with pro-life groups
• The Christian Right collaborates
primarily to increase pressure
• The Christian Right’s primary
collaborative activity is writing joint
letters
• The Christian Right should collaborate
with more non-religious groups

Coalition building among pro-hESC
groups

• Collaborated with patients groups,
scientists and research centers
• Established a single issue coalition
called the Coalition for the
Advancement of Medical Research
(CAMR)
• The coalition was created to develop a
consistent message and to prevent
scientists from appearing greedy
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Perceived Influence of Christian Right
General impressions of the Christian
Right influence

• The Christian Right was influential
between 2001 and 2006
• The Christian Right was influential in
placing limits on hESC research

Reasons for the Christian Right’s
influence

• Grassroots activities (number of
activists that can pressure legislative
offices by phone, email, letters, etc.).
• Political and voting power

Reasons for the Christian Right’s lack of
influence

• Organizational limitations (poor
leadership, lack of resources, and poor
alliances)
• Advocacy group competition

Influence in a Democratic Congress

• Lost access to leadership (i.e.
Republicans and the President)

Voting Behavior

• Legislators based votes on scientific
reasons
• They voted in favor of hESC research
because the embryos were going to be
discarded if they were not used
• Votes were based on pro-life or prochoice ideologies
• Influence by advocacy groups
• They had a personal attachment to the
issue

The study also found that the content of the organizational documents
substantiated the responses provided in the interviews. Even though the purpose of this
study was not to compare and contrast interview data with organizational documents,
the researcher found no inconsistencies between the two data sources.
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Discussion of the Findings
The Christian Right’s Involvement
As was revealed in chapter 5 with regards to the Christian Right’s involvement,
some study participants observed that its involvement in the development of legislation
was at its peak when the Republican Party was in power. During this time they were
able to work with pro-life legislators to develop anti-hESC research and cloning
legislation. The interviews, and some of the organizational documents that were
sampled, showed that it would occasionally attend committee hearings and even testify.
The research also indicated that the Christian Right is knowledgeable about the issue
and has the personnel with the necessary policy or legal experience that allows it to
contribute in a positive way to the development of legislation. As such, the Christian
Right poses the capability of truly being a major contributor to the legislative process in
the early stages.
As Hofrenning (2005) learned in his research, for lobbyists to be effective,
especially religious oriented lobbyists, they need to be proficient at the insider game and
helping develop legislation in addition to the outsider game and mobilizing grassroots
activity. Despite the impressions among those interviewed for this study that the
Christian Right was involved in the development of stem cell research legislation, the
research demonstrates that it was less involved during the early stages of the legislative
process. In chapter 5, a congressional staffer’s statement was provided that summarized
the Christian Right’s involvement. The observation of this staffer was that its
involvement was minimal as the legislation is developed, but escalated rapidly once
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legislation was introduced. According to this congressional staffer, the Christian Right
has a “tendency to come late to the party.” In his opinion, this was a shortcoming of its
advocacy strategy.
The general impression, therefore, of the Christian Right’s involvement in the
stem cell research subsystem was that it becomes more heavily involved after
legislation is introduced.
Advocacy Strategies
Based on the research, tactically the Christian Right relied heavily on its
grassroots activities (emails, letter writing, etc.) to influence legislation. Some study
participants considered this to be its most effective advocacy strategy. As some study
participants suggested, the Christian Right is made up of a large constituency with
considerable political and voting influence. In the analysis of advocacy strategies, study
participants also pointed to grassroots activities as being its less effective strategies. For
example, as was demonstrated by one legislative office, the Christian Right would be
better off by holding a townhall at a local congregation rather than sending the typical
postcards and form letters. This not only provides a forum for people to speak, but it
also projects an image of passionate constituents.
A congressional staffer described what would happen should legislation that
supports embryonic stem cell research come up for a vote:
the Christian Right would flood the offices with phone calls and faxes. And the
Diabetes Foundation would bring children with diabetes to the office, and the
Parkinson’s group would bring people with Parkinson’s in, and Michael J. Fox
would be roaming the halls. The Christian Right lives by telling stories, but they
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don’t tell stories to Washington, or the Congress. They think it is so far
removed. But members want to hear these stories.
This statement provides a striking contrast between strategies employed by pro-hESC
groups and the Christian Right. More importantly, it illustrates how the Christian Right
mobilized its constituents to engage in this debate. Thus, in order to advocate its policy
preferences the Christian Right continued to rely on its comprehensive grassroots
campaign.
Representatives of pro-hESC groups interviewed for this study indicated that
their organization’s spent a lot of time disproving what they called “misinformation
about stem cells,” which was that adult stem cells offered more promise than embryonic
stem cells. The reactions from these groups indicate that the Christian Right was able to
distribute a significant amount of information that supported adult stem cell research
over hESC research to legislators. This required the pro-hESC coalition to spend a
considerable amount of time and resources dispelling the Christian Right’s claims. To
this extent, the Christian Right’s advocacy strategies were effective.
While stressing alternative research was a strategy that the Christian Right
needed to employ in order to avoid making the debate purely about the life of the
embryo, its efforts eventually undermined its influence. By stressing to the public and
legislators about the promise of adult stem cell therapies, and the ineffectiveness and
problems associated with embryonic stem cell therapies, it forced pro-hESC groups to
spend more time on the Hill educating legislators about the science. Since the Christian
Right possessed a grassroots advantage, pro-hESC groups directed their efforts to
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spending time on the Hill and attempting to educate legislators about their position
through in-person visits. Their access to legislative offices was enhanced because of
their association with Christopher Reeve and Michael J. Fox. With such recognizable
personalities, pro-hESC groups gained face time with legislators and a chance to share
their own message. As one representative of a pro-hESC group stated, “we slowly
worked to get our message out, spending lots of time lobbying.” Thus, they were
consistently working to inform legislators of their position on hESC research through
direct contacts. Even the Christian Right’s strong grassroots campaign was unable to
match this education campaign and tactical approach that the pro-hESC coalition
employed.
The difficulty that Christian Right groups had, even though the message and
advocacy approach was initially effective, was that they were unable to maintain their
devotion in terms of resources and focus. Attention to other issues and a lack of
resources prevented them from remaining steadfastly focused on the stem cell debate.
That is, it shifted its focus to other issues while the pro-hESC groups continued to work
with legislators, primarily through a single issue coalition, and adjust their message to
overcome the arguments and claims made by the Christian Right. Though the Christian
Right was, and still is, passionate about the topic, strategically it was unable to
consistently devote its resources to the Hill and compete with the education campaign
of the pro-hESC groups.
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Education Campaign
The challenge for advocacy groups based on the findings was educating
legislators about this issue. A query conducted on the number of references in a sample
of organizational documents suggested this was an issue which called for a significant
amount of learning. In these documents there were seven mentions of it being
complicated, thirty-six references to educating the public or legislators, and eighteen
references to the need for understanding or learning about the science of stem cell
research. Interviewees from pro-hESC groups revealed how devoted they were to
educating legislators. A representative of one pro-hESC group stated,
[t]he first most important thing from our point of view is explaining the science,
and it is very complicated. If you can explain the science I found … you have a
fairly good chance of winning over that staffer or that member of Congress or
Senator. You can drill it down and it does become pretty simple. But also, it is
overcoming those other questions: are they alive, are there other areas of
research that are more successful, that sort of thing.
A representative of a Christian Right organization also asserted that “[i]t is a challenge
to educate everyone properly, convincing legislators that there are alternatives.”
Clearly, whether it was Christian Right organizations attempting to inform legislators
about alternative research or the viability of the human embryo, pro-hESC groups
working to teach legislators about the science of hESC research, or legislators desiring
useful information or pragmatic solutions, there was a significant “education campaign”
that was taking place within this policy subsystem.
The research also revealed that one of the primary reasons why legislators broke
rank with their party and voted in favor of hESC research was their belief in the promise
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it holds. Legislators like Senator Orrin Hatch, who according to one interviewee wrote
some of the most articulate letters in support of hESC research, and spent a considerable
amount of time attempting to understand the science of the issue. A former legislator
interviewed for the study explained that when the issue emerged as part of the agenda,
he called on a university in his district to teach him about stem cell research. Thus, the
stem cell research subsystem did not require a grassroots campaign, but instead required
a campaign to thoroughly educate legislators and the public. The perception among the
majority of interviewees was that while the Christian Right’s grassroots efforts was its
strongest characteristic, it was not the tactic that was going to impact marginal or
undecided legislators, who in this legislative debate played a significant role in
determining the outcome of legislation in Congress.
Symbolic advocacy
The predominant theme of the stem cell research subsystem was that it was
driven by images and pictures (i.e., symbolism). The findings demonstrated that a
primary reason for legislators voting in favor of hESC research was a personal
attachment to the issue. In comparison, according to the research, uses of form letters,
emails, and postcards were shown to hold little influence on a legislator’s final
determinations. As such, this policy subsystem required organizations to a make a
concerted effort to appeal to a legislator’s emotions. Therefore, the stem cell research
debate consists of groups to presenting images that appeal to the emotions of legislators.
According to Edelman (1988), symbolism is an important feature of politics and
is prevalent across all policy disciplines. Edelman’s thesis is applicable to the policy
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debate over biotechnology issues, and in particular the stem cell research subsystem.
During the interviews the image of people suffering from debilitating diseases was
consistently referenced, and in some instances interviewees acknowledged the use of
snowflake babies by Christian Right organizations. In an interview with one
congressional staffer, he made the following statement:
In my mind when I think of this issue, I think of Christopher Reeve sitting in a
wheelchair and I see Michael J. Fox … If I were advising [the Christian Right],
I’d want to see some snowflakes, along with representatives of U.S. Catholic
Bishops Conference, and [the late] Jerry Falwell, and a marriage of the Christian
Right, the Roman Catholic Church, and the snowflakes they are talking about.
… With members of Congress dealing with thousands of issues, pictures matter.
The notion of symbolic politics, therefore, permeates throughout the stem cell research
subsystem and other related biotechnology policy issues.
The use of symbolic imagery could also be detected in the Christian Right’s use
of snowflake babies. Snowflake babies were excess frozen embryos that were adopted
by women, who could not conceive naturally, inserted into their womb and eventually
born. The Christian Right brought several families to congressional hearings to testify,
and even positioned them behind President Bush while he vetoed legislation that would
have made more embryos available for research and appropriated additional federal
funding. In contrast, pro-hESC groups would frequently visit legislative offices with
individuals who have a debilitating disease or are in a wheelchair. This appeal to the
emotions of the legislators—seeing a young child in a wheelchair or meeting a patient
suffering from a life-threatening disease—had a significant impact on their vote.
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The use of these forms of symbolic politics by both sides presents an interesting
question: which one had a more compelling impact on legislators? The indications
from the data collected for this study was that the emotions attached to people with
debilitating diseases has had greater impact. In fact, one study participant mentioned
how Senator Hatch met a young girl with a debilitating disease which caused him to
reconsider his position on hESC research legislation.
Other study participants, however, pointed to the limitations of the snowflake
argument. One such limitation is that there are only a few snowflake babies,
approximately 100 nationwide. Representatives of pro-hESC groups indicated that
when there are somewhere in the vicinity of 400,000 left-over frozen embryos, the idea
of not using them for research because it is possible they could be adopted and born
does not offer a compelling argument. Some study participants also raised the issue of
having to convince woman to give up her embryo to be adopted by another woman.
Adopting embryos poses administrative and privacy challenges, and asks mothers and
potential parents who would be donating the embryos to make an extremely sensitive
decision. For these reasons, the visual patient has had a greater impact on this debate
than the injection of the snowflake baby.
Messaging
The interview responses show that in terms of messaging, the Christian Right
devoted much of its time supporting the promises of alternative research methods such
as adult stem cell and induced pluripotent stem cell therapies. Despite these efforts, a
majority of the observations by interviewees was that the primary message being
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conveyed by Christian Right organizations was the “destruction of life.” The Christian
Right’s organizational documents also revealed that overwhelming the Christian Right
uses rhetoric like “destroying life” and “the destruction of the embryo” more frequently
than references to adult stem cell research or alternative research. In comparison, prohESC groups would use terminology such as “discarded” or “expired.” One
representative of a Christian Right organization even described how the “life of the
embryo” was the first message, and “alternative research methods” and “snowflake
babies” were subsequent messages. As evidenced by the number of comments offered
by study participants, and references made in organizational documents, there was
ample support that the Christian Right’s messaging stress the life and destruction of the
embryo.
The Christian Right has stood for the sanctity of human life since the beginning
of its advocacy work. Over the years, it has learned to introduce language that, while
still holding true to its values, was moderate and could appeal to a broader audience.
For the stem cell research debate, the Christian Right has attempted to continue this
trend. Rather than focusing exclusively on the life of the embryo, it has also delved into
scientific discussions, expressing their support for alternative research methods and
providing explanations for why hESC research does not hold the same promise as adult
stem cells. Still, the Christian Right has remained steadfast in its position that an
embryo is life and that it should not be destroyed for any purposes.
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Coalition Building
Emerging from the interview responses was the prevalence and importance of
collaborative efforts. The study showed that the Christian Right has not been active in
developing a strong coalition to promote its cause. One congressional staffer even
suggested that Christian Right organizations did not visit or work together, while
another wondered if they were in competition with each other. The study participants
who did recognize some of the Christian Right’s collaborative efforts suggested that it
only coordinated with like-minded, pro-life groups or religious organizations. Some
people interviewed, in particular staffers for legislative offices and former legislators,
suggested that the Christian Right organizations, given the current political climate,
should pursue new coalitions. A staffer for a legislative office, as was mentioned in
chapter 5, insisted that they need to build different and better alliances. Thus a new
collaborative effort could improve its advocacy when stem cell research legislation
reemerges as a primary agenda item.
Study participants suggested that with regards to the stem cell research debate,
the Christian Right needed to learn to collaborate with organizations outside of the prolife and religious circles, including non-religious groups or scientific institutions. While
it is expected that the Christian Right would collaborate with other groups who have
similar interests or values, its coalition could have been better served if it included more
scientific groups. In doing so, the Christian Right would demonstrate its ability to work
with other groups who may hold differing opinions or objectives, and act in a much
more pragmatic fashion. Again the issue if imagery becomes an important advocacy
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tool. By collaborating with certain scientific institutions and patient groups that share a
common interest, the Christian Right could project an image that gains the attention of
more legislative offices.
However, the Christian Right coalition, for the exception of one in-house
scientist, has not forged partnerships with others in the scientific community who could
bolster its image. This is not to suggest that there are no scientists who agree with the
Christian Right’s alternative research position. Rather, it is a reflection of its inability
to accumulate an extensive network of scientists and patient groups as part of a formal
advocacy coalition which can exert influence. The Christian Right, with regards to the
stem cell research debate, continues to appear to be primarily a collection of pro-life
organizations, ill-equipped for such a scientific and technical issue as stem cell research.
Christian Right and pro-hESC coalitions
The pro-hESC groups recognized the importance of imagery and coalition
building when they put together the Coalition for the Advancement of Medical
Research (CAMR). This coalition was arranged in such a way that it included well
credentialed researchers and scientists, and a collection of patient groups. It not only
bolstered its advocacy efforts, but it also presented the image of experienced and highly
qualified scientists supporting the practice of hESC research. Combined with the
imagery of patients, CAMR was a formidable coalition. According to some legislative
offices who could recall their communications with CAMR, their science-based
advocacy was viewed as very impressive.
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Interviews with representatives of the Christian Right revealed that their
respective organizations do participate in meetings to discuss important cultural and
political issues. According to one interviewee, the more prominent, as well as secretive,
meetings are referred to as the “Weyrich Luncheons.” Named after Paul Weyrich, one
of the architects of the Christian Right, these luncheons take place every Wednesday to
discuss the major cultural and political issues of the day. Yet, these are informal
roundtable discussions among prominent conservative Christian groups, rather than an
official coalition. The actual counterpart to CAMR is the Do No Harm Coalition.
While only one study participant referred to this coalition during the interviews process,
it does exist and acts much in the same way as CAMR. The Do No Harm Coalition is a
single issue coalition focused on stem cell research, with supporters from a variety of
fields. It consists of people with backgrounds in policy, ethics and science, who work
to promote adult stem cell research and therapies. The Do No Harm Coalition stresses
emphatically that adult stem cell research offers more scientific promise and has
generated more results than hESC research. As a way to illustrate this assertion, it
maintains a scorecard that displays the number of successes attributed to adult stem cell
research, and the number of successful finds resulting from research using embryonic
stem cells (Marzilli, 2007).
This was the attempt on the part of the Christian Right to assemble a coalition
that incorporated supporters from a collection of fields, including those that were nonreligious. However, because only one study participant thought it was necessary to
mention the Do No Harm Coalition, it appears that this was not central to the Christian
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Right’s advocacy strategy. In contrast, it appears, based on the comments by
interviewees, that CAMR was a focus of pro-hESC groups and their advocacy efforts.
As such, the pro-hESC groups were more effective in collaborating and creating a
formal coalition.
Influence
In Senator John Danforth’s book, Faith and Politics (2005), he remarks how the
Christian Right and other opponents of hESC research “were able to persuade President
Bush and a number of members of Congress and state legislatures to support their point
of view” (2005, p. 96). Senator Danforth’s statement is a point of interest as this study
attempted to understand how influential the Christian Right has been. The research
findings revealed that while Senator Danforth’s assessment in his book is true as it
relates to a majority of pro-life legislators, when we examine the perceptions among
marginal legislators, who did not vote with the majority of their party on stem cell
research legislation, the Christian Right is not as influential as one might suspect.
The Christian Right’s influence over stem cell research policy within the
Republican Party did not only wane among those who voted against their party, but also
among pro-life Republican leadership. With legislators such as Former Senator Bill
Frist (R-TN) and current Senator Orrin Hatch (R-UT), both of whom are considered
staunch conservative pro-life legislators, voting in favor of embryonic stem cell
research, there is evidence that the influence of the Christian Right is waning with
respect to this debate.
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The Christian Right’s Influence on the Republican Party
Senator Danforth (2005) also attributes the Christian Right’s influence in his
book to the apparent “takeover of the Republican Party by the Christian Right” (p.7),
and its ability to dictate elections. In earlier chapters it was argued that the Christian
Right has become a prominent fixture of the Republican Party, with its strongest period
of influence being when President George W. Bush was in office. While this may hold
true as it relates to other issues, though one cannot really know unless it is fully vetted,
it was not true for the stem cell research debate.
The presumption has been that pro-life Republicans have held the majority of
the party and have dictated its agenda. Clearly from 2001 to 2005, while the
Republicans held the majority in Congress, pro-life Republicans addressed social issues
they considered important, which also corresponded with Christian Right’s interests.
However, as was demonstrated in chapter 5, those legislators who voted against the
majority of their party were able to change the dynamics of the stem cell research
debate. Moreover, it was Republicans, such as those interviewed for this study, who
voted in favor of hESC research which seemed to possess the power within the party.
The influence the Christian Right wielded from within the party was articulated
in a former legislator’s account of how H.R. 810, The Stem Cell Research Enhancement
Act, was actually brought to the floor of the House for a full vote. According to a
former legislator interviewed for this study, legislation was able to move forward as a
result of policy negotiation. Introduced by Representative Mike Castle (R-DE) during
the 109th Congress, H.R. 810 would have expanded the number of stem cell lines
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available for research and approved more funding for hESC research. During this
period the Republicans still held the majority in Congress. This former legislator
recalled that there was an important budget amendment for which the Republicans
needed Representative Castle’s vote. Recognizing this as an opportunity,
Representative Castle bargained with leadership to get his bill out of committee and up
for a full vote. Although the legislation, which passed both houses, was ultimately
vetoed by President Bush, it signified a turning point in which a small number of prohESC research legislators held the power in Congress.
The interviewee stated that it was meant “to at least get people on record” for
their position. While this may be true, there are deeper implications for the Christian
Right which do not offer a promising outlook for their efforts to restrict embryonic stem
cell research. The effort by Representative Castle, and the support he had from other
Republicans, showed that even in a Congress in which the Republicans were in the
majority, the Christian Right could not influence enough legislators and secure the votes
necessary to prevent stem cell research legislation form passing. Moreover, with
marginal Republicans wielding influence, as well as staunch pro-life legislators like
Senators Orrin Hatch and Bill Frist voting in favor of embryonic stem cell research, the
influence of the Christian Right on the stem cell research debate was slowly
evaporating.
Voting behavior
Over the years Congress has become deeply divided over the sanctity of life
issue which has centered on abortion. A consistent precedent has been that a majority
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of Republicans oppose abortion and Democrats overwhelmingly support it. This
precedent also holds true for the stem cell research debate. However, an examination of
voting records on hESC research legislation showed that many more Republicans voted
against their party than did Democrats on stem cell legislation. This demonstrates not
only that the Christian Right was unable to gain Democrat votes, but that it was losing
more Republican votes. With such a trend, the Christian Right’s ability to advocate an
anti-embryonic, pro-life position was severely weekend.
The logical question, therefore, is why did legislators vote against their political
party? The first reason, as it was alluded to earlier in this chapter and discussed in
chapter 5, was their vote was an extension of their pro-life or pro-choice ideology. For
Democrats voting against hESC research, it was because they held pro-life values, and
for Republicans it was because they believed in a pro-choice set of beliefs. The
implication of pro-choice values is that parents or women possessed the freedom to do
as they pleased with their frozen embryos, even it if meant donating them for scientific
research. According to some former legislators and current congressional staffers that
were interviewed, it was a position that was “staked out early,” primarily when running
for office. Secondly, legislators expressed the position that donating the frozen
embryos for scientific research to possibly find cures for debilitating diseases made
more sense than simply letting them go to waste and be discarded. This was a
utilitarian viewpoint expressed by a number of study participants. Moreover, it was a
political position that allowed them to support some hESC research while not permitting
unfettered research.
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The last reason why legislators voted against their political party was because of
a personal attachment to the issue, or the emotional nature the stem cell research debate.
Some, like Senator Danforth (2005), who wrote in his book about his brother passing
away from ALS, also known as Lou Gehrig’s disease, believes debilitating diseases
could be cured through hESC research. A former legislator interviewed for the study
cited a family member’s participation on a board for a patient’s rights group and the
loss of a colleague in Congress as having a tremendous impact on his vote. Thus,
personal attachment was shown to be an influential factor in why certain legislators
supported embryonic stem cell research. It also demonstrated the impact that the
imagery of living victims, or patients, has on a legislator’s decision making.
Looking Ahead
Clearly, the Christian Right remains an important player in the stem cell
research debate. It has helped publicize the benefits of alternative research
methodologies, and established some limitations on research involving human embryos.
However, in looking ahead, it faces tough challenges as legislation remains a strong
possibility in the future. If the Christian Right wishes to continue to play an important
role, the research indicates that it will need to pursue a new education campaign and a
formal coalition that consists of a collection of people and groups that reach beyond the
traditional pro-life allies. Moreover, they will need to continue employing a strong
symbolic advocacy approach. Such efforts are necessary given that its influence, which
relied heavily on the Presidency of George Bush, is now waning.
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The observations in this study lead to the conclusion that the Christian Right,
despite media reports that suggest it has had a considerable amount of influence over
the debate, is no longer as influential in Congress. Were it not for a President that was
pro-life and against anti-hESC research, legislation would have become law in 2006.
However, the debate is not over as there remains legislation in Congress waiting to be
addressed. Once it does become part of the congressional agenda, the Christian Right
will again be put in a position to defend its values, and its efforts as an advocacy
coalition will be tested.
Public Policy Implications
The information collected for this study provided a rich source of descriptions
about the Christian Right and the stem cell research subsystem. In addition to
understanding Christian Right advocacy and influence, as well as legislative voting
behavior, interview responses and organizational documents also provided comments
that revealed the dynamics of the stem cell research debate and public policy related to
bioethics.
Emerging from the study was that the stem cell research debate revolved around
the sanctity of human life, as evidenced by the number of pro-life and pro-choice
comments. Despite who the respondent was, there was a general perception that this
debate still involved determining when human life begins and deserves legal protection.
With the stem cell research debate revolving around pro-life and pro-choice arguments,
and the nearly party-line votes Congress, it was evident that the issue has been, and will
continue to be, highly polarizing.
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A perception was also advanced that the stem cell research debate was a
religious argument. There were five interview comments made which asserted that
religious beliefs played a role in this debate, and nineteen references throughout a
sample of Christian Right organizational documents that contained religious overtures.
Senator John Danforth (2005) asserts in his book that “[c]alling these blastocysts human
life can only be understood as a statement of religious doctrine, and advancing
legislation to protect them can only be understood as attempting to enforce religion by
resorting to the criminal law” (p. 93). A study participant also suggested that that
Christian Right was using law, or legislation, to impose its religious worldview.
Therefore, underneath the scientific debate, and the political posturing, the debate over
stem cell research was also a religious debate over when life begins and whether that
view should be legislated.
In addition to these observations, there were also some more specific findings
that have important public policy implications. To begin, the research suggests that the
Christian Right was able to convey a message about alternative research, in particular
adult stem cell research. This assessment was reflected in a legislative staffer’s
comment that they added a lot of commentary and brought awareness to adult stem cell
research. The involvement and messaging of the Christian Right, therefore, impacted
the policy process by helping to elevate the awareness of adult stem cell therapies
throughout the discourse.
The study revealed that the Christian Right challenged the pro-hESC groups.
Despite the overall findings that the Christian Right became less influential over time,
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the research suggests that the efforts on the part of the Christian Right in this debate
made the advocacy of pro-hESC groups much more difficult. This was reflected in
comments by representatives of pro-hESC groups who suggested that the Christian
Right’s “alternative research” message gained traction. The notion that pro-hESC
groups formed a single issue coalition to address the stem cell research debate also
indicates the impact that the Christian Right had on the policy process. That is, the
Christian Right forced the pro-hESC groups to consolidate their resources and focus
heavily on the debate. Therefore, the advocacy on the part of the Christian Right was
strong enough to influence the debate and force pro-hESC groups to work harder. In
this regard the Christian Right certainly had an impact on the policy process. Moreover,
it demonstrates that if a coalition is able to force the opposing coalition work harder to
advocate its position, then its prospects of impacting the policy process are significantly
improved.
The Christian Right was able to stifle the policy process and hESC research.
According to some study participants, it was able to slow down the progress of research,
and even place limits on hESC research. Therefore, by advocating for alternative
research, and arguing that embryonic stem cell research presents moral concerns, the
Christian Right was able to keep pro-embryonic stem cell legislation from moving
forward. To this extent, the Christian Right’s advocacy strategies and messages were
effective. Moreover, without the Christian Right conveying its message and slowing
down the progress of research, the debate itself would most likely have followed a
different trajectory.
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Finally, the Christian Right was able to effectively implement a symbolism.
Although it appears that the snowflake imagery was not as effective as a young child in
a wheelchair, or that it lacks the numerical support, a significant number of study
participants still indicated that the use of snowflake imagery was powerful. It was
evident that the Christian Right was acutely aware of the notion that legislators are
susceptible to personal stories and images. Therefore, by injecting this form of imagery
the Christian Right was able to humanize the debate and potentially appeal to the
emotions of legislators, as well as the public.
Application of the Advocacy Coalition Framework
In chapter 3, the ACF was presented as a model that was advanced to
conceptualize the process of policy development and change over a period of a decade
or more. The framework was described by its inventors (Sabatier, 1988; Sabatier and
Jenkins-Smith, 1999) as the product of implementation frameworks (“top-down” and
“bottom-up”), systems theory, and conceptual frameworks that focus on group
competition. In addition, the framework considered the role of various actors and their
interaction with governmental institutions on a particular policy area.
It was also established that there are four basic premises of the ACF: 1) policy
development and change requires a time span of a decade or more; 2) policy
development and change takes place within policy subsystems, which is the interaction
between actors that seek to influence government decisions on a particular policy issue;
3) a policy subsystem involves participation among various government institutions;
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and 4) public policies or programs can be realized as belief systems, which are the sets
of values of those involved in the policy subsystem (Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith, 1999).
The assumption was that the use of the ACF was more appropriate than past
conceptual models such as group theory and social movement theory for three primary
reasons. First, as was demonstrated in the literature review, the debate over stem cell
research clearly has taken place over a span of ten years or more. Second, it was
evident that the Christian Right consisted of various denominations and Judeo-Christian
traditions that depicted it as a larger coalition. Third, there have been external factors
(Sabatier, 1988) and events that have occurred throughout the time span of the stem cell
research debate, such as change of power in Congress and advancements in
biotechnology. In addition, the study findings also supported the application of the
ACF to this study. Such supporting evidence includes: findings that the Christian Right
promoted identifiable belief systems and legislators experienced policy oriented
learning.
Identifiable belief systems
To begin, there was consensus on every major issue related to the stem cell
research debate among members of the Christian Right. That is, they all disapproved of
public funding for hESC research, favored adult stem cell research, and argued that
adult stem cell therapies offered more promise than did therapies offered by the
embryonic stem cells. The Christian Right’s core belief is that a human embryo is a life
and, therefore, should not be used for scientific research.
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Consistent with the ACF, there were also subsequent messages. As one
representative of a Christian Right organization acknowledged, “there were lots of
details and parts to [our] messages.” That same representative went on to say that
snowflake babies were also sub-messages of the sanctity of life. Another representative
of the Christian Right even outlined his organization’s position on this issue in the
following statement:
We speak to it ideologically. That human life is of value regardless of one’s
theological convictions. That human life has dignity and that it should be
treated with dignity. Even a person who does not have a theological perspective
should nevertheless still recognize dignity, and respect the dignity of that life.
We also speak to it practically. The fact that embryonic stem cells have not
cured or even come close to providing cures or adequate therapies for anything.
And on the other hand non-embryonic stem cells are directly responsible for not
only alleviating symptoms of some of the worst kinds of diseases, but curing
people of diseases as well. The effects of injuries themselves, spinal cord
injuries, for example, where some people have found at least some restoration of
feeling as a result of using non embryonic stem cells. The funding issue, we
only speak to that from those other perspectives and argue that from those other
perspectives it just makes sense to put the funding in the direction that is morally
feasible as well as ideologically and practically feasible. So we address the
funding issue, but it is not as if we are opposed to funding stem cell research or
that our first argument is how much money is being spent. Our concern is where
that money is being spent. Whether it is being spent to fund the destruction or
potentially harm embryos or not.
Based on these comments there appears to be a hierarchy of messages offered by the
Christian Right, in which its principle argument is about protecting human embryos.
More importantly, the Christian Right was not completely opposed to stem cell
research, or supporting adult forms of research. This assessment is more clearly
evidenced in the following statement:
It would a true statement to say that the [organization] is in favor of stem cell
research that would be a true statement because the [organization] is in favor of
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adult stem cell research and induced pluripotent research. I guess you could call
that adult stem cell research. What the [organization] is against is destructive
embryonic stem cell research.
These subsequent beliefs, therefore, offer the Christian Right a means for pragmatically
achieving its goals and partaking in the policy process.
Although it was not the focal point of this study, the findings also revealed a
consensus among organizations that are proponents of hESC research. These groups
expressed support for federal funding to further research that could lead to cures of
numerous diseases, and to reduce limitations on such research. As such, there are
opposing sides that possesses identifiable belief systems, competing with each other to
influence legislators. This assessment, combined with the core beliefs of the Christian
Right, represents the cornerstone of the ACF model.
Policy oriented learning
Another facet of the ACF that the study reaffirmed was the notion of policy
oriented learning among legislators. Sabatier (1988) articulated that policy oriented
learning among actors can be initiated by a variety of factors, including refining belief
systems or responding to certain challenges that alter one's beliefs. This particular
aspect of policy oriented learning was prevalent in the research findings of this study. It
was evident that upon reflection of the facts and circumstances, some legislators were
impacted enough to refine their policy positions.
A primary example of this policy oriented learning is Senator Orrin Hatch (RUT) who, based on conversations with study participants, was impacted by his religion,
a little girl with a debilitating disease, and the facts of the issue. According to a
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representative of a pro-hESC organization, “[Senator Hatch] was against it and then he
met this little girl and it changed his whole world.” This study participant went on to
describe how “he really took the time to meet with scientists, meet with his own
personal religious leaders … he is quite an expert actually.” Another study participant
commented that “the Mormons, theologically, clearly don’t feel about the moral status
of the embryo the way that the Catholics do,” which thus allowed Senator Hatch to
refine his position on the issue.
The study findings with regards to voting behavior also suggest that legislators
spent time attempting to understand the issue. One of the thematic trends was that
legislators voted based on their understanding of the science. A former legislator made
the following comment:
When this issue first started to come up in the Bush administration, and the
legislation started to move forward, I wasn’t sure that I knew about the answer.
I’m never sure that I know all the answers; I don’t know all the answers. But I
said that I really needed to get to know this issue. And so I asked the medical
school at the university [in my state], to put together a little day long thing for
me. And I went down, I saw some of the research, and I sat down and had lunch
and talked to a group of doctors, and I really immersed myself in the issue for
the day. And that was a very important factor in me becoming … more …
comfortable with the technical side of the issues.
Therefore, legislators such as Senator Orrin Hatch and the former legislator who made
the comment above, is evidence that certain legislators underwent some form of policy
oriented learning which contributed their position on the stem cell research issue.
Recommendations for Future Research
During the interviews a study participant from a pro-hESC group recommended
to the researcher one should also study stem cell research policy at the state level.
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Based on the findings of this study, the Christian Right has clearly been actively
involved in the national debate. Yet, there are questions to be answered at the state
level. Are state chapters of conservative religious groups equipped to handle this issue
at the state level? Do they employ the same strategies that national organizations use?
What amount of influence has the Christian Right had on state assemblies?
Furthermore, it would be interesting to apply the same methodology and research
design used in this study to compare and contrast Christian Right organizations at the
state level with those at the national level. For these reasons, additional research should
focus on stem cell research policy at the state level.
The ACF has provided a new lens for studying the role of the Christian Right in
the policy process. However, the findings of this study at best can only be generalized
to issues related to biotechnology. Given the appropriateness of the ACF in this study,
it would be beneficial to examine other policy subsystems that involve the Christian
Right to learn if the model could be applicable to other policy areas. The stem cell
research subsystem was an ideal fit for the ACF as it juxtaposed the opposing
viewpoints of the Christian Right with pro-hESC groups. Other policy subsystems may
or may not be as polarizing, thereby providing other venues for assessing the usefulness
of the ACF model.
Further research could also be targeted at understanding if voting behavior
remains consistent within other policy subsystems. For instance, do those legislators
who voted against the majority of their political party maintain that vote for other
similar biotechnology issues, such as cloning and genetic engineering? Drawing upon
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this study, what were the reasons for voting against the majority of their party? In
addition to these inquiries, it would also be interesting to learn if pro-life and pro-choice
positions were strong determinants of voting behavior for other biotechnological issues.
Such a study as this would uncover a legislator’s core beliefs, and show whether prolife or pro-choice values can dictate voting behavior on other related issues.
Although related more to the study of religion and politics, it would be useful to
follow this research with a study of non-Christian Right religious groups, such as
mainline Protestants and Jewish groups, to determine their role in the debate. Were
they prevalent in the legislative process in Congress? What were their positions on
stem cell research and what were the explanations for those positions? How did the
advocacy efforts of these groups impact legislators and their staffers? Findings to these
inquiries would reveal more about the involvement of religious advocacy groups in the
stem cell research policy debate, and provide a comparison with the Christian Right.
Finally, further research should also consider, on a much larger scale, whether
snowflakes or people in wheelchairs present a more compelling image. Although this
study posits that people in wheelchairs had a more compelling impact based on the
responses from legislative offices, it is still a preliminary assessment. A study that
addresses these competing uses of symbolism would help determine which coalition’s
use of imagery was more impacting on legislative offices and the public.
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Appendix B
List of Interviews

The interviews were conducted with current and former representatives of
Christian Right organizations and organizations that support embryonic stem cell
research, current congressional staffers, former legislators, and individuals that are
personally involved or interested in the stem cell research debate. Below is a list of
organizations and individuals.
Christian Coalition of America
May 27, 2009
Concerned Women for America
May 28, 2009
Ethics and Religious Liberty Commission of the Southern Baptist Convention
June 2, 2009
Office of the Honorable Marcy Kaptur (D-OH)
Current member of the U.S. House of Representatives
June 3, 2009
The Honorable James Kolbe (R-AZ)
Former member of the U.S. House of Representatives
July 4, 2009
American Society for Cell Biology
July 29, 2009
American Society for Reproductive Medicine
July 29, 2009
Office of the Honorable Kay Granger (R-TX)
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Current member of the U.S. House of Representatives
August 6, 2009
American Life League
August 6, 2009
Parkinson’s Action Network
August 12, 2009
Office of the Honorable Richard Burr (R-NC)
Current member of the U.S. Senate
August 12, 2009
Office of the Honorable Lamar Alexander (R-TN)
Current member of the U.S. Senate
August 18, 2009
The Honorable Nancy Johnson (R-CT)
Former member of the U.S. House of Representatives
August 19, 2009
Office of the Honorable Gene Taylor (D-MS)
Current member of the U.S. House of Representatives
August 26, 2009
Dr. Lawrence Goldstein
Investigator, Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Professor, Department of Cellular and Molecular Medicine
Director, UC San Diego Stem Cell Program
August 26, 2009
The Honorable Jim Greenwood (R-MI)
Former member of the U.S. House of Representatives
August 27, 2009
The Honorable John Danforth (R-MO)
Former member of the U.S. Senate
Author of Faith and Politics (2005).
September 1, 2009
Christopher Reeve Foundation
Former representative
September 2, 2009
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Family Research Council
September 3, 2009
U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops
Former Representative
September 3, 2009
The Honorable Tom Davis (R-VA)
Former member of the U.S. House of Representatives
September 3, 2009
Office of the Honorable James Oberstar (D-MN)
Current member of the U.S. House of Representatives
September 9, 2009
Office of the Honorable Mike Castle (R-DE)
Current member of the U.S. House of Representatives
September 9, 2009
The researcher did attempt to interview representatives from Focus on the
Family, American Values Coalition, and the Liberty Counsel, but all either had policies
against doing interviews or did not have the time to participate. In addition, the
researcher worked arduously to contact, and secure, interviews with current legislative
offices. Of those offices, eleven (6 Republican and 5 Democrats) had policies against
participating in academic studies, and thirty-two offices (26 Republicans and 6
Democrats) would not respond to my requests.
During the data collection process, the researcher also encountered several
challenges based on conversations with legislative offices, most notably an effort in
2009 to reform health care. Because the stem cell research issue was handled by the
staffers who concentrated on health care policy, many were unable to devote the
necessary time to do the interview. This made it difficult to acquire interviews for the
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study. Nevertheless, despite these challenges, the researcher was able to interview a
number of legislative offices to provide valuable data. The number of legislative offices
is nearly identical to the number of offices interviewed by previous scholars who
employed the same methodology.
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Appendix D
Interview Questions

Involvement in legislative advocacy related to stem cell research
1. How would you describe [your organization’s or the Christian Right’s] level of
involvement as it relates to the development of stem cell research legislation?
Probe:
a. What has been the level of commitment of [your organization’s or the
Christian Right] to this issue?
b. Outside of the life issue, are there any other positions that [your
organization or the Christian Right] has expressed?
2. What have been some challenges in working with [legislators or Christian Right
groups] regarding stem cell research legislation?
The perceived influence of Christian Right organizations
3. How would you describe the influence that [your organization or the Christian
Right] has had on stem cell research legislation between 2001 and 2008?
Probe:
a. What do you think are some general reasons for [your organization’s or
the Christian Right’s] influence/or lack of influence?
b. How would you describe the influence now that the legislature has
changed majority from Republican to Democratic?
Christian Right advocacy activities and their effectiveness
4. Tell me about [your organization’s or the Christian Right’s] general advocacy
approaches with respect to federal stem cell legislation?
Probe:
a. What do you consider [your organization’s or the Christian Right’s] most
effective and ineffective advocacy strategies and why?
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b. How would you compare [your organization’s or the Christian Right’s]
advocacy strategies when the Republican Party was the majority to now
with the Democratic Party holding the majority?
c. For those legislators that were “undecided” or a “maybe vote,” how did
your advocacy approaches change?
d. Who were some of these “undecided” legislators?
5. In my background research I noticed that [you or some legislators] did not vote
with your political party on some stem cell related legislation. What was the
reason for that?
Probe:
a. Did the constituents in [your or the legislators’] home state seem to have
an impact on this decision?
b. Did you learn anything that changed or altered your position on the
issue?
6. Tell me about the message(s) that [your organization or Christian Right
organizations] offers when advocating legislation?
Probe:
a. As I mentioned, there were some legislators that voted against their
party. Did your message change in any way when lobbying them? If so,
how? If not, why?
b. In what ways, if any, was the message(s) tailored for undecided
legislators?
c. How persuasive was the message(s) that Christian Right groups used?
d. Were there any messages that caused you to rethink your decision or at
least give it consideration?
7. Tell me about the person, or persons, from [your organization or Christian Right
organizations] that are lobbying stem cell research legislation?
Probe:
a. Are the representatives of [your organization or the Christian Right] that
advocate stem cell legislation different from other representatives you
have encountered? If so, how?
8. In what ways has [your organization or Christian Right organizations] involved
its constituencies or members?
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Probe:
a. Explain the types of legislators that required a considerable amount of
outside pressure from constituents?
b. Did the undecided legislators receive more or less outside pressure from
constituents? Did it work?
c. Did you receive any outside pressure from your constituents?
d. What were the reasons for voting on stem cell research that either
adhered to or went against your constituents’ positions?
e. Did the advocacy on the part of the Christian Right have anything to do
with your decision in light of your constituent’s preferences? If so, in
what way? If not, why?
9. Tell me about any efforts of [your organization or Christian Right organizations]
to collaborate with other organizations?
Probe:
a. For those legislators that were undecided, did that have any impact on
your decision to work with other religious based or secular groups?
b. When, or for what reasons, did you enter into a coalition with other
groups to influence legislation?
c. Do you notice when the Christian Right is collaborating with other
groups to influence legislation? If so, what are the typical indications?
d. Is your decision altered in any way when you are being pressured by a
coalition that includes the Christian Right?
e. What types of coalitions do you think make the Christian Right more
influential?
10. Is there anything you would like to add that we have not discussed?
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Appendix E
Analytical Coding Index

Code/Node

Description

General Observations
Uncompromising

•
•
•
•

Will not compromise on the issue
Narrow focused
Tends to be rigid
They are principled or have principles

Knowledgeable

•

Christian Right organizations are pretty
knowledge about the alternatives
Demonstrates a strong comprehension of the
issues
Spending time on the Hill indicates you must be
knowledgeable about the issue

•
•

Passionate

•
•

The Christian Right is passionate about the issue
The Christian Right is passionate about the
sanctity of life

Primary constituent of
Republican Party

•

The Christian Right has had a death grip on the
Republican party

Limited in their advocacy
because of limited staff

•

Organizations are limited in their advocacy
because they have smaller staffs

Similar to other lobby
groups

•
•
•

They were like other lobbyists making visits
Have paid lobbyists
Members of the organization pay visits to
legislative offices
They operated in the same way as other lobby
groups

•
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Well organized and
professional

•
•
•

They were very professional and polite
The Christian Right had an arsenal of tools such as
radio, television, grassroots, etc.
The Christian Right has a sophisticated computer
technology

The Christian Right’s
Involvement
Extension of their pro-life
agenda

•
•
•

This was part of the sanctify of life issue
The stem cell research debate was an extension of
its pro-life agenda
They were involved to oppose hESC research
based for ideological reasons

Considerable compared to
other issues

•

The Christian Right’s involvement was
considerable compared to other issues it is
involved with

Heavily involved

•
•
•

It is heavily involved
Their involvement is very substantial
They devoted a significant amount of staff
resources

Selective involvement

•

The Christian Right is involved but not with our
office

Top priority

•
•

This was a priority issue
The stem cell research debate is part of the
sanctity of life issue
Behind abortion and traditional marriage is stem
cell research

•

Depended on the Catholic
Church

•

The Christian Right received its cues from the
Catholic Church

•

Government should not provide public funding for
embryonic stem cell research

Policy positions of the
Christian Right
Federal funding
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Alternative research

•

Adult stem cells offer more promise and should be
supported above hESCs

Ineffectiveness of hESCs

•
•

Embryonic stem cells are less effective
Causing cancers and unable to provide safe
therapies

Criminalization of hESC
research

•

Embryonic stem cell research should be made
illegal

Opposed President Bush’s
compromise

•

Did not support President Bush’s policy decision
on August 9, 2001

Accountability organization

•

The Christian Right was involved to hold
legislators accountable to their pro-life positions

Developing legislation

•

Proactive and did not wait for legislation to be
written before getting involved

Educate

•

Educate the public and the legislators about
alternative research
Educate about human personhood

Characteristics of
Christian Right
Involvement

•
In opposition to hESC
research

•

The Christian Right was involved solely to oppose
stem cell research and disrupt the legislative
process

Wait until legislation is
introduced

•

They tend to be reactionary, but are trying to get
more engaged in the development
Coming late to the party
They are reactionary

•
•
Challenges Associated
With the Christian Right
Attempts to use the law to
impose moral position

•

The Christian Right will use the legislative process
to impose its moral values on others
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Dictates the arguments

•
•

The Christian Right was the one advancing the
debate
Good at repeating false information to the point
that people believed it

Does not understand vote
implications

•

The Christian Right does not understand that
legislators have multiple groups of constituents to
consider

Has influence over
Congress

•

The Christian Right is a very influential group
within Congress

Uses unqualified scientists

•

Has one scientist who is not engaged in research
and conducting clinical trials
Their scientist is not as qualified as Nobel
Laureates

•

Is not engaged in the
dialogue

•
•

Does not get engaged in the dialogue
Waits until legislation is introduced and then
opposes or supports

Uncompromising

•
•
•

Will not compromise on the issue
The debate becomes very one-sided
They do not think outside of the box

Changing minds

•

Legislators do not change their minds easily.

Understanding the issues

•
•

Helping legislators understand the language
Educating legislators about the alternative science
and adult stem cells
Educating legislators about the science behind
embryonic stem cell research
Helping them understand stem cell research is not
a new issue
Helping legislators know the stem cell research
issue is not the same as abortion

Challenges Associated
With Legislators

•
•
•
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Desire to win elections
dictates position

•

Legislators are driven by reelection and that
impacts how they vote

Personal attachment to the
issue

•
•

Legislators can be personally attached to the issue
Legislators can be impacted by the emotional side
of the issue
A legislator may have a family member of friend
with a debilitating disease

•

Advocacy Strategies
Equate hESC research to
cloning
Play defense and hold veto

•
•

Any mention of stem cell and cloning as similar
issue
Play defense and secure votes

Snowflakes

•
•

Mentioning the use of snowflake babies
Mention of parents who adopted left-over embryos

Stress alternative research

•

Organizations inform legislators about new
research on non-embryo research
General comment about the Christian Right
pushing for alternatives
General comments about the successes of adult
stem cell research
General comments about how there have been no
treatments developed at all from hESC research

•
•
•

Work with pro-life
members in Congress

•

Comments about working with pro-life members
of Congress to create and pass anti-embryonic
stem cell research

Mobilize activists

•

Comments about encouraging members or
activists to contact their representatives
Comments about encouraging members or
activists to mail postcards to legislative offices

•

Correspondence with
legislative offices

•
•
•

Write letters and emails to legislators
Make phone calls to legislative offices
Fax updates about adult stem cell research to
legislative offices
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Personal visits

•
•

Comments about making personal visits to
legislative offices
Comments about delivering information

Personalities

•

Comments about Dr. Oz and his comment on the
Oprah television program in support of adult stem
cell research

Propose amendments

•
•

Comments about proposing killer amendments
References to passing a personhood amendment

Scorecards

•

Comments about scorecards which outline the
positions that all the legislators have on the stem
cell research and other life issues

Testify before congress

•

General comments about testifying before
Congress

Visualizations (print or
television ads)

•
•

Print ads or other visualizations to showing the
benefits of adult stem cell research compared to
embryonic stem cell research
Radical imagery like fetuses in test-tubes

•

Writing editorials in newspapers

•

Comments about the promise that embryonic stem
cell research holds
Comments that adult stem cells are not as
promising

Newspaper editorials
Advocacy Strategies of
Pro-hESC groups
Promise of hESC research

•

Focus on easy cases

•

Comments about providing examples about
science and research that are easy for legislators to
understand

Utilitarian perspective

•

Embryos are not going to be used for reproductive
purposes, and discarded, then they should be used
for science to potentially find cures
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Quiet pro-choice groups

•

Comments about keeping pro-choice groups quiet
so the debate did not shift to abortion

Criminalize reproductive
cloning

•

Comments about making reproductive cloning
illegal

Grasstops emphasis

•

Use personalities to gain access to legislative
offices
Make personal visits to legislative offices

•
Effective Strategies of the
Christian Right
Alternative research

•

Developed a simple message about alternative
research methods

Dictate the arguments

•
•

Comments about dictating the arguments
Comments about the Christian Right was the one
advancing the debate
Comments that the Christian Right was good at
repeating false information to the point that people
believed it

•

Grassroots activities

•
•
•

General comments about a strong grassroots
operation
Comments that it uses the church effectively
General comments about the use of Christian radio
stations

Scorecards

•

Comments about using scorecards to outline the
positions that all the legislators have on the stem
cell research and other life issues

Snowflakes

•

Comments about snowflakes humanizing the
debate
Comments about snowflakes being powerful
emotionally

•

Computer technology

Ineffective Strategies of

•

Comments about sophisticated computer
technology to produce mass form letters
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the Christian Right
Denying church fellowship

•

Encouraging churches to deny fellowship or
communion for a legislator’s position

Scientific reasoning

•

Embryos are human beings and should not be
discarded
Adult stem cells offer more potential than
embryonic stem cells
The reasoning that the hESC research will not lead
to effective therapies

•
•

Informal grassroots
activities

•
•

Symbolism

•

Impersonal postcards, faxes, and letters, which
contain no personal reflection (i.e., form letters)
Phone calls that recite a manufactured message

•

Symbolism that is in the form of radical imagery
(i.e., fetus in a test-tube)
The Christian Right’s use of snowflakes was not
effective

Rigidity

•
•

Drawing a line in the sand
It is yes or no; black or white

Scientific expertise

•

Comments about the scientist used by the
Christian Right was not helpful for their cause

Visits to legislative offices

•

Comments about personal visits by representatives
of the Christian Right were not effective

No change

•

Comments that the Christian Right did not change
its strategy

Not push anti-hESC
research

•

Comments about not pushing for anti-hESC
legislation and advocate for adult stem cell
research

Strategies with Change in
Congress (Republican to
Democratic)
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Stress alternative research

•

Comments about stressing adult stem cell research
and other alternative research

Reduction in intensity

•

Comments about reducing their intensity to keep
attention away from the issue

Use snowflakes

•

Comments about mentioning snowflakes more
often

Target specific legislators

•

Comments about targeting Democrats in red
districts or states, and Republicans in blue districts
or states

Embryo is a life

•
•
•

The embryo is a human being
The embryo has dignity
An embryo has personhood rights

Designer babies

•
•

Researchers and scientists are working to design
babies to harvest organs
General comments about destroying life

Destroy life

•

Can't take a life to save a life

Economic

•

Suggestions that it is more profitable to invest in
adult stem cells rather than hESC research

Ethical science

•

General comments about the immorality of hESC
research

Family as foundation of
culture

•

Suggestions that treating human embryos has an
impact on family being the foundation

Federal funding

•

Comments that government should not fund
destructive embryo research
Comments that government should fund reliable
research such as adult stem cell research

Messaging

•

Ineffectiveness of
embryonic stem cell

•

Embryonic stem cells have not led to any cures or
treatments
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research
Stem cell – cloning nexus

•

Stem cell research and cloning are linked, and part
of the same conversation

Religious

•

Comments that scriptures teach against destruction
of life at any stage
Comments about embryonic stem cell research
destroying God’s creation

•

Research alternatives

•

Discuss the number of diseases cured by adult
stem cells

Snowflakes

•

Messages that mention snowflake babies or
embryo adoption

Research using adult stem
cells

•

Many references to the need for research using
adult stem cells

Baby farming

•

Specific references to research for the purposes of
learning how grow babies to harvest organs

Mentioned cloning in
connection with stem cell
research
Complex

•

Specific references to the connection between
cloning and stem cell research

•

Specific references to the issue being complex, or
requiring education or learning

Destroy embryo for
research
Destructive embryo
research
Discarded or excess
embryos

•

Specific references to destroying the embryo for
research
Specific references to destructive embryo research

•

Specific references to discarded or excess embryos
that are not being used for reproductive purposes

Educate

•

Specific references to the need to educate
interested parties about the issues

Content Analysis of
Organizational
Documents

•
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Embryo adoption

•

Specific references to embryo adoption

Ethical research

•

Specific references to research that is ethical

Federal funding

•

Specific references that oppose or support federal
funding

Religious References

•

Specific references to God, Scriptures, or the
Bible.

Human dignity

•

Specific references that suggest embryos deserve
human dignity

Immoral

•

Specific references to embryonic stem cell
research being immoral.

IPS (induced pluripotent
stem cells)

•

Specific references to induced pluripotent stem
cells

Kill life

•

Specific references to killing life

Oversight

•

Specific references to oversight and accountability

People suffering from
diseases

•

Specific references to people suffering from
diseases

Personhood

•

Specific references to notion of the embryo as
deserving personhood privileges

Respect for human life

•

Specific references to the respect for human life,
in particular the unborn

Snowflake

•

Specific references to snowflake babies

Stressing alternative
research

•

Specific references to stressing alternative
research

Persuasiveness of the
Christian Right’s
Messaging
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Not persuasive

•
•
•
•
•

Persuasive

•
•

Moderately persuasive

•

When President Bush signed the executive order
he settled the debate
Legislators stake-out their pro-life or pro-choice
position early in their careers
Scientific messages that adult stem cell research
offer more promise
Messages that embryonic stem cell research is not
effective
The message destroying life was not effective
since the issue is over embryos that will already be
discarded
Comments about the appropriate role of
government and federal funding
Raised concern over the killing of a life

•

Comments that messages had some impact on the
debate
Comments that it was persuasive in the beginning

Scientists

•

Christian Scientists

Do No Harm Coalition

•

A coalition created by a prominent Christian Right
organization

Legislators

•

References to pro-life legislators

Non-religious groups

•

References to non-religious or secular groups

Pro-family and Pro-life
groups

•

Other like minded groups

Religious groups

•

Churches and other religious lobbying groups

Snowflake foundations

•

Organizations that promote embryo adoption

Women's groups

•

References to women’s groups

Collaborative Efforts
Who they collaborate with:
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Why they collaborate:
Increase pressure

•
•

Suggestions about generating more pressure to
apply to legislators
Comments about increasing visibility

Generate more support

•

Comments about acquiring more support for its
policy positions

Increase legitimacy

•

Comments about making it appear ready for
mainstream politics

Share information

•

Share information with other groups advocating
the same position

Target a specific legislator

•

Use resources of other group to appeal to specific
legislators (i.e, work with Jewish group to appeal
to Jewish legislator)

To demonstrate that
groups with differing
opinions can agree

•

Demonstrate its ability to work with other types of
groups

Primary activities:
Strategize

•

Work with pro-life members of congress and
leadership

Write joint letters

•

Prepare and sign joint letters to legislative offices

•

Organizations that represent patients that are
concerned with various causes

Scientists

•

Scientists/researchers

Universities and research
institutes

•

Institutes that conduct stem cell research

Pro-hESC coalition
building
Who they collaborate with:
Patients groups
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•

Coalition for the Advancement of medical
research, a single issue coalition for stem cell
research

•

Advance embryonic stem cell research and find
cures for various diseases

Develop consistent
message

•

Specific discussion about developing a message
for all groups to use

Tactful

•

Specific mention of avoiding looking greedy

Amount of subsidies

•

The amount of federal subsidies or funding

Not influential

•

The Christian Right did not have influence over
the debate
Bush settled the debate with his Executive Order
The arguments were not good enough

CAMR

Why they collaborate:
Achieve a common good

Perceived Influence

•
•
Placed limits on stem cell
research

•
•

Influence was evidenced by the limits they were
able to achieve
Slowed the progress of the research

Educating the public

•

Influence was evidenced by the ability to educate
the public

Influential in the beginning

•
•

Comments about being influential in the beginning
Comments about being influential between 20012006

Influential while Bush was
in the office

•

Comments about Christian Right being influential
when Bush was in office

Political and voting power

•
•

Comments about participation in primary elections
Comments about strong political force

Scorecards

•

Comments about Christian Right using scorecards
outlining the positions that all the legislators have
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on the stem cell research and other life issues
•

Any mention of snowflakes or embryo adoption

Bush's compromise

•

Comments about President Bush’s August 9, 2001
decision

Dwindling following or
membership
Emotions

•

Comments about losing their following or support

•
•

References to the emotions of the debate
Legislators impacted by patients

Organizational weaknesses

•
•
•
•

Inability to provide specific information
Lack of resources
Poor organizational leadership
Forming poor alliances

Media

•

Any references to television, radio, newspaper,
internet, etc.

People became educated

•

Comments about legislators and the public
becoming knowledgeable about stem cell research

Support of prominent prolife Republicans

•

Comments about support of prominent pro-life
Republicans such as Senators Orrin Hatch and Bill
Frist

Science

•

Comments about the science progressing too fast

The hESC research
message

•

Comments about potentially saving lives through
the use of hESC research

Advocacy group
competition

•

Comments about being drowned out by other
groups
Comments about too much volume

Snowflakes
Explanations for Lack of
Influence

•
Influence in a Democratic
Congress
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No change

•

Comments about it being no more promising than
when the Republicans were in power

Induced pluripotent is still
influential

•
•

Comments about new discoveries
Comments about induced pluripotent stem cells

Pro-life still popular

•

The pro-life position is still popular, so it can be
influential

Not influential - Can no
longer talk to leadership

•

Comments that it was not influential because it
could not talk to leadership
Comments that without Republicans or Bush there
are not influential

•

Constituent preference

•

Includes the impact of constituents in a legislator’s
state or district

Embryo is not human

•

Specific discussion of an embryo not being
human, or a blob of tissue

Supports scientific
exploration

•

Does not believe government should interfere with
scientific research

Have a pro-hESC history

•

References to voting in favor or against hESC
research legislation

Interest group influence

•
•
•

Spoke with researchers at universities
References to interest groups and money
Specific references to medical groups

Majority influence

•

A majority of the public supports the issue

Personal

•

Family or friend with disease

Pro-life and Pro-choice

•

References to a legislator being pro-life or prochoice

Political protection

•

Safest position or offered protection by
organizations

283
Religious beliefs

•

Specific discussion of theological beliefs and
being Catholic or religious

Utilitarian

•

If an embryo is not used for reproductive reasons
and will be discarded, use them for research that
could lead to cures and treatments
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